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Soil
.\

m

Adaptation.

kinds of plants in par..: Mills, the
inference is that there
-pi-i ial adaptation, and that certain
!in<l

v\c

s

mie

soils, which will
;
i-h tin needed elements for their deThere are, in round nuiBvelopment.
Viui.immi different plants known to
p'ants require

certain

itani-ts. ami it lias been calculated that

only in bogs and
>"
I:;;--. I lo only on the sea-shore, where
tij<• > are affected by the salt (sodium
liioride). IV- only on cultivated ground,
IV! only ia meadows and pastures, 7s in
Min. removed from the sea-shore, bill
in the dense forest Shades, 7*1 only
on
astoii'* ledges. o4
only in Knglisii
heaths, do only on walks. V7 only on
rork- ami lo only in salt marshes.
On
some lands (here will be found only
pines,
on a I:i■ i's only hickories and on others
>onother single variety.
But in spite
oi ail these facts, the
general beterogen■

•

<

•«

plants indicates
there i- in reality no such thing as a
our

.-pee
ad.:[itation of soil to plant growth,
on cm* an are foot of ground more than
Io*t .ii:
-lit plants have been known to
A bird will take a seed and drop
glow.
it on .in

-•

entirely different soil than that

.*

free,i which it was taken, and a vigorous
trci will spring up.
'A ml ami
running water are other
agent., lor scattering seeds fin the same
kinds nl soii, which have been exposed
to the same vicissitudes,
grow scores of

Brother

tin-* aisles.
“Ye, sah.” answered

lown

west

o-i’y

a

question

Harland

Marten

“The

Precocious

oevult law 'f heredity may be
answer able lor lus extraordinary endowments as for tlif startling loveliness of the
Ilis mother's noteq i: ett of the zinnias.
cue

bo,

k,

an

age when ocher babies are

,.

mental or written, records that, at

phlegmatic

tle world.

He is more apt to talk than
w alk eai
ly, ha- a capricious appetite, and
gets aiong wtii ie.-s sleep than do his
brothers and sisters. Ilis eager questions

sonph.'

before he

mamma

can run

alone,

of mind so far
overeat! es ii,-r purpose not to “push him
forward'- that she does not interfere when
:ie “piek- up his letters
somehow,”makes
a jh>"i
telnt
regret that he “devours
ery book ite ean lay bis hands upon”
b; the time tie is three years old.
entire family connection is im'euiscly proud ol him and elate with
phecies of ;:is future greatness. Kach

amazing activity

—

\\ l.o wants his

one

“Anm

Lizzie’s

Hugs.”

EHzAb-th T. Cook, of Unity, P 7<> years old, and
stSli retains a wonderful ta.-b1 for fawv works oi
all kinds, from elaborate bed quilts to liuy
pnp«i
flowers. The past winter she wove 14 woolen yarn
rugs of very beautiful patterns, whieh took the
first premium at the fair. People came from far
and near to see “Aunt Lizzie's rugs.” She wove
them for presents for her children and grandchildren who will have them to look ai for years io
come,
she 1ms ma le mam pretty quilts of vnriou*
patterns, one a beautiful .-ilk quilt which took the
premium at the fair. Her mother lived to be DU
years old, a va ry smart old lady, doing a great deal
of weaving in her life. When so years ohl she
wove it web of table linen of very difficult
design, ;
and her mother lived to be 100 years old, retaining
her faenitie-w .a i<-rfully l» the last. [Cor. Pittsfield Journal.

orking capital of descriptive adjectives.
His deter speeches are neighborhood
huu iitut* and irrigate the else dusty
waste ot •‘Children's Sayings" in the family newspaper. He is trotted out for the
entertainment of visitors before he can
use his corporeal members in that exercise, and is the show boy of Sabbathschool concerts and infant-school anni-

The combination, proportion, and
preparing Hood’s sarsaparilla, are
this medi> ine, and unknown to others.

versaries.
1 lie /Hi// of it'

process

peculiar

in
to

A young English girl in India has become a Bud
didst. When asked why she did so she replied: “1
know on which side my bread is Ruddered."

Oh, the pity of it, my
et>
Where is the horticulturist so
dull that he does not see to it that his
rose slips are rooted before he lets them
bloom, and who does not hold back
Where the
young trees from bearing?
stock-breeder who would put a yearling
c-olt on the race course ? fbabyhood.
-•

Try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills for any case of
sleeplessness, w eak stomach, Indigestion, dyspepsia, Ac relief is sure, the only nerve
nervousness,

medicine for the
cents.

price

in market.

In vials

at

25

“Annie, Is it proper to say this ’ere or that ’ere?”
“Why, Kate, or course not.” “Well, 1 don’t know

whether it is proper
ear from that air.”

High Farming.

or

not, but I feel cold iu this

Walking Skeleton.
M. E. Springer, of Machanicsburg, Pa., writes:
"I was afflicted with lung fever and abscess on
lungs, and reduced to a walking Skeleton. Got a
free trial bottle of I)r. King’s New Discovery for
Consumption, which did me so much good that I
bought a dollar bottle. After using three bottles,
found myself once more a man, completely restored to health, with a hearty appetite, and a gain in
flesh of 48 lbs.” Call at Richard H. Moody’s Drug
A

if American farmers do not speedily
get rid of unprofitable methods the newspapers w ill not be to blame, for a great

agriculture is

being given now adays. The most recent
good counsel is from the Natchez Demo-

Store and get a free trial bottle of this certain
for all Lung Diseases. Large bottles, 50c and

crat, w hich says:
“It would be easier for a single man to
fertilize an acre of land than it would be
to clear an acre of forest growth.
A single man can plant green crops and plough
them in with more ease than he can pile
and burn the brush of a heavily wooded
acre.”
Farmers ought to be able to see the
wisdom of this, yet thousands of them
are try ing to increase the
yield of their
unfertilized farms by adding an acre or
two to the area, when the same amount
of labor and
money expended on the land
already cleared would produce very much

cure

$1.

If a young lady cannot fire a young man’s affections any better than she can lire a stone, you can
make sure she’ll lose many a pound of caramels.
Thousands

Say

So.

Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:
“I
never hesitate to recommend your Electric Ritters
to my customers, they give entire satisfaction and
are rapid sellers.”
Electric Bitters are the purest
and best medicine known and will positively cure
Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify the blood
and regulate the bowels. No family can afford to
be without them. They will save hundreds of dolalrs In doctor’s Mils every year. Sold at fifty cents
a bottle by Richard H. Moody.

Joaquin Miller says that no mnn ever wrote anyLots of people
thing good on an empty stomach.
have an idea that he is a great faster.
Doctors !

larger

results.
l^et the Natchez

Democrat unload
wisdom of a similar sort
farmers all over the country are in
great
need of it. [New York Herald.

am

bounced man! Your
rolls, you will be refused admission
bean, and we shall forgit dat you war eber
nuinoered wid us.
Let us now attack de
reg’iar order o’ business. [Lime Kiln Club.

w

some

not degraded
Brudder Scott, you
name will be crossed

by walkin’ beside him?

“corning man” of tender

on

\\ ho

from our

lb- is usually attractive in
V'.irs
apIf not pretty, he has an “in1" .trance.
eetnai" look,
ilis eyes tell the story
of mental gifts wheu other features are
discreet.
Mother and aunts rave over
his “spirituelle” expression, and, if he be
tint; and pale, add “etheteal" to their

deal of sound advice

society ?

mu a

■

liemlet has

We took a long forsaken road,
Green maples bending over;
Retween the deep sunk cart ruts, showed
A narrow, grassy border, gay
With
shepherd's purse aud caraway
And rabbitfoot and clover.
We saw, about the silent lake.
Thick ranks of glossy laurel;
The hill was crowned with brush and brake
And wild spine’s rosy spires,
The crumbling wall was choked in briers.
The fields were red with sorrel.
The noonday fell on waste and wood;
I>rep glowed the golden weather:
In
encircling solitude
green,
We felt our meeting glance confess :
•‘With love there Is no loneliness—
No loneliness together!"
we take the winding track
No change by hill or hollow ;
We watch the forest stretching back.
The same slow moss on stock and stone,
The same red roses overblownThey beckon and we follow!

Again

—

Vet, oh! is this the enchanted way
Is this the hnppv weather?
Mysterious change that blots the day!
iyong moments when our eyes confess
The pang of silent loneliness—
We're lonely here together!

Pinkie's
11Y

“What

more

|

1IKI.EN

Revenge.

HI

NT

JACKSON.

perfect shame that she got

a

lii’ii- to-day !”
•'Mi
Sh
she might hear you !”
‘-Nonsense ! She is down in the reeeption room. 1 don’t suppose if she is from
the backwoods, she has got ears that call

hear Through doors.’’
-‘Girls, 1 am ashamed of you. How can
you he so unfeeling toward your own
cousin 1”
■■I don’t care, mamma, she is sure to
la- awkward and dowdy.
How can we
have her at the dinner table to-night ? 1
shall die of mortification to have to intro-

duce her

Mr. Morris

cousin."
tired to come
down to ■ miner after such a long ride. It
is a little aw kward to add another to a
to

••Perhaps she will be

as our
too

dinner party."
‘■Oh ! mamma, bless you for the thought.
You can tell her that sin- is too tired. You

set

ange it, I know !’’
1 11 try.”
These were the sentences which fell on
llie cars of Priscilla Bent as slu- sat alone,
waiting to see the aunt and cousins whom
she had come alt the way from Kansas to
New York to visit, of whose welcome she
fc.t as sure as if she had known them all
her life. It was by a blunder of the servant that she had been shown directly
up stairs into the drawing room, w hich
communicated by folding doors with the
can an

“Well,

where

sitting mother and

were

daughters.

“Pinkie! What
the lirst speaker.

a

name!” continued
“Who ever heard of

except for a dog?"
“Her name is Priscilla,” replied the
mother, “hut Pinkie was given to her by
her father, when she was a little gill, on
account of her pink cheeks.”
“Well, 1 will call her Priscilla.”

such

a

name,

•And 1 too.”
“Your father will not like it,” said Mrs.
Bent. “But we must go down.”
A sw ift rush of three women down the
stair-case, three loud exclamations of dismay at the sight of the empty reception
room, looks of dismay and a smothered
whisper of vexation.
••Ilow stupid of Ben .' Do you suppose
she heard ?"
nese were tne next scenes intne switt

little <lratua which here began so iuau.“jnciotiKiy under .Mr. Silas Bent’s roof this
morning. And next to these followed
one which seemed almost a
justification
ol all that the Misses Bent had said in
regain to their cousin.
Slowly rising to
her feet, grasping her umbrella lirmly in
her left hand, rose a tall, an exceedingly
tad, young woman, who exclaimed in a
nasal voice, "Well, 1 was jest a-comin’to
look ye up. 1 didn’t know as that line
black gentleman o' yourn had condescended to let you know 1 was here. I'm
tired to death, 1 tell you : four days
an' four nights in the cars is enough to
kill an ox.
But I'll be all right soon’s 1
I reckon breakfast’s all
get my coffet.
cleared away by this time, but 1 don’t
want much, only a cup of coffee, if the
I'm real glad
cook huint thrown it out.
to see you.
1 'spose uncle got my letter,
didn’t he ?" And pausing in her breathless speech, pretty Priscilla Bent looked
-heepishly into the laces of her equally
shame-faced relatives. If they had not
been too guiltily disturbed in their own
minds of fears of having been overheard
in tbeir inhospitable comments, they
most

“lze sorry, sail.”
"No doufi ol it. But iat am no defense. A
ro<>, excites pn
kase iud made him dat way.
\ luiiaii' draws sympathy kase he has lm-t
wid misfortune.
A drunkard arouses nullin’
but contempt.
He deliberately goes at it to
make a brute ol hissclf. You hub heard me
<>|*eak of dis matter on seberal prevus oecashuus. an’ you know how de majority of dis Club
feels ou de subjeck.
In de las’ two month*
you hub been drunk fo’ limes.”
Yes. sah: but I'll quit.’*
1 hope you will, Ini' I doubt it.
You had
ben thing to lose gett in' drunk de fust linn
V‘»n h:i\e lost character, respect, money and
standiti* an* dar’s Icetle hope dat you will see
We kin guard agin thieves
any reason to quit.
!,\
lockin’ up cur money. We kin put de
murderer iu prison no* hav-- him outer de way.
W«* kin expose de liar an’ kiver him wid confusion.
But de drunkard -de hog— de beast
who kin trust him?
Who kin believe in him?

mps of adipose tissue, be “sits up and
take- notie'-” of all that passes in his lit-

and b

the north-

<

Baby."
■'

voice from

*5pO*e il was?”
Brother -'eott gazed straight at a bust of
Venus, and had nothing to say.
Lt was Brudder scott. whispered the President. "Ailhough two of his children am bae*iut, his vvi:-' n< ds <• i<>7.> an* he hasn’t a dozen
talers m de house, he lias taken good money
from his pock- t an" paid it out fur bad whisky,
lie wasn’t
man when t found him.
lie was a
hog -a great big hog! I eould smell his breaf
mx feet away, an" it would have made a
dog
Mck.
lie bad lost his lint, roiled in de slush.
mi" den fallen iiro a stupm ish
sleep. I got help
an’ toted him hone, an' to-night heroine?? to dis
meet in* to have a wote among men who work
hard, respect Uemselves, an’ lib sober lives.”

of warmth.

on

a

corner.

“Ben please stt \ dis war.”
Brother Scott scufted forward, head down,
and his countenance betraying about seventeen
different emotions, and when he reached the
mark the President continued :
Brudder Scott, in gvvin ober to -I* old man
Johnson's las' nite to borrow a hunk o* butter
for breakfast 1 discovered some one lyin' on de
-id* w:Pk. My tirM thought was to yell murder.
M\ next thought was srnej! of hisbreaf. B:ii
settled the case a! once. It wasn’t a murder,
but a case of dead drunk. I turned de subjeck
ober to git a look at hi* face, and vvhod'ye

••

is

Bounced.

Scott

“Am Brudder Abraham Scott in de hall dis
ownin'?” inquired tht President, as lie looked

different varieties of plants, while on
soils regarded as entirely diffeient, we
uml the same kinds of plants growing
well, as a pine in a swamp and upon a
sui. ly hill,
on a
maintain having the
same soil throughout may be found one
variety of tree at tin bottom, another in
the middle, and still another at the summi;.
1: is the climate that governs the
-■
niei' on oi varieties much more than
tli- -oil
If a swamp he thoroughly
drained so that the soil becomes dry, it
w
il i.e mum! that different varieties of
plants than were there before will spring
A'! plants an nearly alike so far as
tiele-nm-.ti composition is concerned
:
:!.standing the fact that certain
e
-quire afferent conditions than
o’ e
some
require t warm soil ami
-ire
1 eteiltl
soil. While cel
efer a sandy land,
Ills see
il

Cattle

Market.
TlF.SDAt Oct. _>7, 1SS5.
Amount <>f -to« k at market,: Cattle, lls.'i; sheep
and iambs, G'».ro; swine, 13,02(1, horses, 2<>S.
Prices "t beef cattle V P*o Jb live weight, extrr.
quality, tf'i imi(JG 37 B lirsi, $:> .Vig:. s7-,; seen...:,
a.'i :.7 ,. third, $3 7k»<U
•5-1 37
-t grnd*"I coarse oxen, bulls, elf., $3 00g.3 37!a.
Brighton Hides, heavy. 7 2e # fb.
Brighton Tallow—.V 4* lb.
(. ountry Tallow—
(;• ti>.
•
'.untry Hides— Heavy 7»‘ F fb I it lit ones, g^G^i
( alf skin—Joe p tb.
•Bicep anu I.nmn .-kins—'‘.A nte card
The trade for imtehcr*’ --a
ha- m on slow, and
prices for those snita de for the retail trade have
let varied any ;•* spenk of fr mi those noticed one
week ago. most
r the -meg. •.ring s..: i at priee.loti
iv weight
ranging from $.*»aG p.
For
wholesale lot priees <*:.mined were a trill*- lower,
from 3 0 1)1.
The quad;
ot tin*
per h'w lbs.
e\fs hr
.^iil it, for the week was full as good
in market one week since.
F .r -<
tn. week- pa-t Mr v\’m. s'mllnns has had
quite a
•11 !*i1
1 Mil- h « "vv- ami .springers brought inn*
market, sutue •»them being' mv good ones
Most
of that e,ass of -1■ k is usually brought from the
Nort 11 and Maine
MtKi.r am* Bamiis.
Tlio-e from Hie West were
nearly a I >wned by Il< Us a- o., Sheep costiug
d&4v and Ban"' > .fiy'
per Hi. live weight
tan led at tin yards.
mvim
Western f at IF-g-:tr
osting butchers
from l{/4
m
live weigh. landed it tie
]*r
li <>m timnber we in.eitide all
slaughter hou.-ethe \V. -ti-n £■
Hog* brought inn market for tin
week over the >everttl railroad-.

V7ii varieties are found

tout

BY DORA READ GOODALK.

room

Brighton

..

banner of all

figuring upnu

the f(-i.ee problem, finds that the til.tlOO
farmers in Maine are supporting 45,000,1)00 rods, or upwards of Idl.ooo miles ot
fences, which, estimated at SI | ,.•• n>d.
shows an investment o! >4o,000,000, being an avoraat of upvvards of siidO to
each farm.
I bis is :»4 times the value of
all the live stock in the State, ami nearly
as much as all the farms with
buildings
and fences would sell lor. It is suggested
that all fences, excepting those necessary
t'oi confining stock in pasture and yards,
lie abolished, thus preventing the grazing
of fields in Spring and Fall, which is
known to be injurious to the grass crop.

FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

gowns such

Together.

An occasional temporary crossing of
the eyes of an infant above two months
of age should Is* carefully investigated.
The child should be handled lightly : it
should not be played with too much : it
ought to lie or roll on its back in preference to sitting on the lap or in a chair.
Any unequal size of the pupils should be
carefully noted. It may be either the
sign of some internal trouble or a simple
local affection of the muscular tissue controlling the pupil. [Dr. K. S. Beck on

oa<i at the 1 "Bowing places:
J s. Caldwell A Co.,
b as i. —.1 uvia! * iffiiv.
mii street.
M P. Woodcock & Son, Main street.
P Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street,
w support —At ihe Post office.

nta\

Baby-Eyes,

The two muscles—a set for each eveact in perfect correlation, and enable the
organ in an instant of time to cover an
infinite range of vision. No tine adjustment of the telescope, no system of lenses
and prisms, can accomplish this feat in
an instant of time.
The utmost caution is therefore imperatively demanded of every person to
whom is consigned the care of the young
child from infancy to perhaps the third
year of life. It is during this time that
damage to the muscular apparatus of the
eye may he done. The mother or nurse is
eager to have Baby see everything from
the nursery -window, or from a carriage
or car.
How many tired heads, languid
eyes, and disordered tempers result from
this mistake!
How often is loss of
accommodative power, or enlarged pupil,
or cross-eye the
consequence! Worms,
“inward tits," sour stomach, tlea-bites,
and had temper are some of the morbid
and moral posers which the mother and
the family doctor ponder over.
An indication of delicate and undeveloped muscular apparatus of the eyeball
vrithiu the first two months of life is
found in the ease with which some infants look cross-eyed. It is well known
that in sleep the eyes arc turned upwards under the brows, and inwards,
and that a true crossed condition of the

Of all the different schools In the country, have
thousands die every year of Bright’s disease of the
Kidneys, who could be living to-day if they had
used Sulphur Bitters. They are unequalled in the
world lor all diseases of the kidneys.—New Haven
Union.
2w44

might have detected a strange look on
their Kansas cousin's face, a mixture ot
twinkle and terror. But they saw heard
nothing except what so thoroughly corroborated their worst fears. Even Mrs.
Bent herself, who had resolved beforehand to be thoroughly kind to the child
of her husband's favorite brother, was
thrown off tier balance, and in spite of
herself, the welcome slit- gave was curt
and cool.
But nothing appeared to rlaunt the terrible Pinkie. Radiant good humor shown
in her face ; her tongue ran like a clapper, and when the dinner party was mentioned, Pinkie cried :
1 ain't too tired, i'il just
"Not. much!
bunk down and by B o'clock I'll lie fresh
as a rooster ; \\ ;• don’t often get a chance
to a regular dinner party out in Emporia,
and 1 don’t mean to miss one this winter.
.Say shall 1 wear my very best ? Eve
r ad about the kind of clothes you New
Yorker.- wear to dinners. But I've got
sonic A No. I gowns, 1 tell you.
Now,
you just show me my loom, and I’ll go
straight to bed and stay there til! dinner
time.
You let your black man bring me
up a tumbler of milk, will you, along
about i o’clock, and a doughnut or hard
I ni used to ratin' heartily in the
tack.
middle o’ the day."
When the door was dually shut upon
Pinkie her aunt and cousins exchanged
looks.
“Horrible: cncil me youngest (taugnter, Carrie. “It'a worse than 1 ever conceived.
How could papa send for her?”
‘•lie lias not seen her since she was ten
years old,” said Mrs. Bent dismally. “Of
course he could not dream she would be
like this. He has always said her mother
was a charming woman, and they lived
in Europe for several years when she was
little. It is horrible girls !"
■Hunk down !” ejaculated the eldest
daughter, Sophia.
“Freeh

rooster!” echoed Carrie.
go to bed myself and be
too ill to appear to-night. 1 don’t believe
Mr. Morris will ever cross our threshold
as

a

“Mamma, 1 shall

again.”

“Then he is welcome to stay away,”
said Mrs. Bent, hotly.
\\ bile this distressed consultation was
going on between Mrs. Bent and her
daughters, Pinkie, safe locked in her
room, was holding one with herself.
Tears sparkled in her eves, hut her face
was full of mirth.
“1 will!” she muttered.
“I will do it!
It will he good enough for them. I know
I can.
It will teach them a good lesson.
But I'll have to work like a Trojan to get
the dress ready. Let me see what I have
got that will do. Ha! I have it! That
old tableaux dress will be just the thing.”
“How lucky 1 brought it!" she chuckled,
as she shook out the folds of a white
muslin of the most antiquated country
fashion. “Now I can go to sleep and rest
easy for an hour, ‘awkward and dowdy.’
That is what 1 will he,” and in live minutes mischievous Pinkie Bent was sound

asleep.
Anxiety and vexation had made Carrie
ill, and it was with a most unbecoming
flush

her harrassed face that she appeared in the drawing-room a few moments before the dinner hour. There sat
the cousin from Kansas ! Was ever such
a ligure seen in a New York drawingroom before ?
A plain white muslin, made in the
shepherdess style, very full and very
short, scarlet stockings, a broad scarlet
sash, and worst of all, on the head a turban of white muslin, with a scarlet poppy
flaunting in front! This was what the
malicious Pinkie had done with herself,
whose trunk was full of exquisite French
on

as

her cousins had

Maine

never

owned, and not often seen. She knew at
least the opals on her soft white neck
would command a certain sort of respect,
even from her inhospitable relatives.

“Thank heaven she wore them. That
will show people she at least has money.
That necklace couldn’t have cost less
than $1,000.

“Yes,” replied Pinkie, nonchalantly.
likes ’em best of all she's got.
They’re ilia's. I like (lowers better. I’m
great on artificial flowers ; always wear
’em every day.”
I'he guests were already arriving, Mr.
Bent himself among them, he having, according to the fashion of New York business men. arrived home only in time to
“Ma

dress for dinner. His heart was so full
affectionate welcome for his niece,
whom he remembered well as a beautiful
child of ten, only half a dozen years ago,
that lie did not at first note anything but
the lovely uplifted eyes, and the affectionate voice.
As the dinner progressed, even unobservant Mr. Bent became aware that his
niece’s attire was not what it should be,
and that her voice was too loud.
"But
the women folks can soon straighten that
all out, and the child's as pretty as a
of

picture.”
do also thought the lion. Mr. Morris,
who to Carrie’s vexation, on being told
by her that the young lady in white was
a cousin, who had arrived most
inopportunely from Kansas, had exclaimed:
“From Kansas I How delighted I am.
That is the State of all others I am most
interested in seeing. I am going out
there in the spring."
“II all tun Kansas ladies have so wonderm) a complexion as your cousin, that
is another reason for visiting the region.
Pray, present me to her; will you? 1
should like to ask her many questions.
Perhaps, all—" he stammered, with the
curious mixture of diffidence and audacity one often sees in Englishmen, “perhaps your mother will he so very good as
to let me have the pleasure of sitting In
her side at dinner- that is, if it will not

disarrange your plans.”
“I am quite sure mamma will not relinquish the pleasure of having you chiefly to herself at dinner,” quickly responded Carrie, her heart full of anger and
mortification. Nevertheless, several times
in the course of the dinner, Mr. Morris
heard the shrill voice, and thought to

himself, “What a pity the American voice
is sm high pitched."
When the gentlemen joined the ladies
in the drawing-room Mr. Morris looked
eagerly for the Kansas cousin. Not seeing
her, lie accosted Mrs. Bent with true
English bluffness: “I do not see your
niece from Kansas; 1 hope she has not
gone; I was counting on talking with her
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TEMPERA NCR.

OF

The fortieth anniversary of the Grand Division Sons of Temperance, of Maine, was held in
Warren Division Hall, Gardiner. Oct. 2S. The
following grand officers were present: 1. W.
McDonald, Cortland, G. W. I .; A. K. C. Bulfum. Gardiner. G. W. A.; Stephen Cobh, Chelsea, (Hand Treasurer: F. S. Stevens, Cumberland Mlii>. Grand Scribe ; Samuel Lane, Gardiner. Grand Chaplin; G. II. Howard, Augusta,
G. C.; Patrick Hayes, Chelsea, C. G. W. Four
members w< it initiated to the Grand Division.
G. W. C. M« Donald read an address.
lie
thought tin- members of the order should take
Two thousand members have been
courage.
a ided to the order within the
past six months
in North America. He recommended the appointment of active agents t<> organize division^- in tliN State. The Grand Scribe reported
an increase the past year in this State of PJ divisions wil.i membership of OoO. The Grand
Treasurer reported a balance in the treasury of
Sbm.TT. The following officers were elected
foi lin' ensuing Mar: Stephen Cobb. Chelsea,
G. W. C.; .J. !•'. Sheldon, Portland. G. W. A.;
I'red S. St«*vt ns, Cumberland, G. S.; 11. K.
Mot rell. Gardiner, G. Treasurer; Samuel Lane,
(iardiner, G. Chaplain; Franklin Perry*, Portland,.G. Coinr.; Hattie Cobb, Chelsea, G. Sent.
The lirst four officers were appointed organizing committee for the Grand Division. The
officers were installed by J. S. Thorndike, of
Portland, Senior P. (i. W. C. A public meeting was hnd in the evening. Spirited addressw< ro made by members of the Grand Division.

all tiie rest of the evening.”
With mingled resentment and confusion, Mrs. Bent replied: “My niece went
up stairs immediately after dinner.
In truth Mrs. Bent was in a state of
a ship's crew of japs.
nervous bewilderment.
Without for a
( apt. Andrews of the
English bark Robert
moment suspecting the real reason of S. Bresiiard. which arrived at Cortland recentPinkie's withdrawal, she had perceived ly from liiogo, .Japan, with a cargo of rugs
camphor, had a Japanese crew and is said
that the girl was greatly moved as she and
to be He- lirst shipmaster to attempt the difficult
came swiftly to her w hen they were enfeat of sailing a ship from so distant a port
with a crew unable to speak a word of English,
tering the drawing-room.
and without having a person ou board able to
“Aunt, 1 must ask you to excuse me. I communicate
with them.
On the outward
am going up-stairs to change ray dress :
voyage had had a crew of colored men. Two
1 w as not dressed as 1 should have been. were lost, the others refused to
return and to
“Never mind, child, never mind.”
bring bis vessel home he was obliged to ship
native ‘ciiiors a< he could find no others in
Pinkie was gone.
It did not take long for her to finish port. He says that his novel crew proved
and obedient, although he was unable to
her transformation touches.
The dainty quick
communicate with them except by signs, but
white surah silk, with billowy reaches of as they were thorough seamen they could
white lace from belt to hem, the soft he made to understand by signs how the vessel
was to be handled.
Lsed
they were to a
clinging gloves to the shoulders, the opal diet of rice, it was with noas small
of
bracelets, the white ostrich feather fan, alarm that Captain Andrews founddegree
that Ids
the white satin slippers—all were in read- supply of rice was becoming exhausted. He
iness.
But at last Pinkie’s heart failed then put the men upon regular sailor rations,
without any objection on their part or any
her.
apparent dissatisfaction. “They cun cat meat
“it Wits a shameful trick to play on
as well as anyone,” said the
captain. He is inthem. I shall cry ; I know I shall, and clined to think his example may be followed
I'd rather die than cry before that Eng- by other shipmasters, and that the Japanese
will be largely employed In the merchant
lishman."
marine service.
At last she stole down slowly, hesitatMAINE’S NEXT GOVERNOR.
ingly. Black Ben caught sight of her
Among the gentlemen who have been menfirst, and reeled back with excitement.
tioned in connection with the Governorship are
It was an unerring instinct that led
• bn. ( harle* Hamlin. Col. A.C. Hamlin, lion.
l'inkie, on entering the drawing-room, to >. C. Hatch and Hon. John L. Cutler, of Banglide swiftly to her uncle’s side, and put- gor, Hon. J. R. Bodwcli, of Hallowed, and as
possible candidates May or Xealey and lion. J.
ting both hands into his, say :
C. Wheelwright, of Bangor, lion. \\\ W.
“Hear Uncle Silas won’t you make my Thomas,
Jr., of Cortland, ilon. A. F. Crockett
peace with aunt, and ask your friends and Judged. G. IlaM,oi Rockland, Hou. Fredhere to forgive me for masquerading at erick Cike, of ( aiais and Hon. T. R. Sinioulou,
of Camden,
it has been said that Oxford
your dinner ?”
will
Before she had half-finished speaking, county of present tothethename of lion. J. C.
convention. With
Swasey,
Canton,
the company had gathered close around the expiration of Gov. Robie’s term Cumberher.
“I must say,” began Mrs. Bent, in an
angry tone. But Pinkie went on reso-

lutely

:

“1 could not resist the temptation to
live up to the New Yorkers’ idea of a
Kansas girl, just for an hour or two. You
know that I was exactly the sort of person you all expected to see from the
West.” She gathered courage as she saw
smiles. “Yes, you all know it," embracing the group in her appealing glance,
“and we out \\ est all know it. Then,
forgive me. You ask them to forgive me,
d- ar Uncle Silas, won’t you ?" But Uncle
Silas was laughing too heartily. He bent
over and kissed hi r forehead.
“1 ask them all to forgive me for kiss“A capital joke,
ing you,", he said.
l'inkie !"
“The best bit of acting I ever saw,"
cried Hon. .Mr. Morris; “quite clever;
very neat. Upon my word, though, 1 do
not think now, really, Miss Bent, i
iambi
not have seen through it; 1 don’t think
you could have deceived me."
“I should not have tried,” replied
Pinkie, very simply. Yet there was a
certain indefinable something in tone
which made the lion. Mr. Morris change
color.
There are no words in which to describe the embarrassment of Mrs. Bent
and her daughters.
“Had l’inkie overheard what they said
about her ?”
They sounded tier as far as they dared.
But they never found out.
To only one person did l’inkie evei tell
the whole. That was to the Hon. Mr.
Morris, after she had been for some weeks
his w ife.
"I thought it was so unjust in them,
Frank,” she cried; “so cruel, I’d just
give them a lesson and let them see that
may be only skin deep—easily
put on or off. But I’d never have done
it, Frank, ii I'd seen you first—never. 1
wanted to run out of the room as soon as
I saw you look at me.”
“You needn't have done so,” replied
lion. Mr. Morris, “for 1 thought as soon
as my eyes fell on you that 1 had never
seen so lovely a face before.”
“Did you really ?” asked Pinkie.
“Really,” answered the Hon. Mr. Morris.
manners

Professional Etiquette
doctors from advertising their skill,
but we are bound by no such conventional rules,
and think that if we make a discovery that is of
benetit to our fellows, we ought to spread the fart
to the whole land. Therefore we cause to be published throughout the land the fact that Dr. It. V.
prevents

some

I’ierce’s “Golden Medical Discovery” is the best
known remedy for consumption (scrofula of the
lungs) and kindred diseases. Send two stamps for
Dr. Pierce’s complete treatise on consumption,
with unsurpassed means of self treatment. Address, World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
Buffalo, N. Y.

land county will have had the office four years.
Penobscot county had it the three years preceeding. Since Maine became a State Kennebec
county has had the office thirteen years, Oxford county nine years, Cumberland tifteen
years, Cenobscot county eight years, Sagadahoc
county one year, Franklin county one year.
Lincoln county four years, York county three
years, Waldo county live years, Androscoggin
county three years, Somerset county one year.
1 he counties of Aroostook, Hancock, Knox,
Piscataquis and Washington have never been
represented in tl e Executive chair. The next
Governor will have to have an entirely new
Executive Council, its members coining from
Oxford, Cumberland, Androscoggin, Kennebec, Hancock, Waldo and Washington counties. [( L. M.
THE

I ATE

HON.

Composed of Smart-Weed, Jamaica Ginger, Camphor Water and best French Brandy, Dr. Pierce’s
Extract of Smart-Weed is the best remedy for
diarrluBa, cholera morbus, dysentery or bloodyllux, colic or cramps, and to break up colds.
We

informed that the misspelled
was intended to be named
inventor, Mr. Charles Moncky, of
Brooklyn. Such is fame.
are

now

monkey wrench

after

*

*

*

its

*

Secret, involuntary drains upon the system cured in thirty days. Pamphlet giving particulars, three letter stamps. Address, World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

Fifty-six percent of the population of Massachusetts dwell in cities, imd thirty-two per
within half an hour’s journey of State
street, Boston.

cent,

It is rumored at Rangoon, British Burmah,
that a revolution has broken out at Mandalay,
and that King Thebaw has been murdered.

LEONARD ANDREWS.

Hon.
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HUNGRY BANGOR JOURNALIST.

A Boston paper says: In Last Boston, on
the afternoon of the 20th insr., Miss Lizzie
Hodson of No. 10 Bennington street, heard
strange foot steps in the refrigerator on the
second floor. She removed her boots, and approaching the refrigerator saw two strangers
busily engaged in devouring some portion of
the family’s evening meal. Her approach wa>
detected by the visitors, who strove to reach
the street, but *he descended the front stairwav
in advance of them, and closing the outer door
held the same fast until she summoned her
father, who w as in an adjoining room, and the
latter called in two officers, who placed the
hungry callers under arrest. On reaching the
station it was found that both of the prisoners
were from Bangor. Me.
One of them, named
Michael McCloskey, had all the traces of a professional “pad,” while the other proved to he a
journalist of considerable reputation connected
with a Bangor paper and correspondent of
some of the leading journals.
The latter was
completely overcome by the disgraceful situation in which he found* himself, declaring his
connection with the petty theft was due in part
to a semi-intoxicated condition, and in part to
the fact that his companion (McCloskey) claimed to know the inmates of the house and asked
him in.
CONCERNING HAW MILL GRADUATES.

The fact having been made public that the
editor of the Richmond Bee received a part of
hi* early education in a sawmill, he rises to explain in the columns of hi* paper, as follows:
Now that public attention has been called to
the circumstance, we may confess, without
egotism, we hope, that our college days at the
old sawmill were among the happiest of our
life, and that it, would afford us much pleasure
to meet the redoubtable McCrillis, and others
who were our fellow-students at that famous
seat of learning.
What a battle, and struggle,
and wear and tear of life there has been since
then! The boys are scattered far and wide.
One of them has taken to preaching, and the
last time we crossed his path he turned his head
and walked another way.
Some of the sawmill
graduates are lumbering in the distant West,
some are sailing the sail sea, while
grass grows
over others in almost all parts of the world.
As for the present writer—well, never mind
about him; but in fancy he sees all those jovial,
light-hearted young fellows who were once his
friends and associates, and whose memory has
been recalled by a very trivial anecdote indeed.

The National House.

Democrat,

is

counted

with

the

Democrats, and Brumm, of Pennsylvania,
Greenback Republican, with the Republican*.
There are three vacancies to be tilled at the
elections this month, one in the Fifth District,
of Illinois, one in the Fighth New York, ami
one in
the Nineteenth Pennsylvania. These
vacancies will be filled by one, tin* selection
ol ,i Republican in Illinois, ami Democrats in
New York and Pennsylvania, which will make
tie- full House consist of 181 Democrats and
111 Republicans.
The annexed table shows
the political division of the several Stab delegation* a« the membership of the House now
stands:

—

gearing,
by
hopper
night, suffering great agony. His children
came to the mill at six o’clock in the
morning

and discovered their father and gave the alarm.
The hand was so badly lacerated that it had to
be amputated.
GENERAL.

Seven Bar Harbor summer cottages are yet
occupied by their owners.
A lady of Augusta possesses a magnificent
head of hair nearly five feet in length.
Scores of telegrams and letters have been received in Washington protesting against the selection of General Anderson as collector at the
port of Portland.
The Maine lumber operators with one or two
exceptions have agreed to employ no man In
the woods the coming winter unless he has recently been vaccinated.
There are five nuns on Indian Island, Oldtown. The sisters are the Penobscot Indians’
teachers, and are the religious instructors of
the young and old Indians.
The Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
organized a society in Winthrop last week.
Mrs. C. E. Springer was chosen president, and
a vice president from each of the churches in
town, five in all.
The bond of Gen. Anderson, as collector of
the port of Portland, for #50,000, signed bv
Wm. G. Davis, George S. Hunt, Arthur Sewalf,
Charles McCarthy and Charles B. Varney, has
been forwarded to Washington.
Col. Fred N. Dow retires with a record to be
proud of. He is aeknowdedg.'d by ‘.he justness
men of Portland, regardless of
party, as one of
the ablest and most successful collectors who
ever held the place. He will, doubtless, be
heard from hereafter. [ Biddeford Journal.

Through
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Mrs. Garfield is writing
husband.

a

biography

Smallpox has made its appearance in Essex
county, N. Y.
Boston’s registration this year is about 00,000.
In 1S84 it was 05,574.
Commissioner Thoman, chief of the Civil
Service Commission, has resigned.
Gov. Robinson has appointed Thursday. Nov.
as Thanksgiving
Day in Massachusetts.

20th,

Three telephone companies are endeavoring
the cancellation of the Bell patent.

to secure

Louis Kossuth yet wears a hat like the one he
made so famous during his visit to the United
States.
One hundred thousand francs are offered and
are bid for a Stradivari us in

sixty thousand
Brussels.

to

A New Haven man has sent a check for $2500
D. L. Moody, to be used in his work as an

evangelist.
Near Erie, Pa.. a father shot his own son in
family quarrel about the son’s wife, iuflicting

a
a

fatal wound.

“Maxwell,” the supposed murderer of Preller at. St. Louis, has been identified as Hugh
Nathan Brooks of England.
John and Matt Williams, twin brothers, were
killed iu a sewer excavation by a caving in of
the walls at South Bend, Ind.
it is reported that 200 families of French
Canadians have left Montreal to obtain employment in the New England States.
Mr. Spurgeon declares that he has boon practising vegetarianism for the past eight months,
and is “riot only living, but lively.”
A mass meeting of citizens at Stockton, Cal.,
adopted resolutions demanding tlie removal of
Chinese dwellings from the city limits.

Heavy gales have been prevailing on Lake
Superior and several vessels are missing. It is
The iron trade in the Lehigh Valley continues on the increase and the preparation of
furnaces for a blast is heard of nearly every

day.

There are said to be four hundred applications on file at the State Department in Washington for the position of Consul General at
Paris.
The stock of postal cards is very low, owing
the change in the plate, and the Department
authorities say the work is not as good as thev
desire.
to

New Jersey temperance women in convention
Trenton propose to procure a law forbidding
the licensing of liquor sellers within a mile of a
school.
at

Hartford, Conn., an old lady of seventyhas obtained an absolute divorce from
her husband, who had deserted her for another

At
three

woman.

In about two weeks’ time the two ends of
tlic Canadian Pacific railroad will be united.
This will be the fourth through line to the
Pacific coast.
From Lowell. Mass., a shocking case of youthful depravity is reported, five girls under thirhaving been arrested for drunkenness and
disorderly conduct.
teen

At San Francisco sixty
struck work because their

Chinese eigarmakers
employers refused to
discharge about ninety white workmen employed in the same factory.
Mr. George Augustus Sala writes that he lias
a pot of money from lectures in Southern
Australia. He is now earning more in Tas*
mania and New /‘ aland.
made

Boston's 27s mail carriers collected 114,50.),101 pieces of mail for the year ending June Mo,

al a cost of
four tenths mills

$002.20 a* carrier,
earn piece.

or

two and

The total valuation of the property in New
Hampshire for ls,sj, as reported by the state
hoard of equalization is $L74,2f0,S01. and the
taxes assessed are $2,001,N40.
fn Denmark antagonism between the King
and the Parliament has become so bitter, as it
Is

charged, owing

that there

are

arbitrary royal action,

to

fears of

a

revolution.

Lieutenant Derby, famous for his work in
the Hell Gate explosion. is a son of “John
Phwnix,” the humorist. He has made even
more noise in the world than his father.
Rumors to the efleet that negotiations are In
progress to establish free trade between the
United States and Mexico ere contradicted by
Minister Romero and Secretary Bayard.
Thomas H. Benton was the only man who
reached thirty consecutive years of service in
either branch of Congress. Senator Anthony
would have reached that limit had he lived.
It Is said the value of timber illegally taken
from the public domain by h> Northern Pad tic
Railway Company and the Montana Improvement Company is about a million dollars.
The depreciation of silver has become so
serious a matter to the commerce of India that
it would not be surprising to see John Bull assume a new attitude toward the silver d dlar.
At a very stormy meeting of the Bowdoin
Square Baptist church of Boston, recently it
was decided by a vote of 1 IS to
to request
j the resignation of the pastor, Rev. W. \Y.

Downs.

Fish.

The schooner Alice Montgomery, Captain
Lavender, master, from Kennebec River, with
a cargo of Ice, arrived at her wharf at Sew
Orleans, Saturday. The captain reports that
on
October 19th, when about ten miles off
Rebecca Shoals. In the Gulf of Mexico, about
400 miles from the mouth of the river, he encountered vast quantities of floating fish, dead
and dying. They embraced a great variety,
many kinds being unknown to him, and they
extended as far as the eye could reach. The
sea waa streaked with a yellow, oily substance
and he sailed through this strange combination
of yellow water and dead fish for 20 miles. He
had no bad weather and generally fair winds
after entering the Gulf. This is not the first
time such a phenomenon has been encountered
In these waters, and it has been attributed to
the eruption of matter and poisonous gases
from submerged volcanoes. The appearance
of unusual varieties of fish from the deep sea
would seem to strengthen this theory.
The Mary Celeste case in which Capt. G. C.
Tarkerof Boston, with three merchants of that
city was tried for a conspiracy to wreck the
brig Mary Celeste on the coast of Uayti, last
January, for the Insurance, has been settled.
M; wife v iio has been troubled with chronic
rheumatism for five years, thinks the Alhlophoros
the best remedy she has ever used, t have also
hoi rd of Us good effects upon others In the vicinity.
G. H Twomhly, foreman of tile Gazette office. Exeter, N. H.

|

[Correspondence of the Journal.J
London, England, Oct. 15, 1885. I have
always been a strong advocate of good ventilation but my views are weakening somewhat,
On Hogback.
and 1 am beginning to think after all that headWIIAT MAY BE SEEN FROM THE SUMMIT OF
aches are preferable to pneumonia and conA MOUNTAIN IN NORTH MONTVILLE.
sumption, and that it is quite possible to have
[Correspondence of the Journal.]
too much of a good thing. The close and foul
On a lovely morning late in October your
atmosphere caused, as it is claimed, by furnace correspondent set out for a bit of mountain
heat, is said to be the principal reason why
climbing. A stillness, not solemn, but prohouse warming is generally accomplished here
found pervades the air, except when broken
by means of open tires, as the draft of these bv the merry chirping of crickets or the noisy
|
keeps the air in a room constantly changing. deliberations of divers congregations of crows,
During my second week of London, when my busy with the subject of their approaching dehomesickness was at its highest—say about
parture for the sea coast. The forests have
28,000 feet above the level of the sea, a gentleman said to me “Wait until
surrendered most of their beauty if it consisted
you get seated in
an easy chair in
your room before an open fire wholly of bright lines. They still retain suffiof bituminous coal, smoking a good pipe and
cient color to give the landscape a decidedly
you will feel better.” As I told him that the
comforts of tobacco were utterly out of the pie-bald appearance, suggestive of a vast piece
question he suggested as a substitute that 1 of faded, crazy patch-work. The summit of
should got a bag of fresh English Walnuts and
learn what a good nut really was—“So differ- that elevation bearing the unpoetical name of
ent, ye know, from the nahsty dry things you
Hogback mountain i> my destination. By the

have in America." The whole scheme sounded :
way, who ever knew a mountain to have anypleasant and the first (‘bill night l tried it. I
had all the properties as thev had been speci- | thing but an unpoetical name? to rill, river.
fied, but somehow it was not a success. I kept ! lake and valley are given appellations such as a
my feet on the fender and these, with niv
poet may love to weave into rhyme, while uphands and face were warm, but then my hack
and shoulders was a play ground for chills of on the mountains are heaped names as awkthe chilliest kind, while tin* atmosphere of the ward and prosy as mortal can well devise, lo
room that was tolerably warm before the fire
one whose knowledge of mountains is
mostly
was kindled was drawn up the chimney and
limited to the altitudes of Waldo county “Hogits place supplied by frigid air that actually
whistled as it rushed in under the door and back** will appear a considerable elevation.
window sash. ( racking the walnuts was good This eminence is situated in North Montville,
exercise but you all know the convoluted shape
and extends some two miles in a X. E. and S.
of the English walnut, and when I tell you that
before eating the fresh om> you have tore- W. direction; doubtless taking its direction
move
a thin, deiieate, hitter skin from the
from the trend of the rock of which it is mostkernel, you will see that a t hincse puzzle has
ly formed. Driving to the vicinity of the resino interest at all beside the
Then
operation.
dence of 11. M. Howard, E*<p, on the north
the taste is something similar to that of our
beechnut only not ;t quarter part as sweet. 1 slope of the mountain the
highest point is
finally decided that 1 would worry along with- reached after a short tramp across lots. The
out this vegetable until 1 could hire some one
summit gained, a whistle in the distance leads
to work for me by the day and do the cracking
and kernel peeling. And'also I concluded that
to the discovery of Uncle Mace’s train in the
impure air was good enough for me, so i had vicinity of Hailey's crossing, distant some
eight
the lire removed, lit a candle, and was soon
From this
miles, creeping Burnhamward.
comfortably warm again. I judge it will h<
sometime before I get accustomed to these and point is to be had one of the most extensive
other tilings and my present estimate of the T. S.
views it is possible to obtain In this portion of
is in the neighborhood of live hundred per cent,
higher than a few months since. TI: language is the Slate, if 1 mistake not. Before me lays a
hard to learn. A Yankee friend of mine re- vast tract of country, bounded on the N. E. by
marked in the course of conversation at the the
Dixmont hills, on the s. W, the land Is
dinner table, an evening or two since.—“I'll
lost sight of in the blueness of the horizon,
swap even, 1 guess," There was a sudden
stillness settled down on the assembled com- probably in the region of Portland. Against
pany and then a kind old gentleman, a physithe vvestt rn horizon is outlined a range of
cian and an Oxford man, said “lieg pawrdon,
mountains, blue with distance and several of
ye know, but you must not say *1 guess,’it is
had form; and ‘swap* is deuced nahsty."
its highest peaks cloud-capped, undoubtedly
1 think that a- tine an illustration nf’the mote
the (Handler mountains of Franklin county.
and beam principle as one ituM a*k for.
.Just
Beyond them, under favorable conditions it is
examine the wording of hi- eorn dive remark.
To say mulling of “Beg pardon.” the “yo •aid lln* White .Mountains may be discerned. It
know” is certainly as had a- “I guess,” and is also said that Mt. Katahdin is visible at
more senseless, for the things in thi> world
that we “know” and do not have to “gue-s” times. Through the trees l get a glimpse of
the waters of Penobscot Bay sparkling brightabout are very rare; “bad form*’ is a metaphor
borrowed from the racing stable grooms, ami
ly in the sunshine. Distance gives to Kennebec
well, you can see what it m an- if
“nasty** i
the appearance of a plain, which it is
you will borrow a dictionary'and look it up. county
and yet it is of the most common occurrence in unnecessary to say is wide of the truth. Spots
the talk of educated people here and i- apple ■! in the
surrounding towns familiar to me seem
indiscriminately to anything dispi.a-mg. l-or
strangeiy nut of place viewed from here. It is
instance. I heard a refined, pretty young iady
sav of an actor.
“Oh, he i- a very uahsty peculiar how a bird's-eye view of a tract of
man!'* Now sin* did not mean that he never well known country will upset one's ideas of
or
Unit hi- morals w it unclean: she
bathed,
distance and direct ion.
■simply meant to imply that in Iter opinion be
The swell of land below me is the water-shed
was a had.actor, ami everyone present so understood it. 1 discovered another iiltle thing betwt n the Half Moon stream and the Sheepwhich rather quickened the Jr- .nation of ln>c«»t river which have their sources here, little
pendenee blood in my veins. At oue end of
the Square wherein is the hou- ! am now hon- more than a stone's throw apart; they tlow in
oring with my presence, a street leads to tie- nearly opposite directions, and at their outlets
great thoroughfare very m ar to three of the
an- separated by about 100 miles.
In the valley
largest railw ay stations in London, and acros- to tin
north, running nearly at right angles
tic-entrain- of this street into the .-square are
placed iron gates, which are open during the with the mountain, are parail* I ranges of hor>.
da} but always closed at night. No heavy backs (kames). which, according to the modern
teams are ev -r allowed to go through, and a- 1
idea respecting such formations were evidently
say none, either light or heavy, can pa-- after
eleven i\ i. This is very delightful for Un- deposited there by glaciers hindered in their
people lixii g in the vicinity as it ensure* com- southern course by tin- rocky sides of old Hogparative quiet during ti e day and perfect still- back. Part
way up the northwestern slope, on
ness at night.
It is however inconvenient for
what is Known as the “Curtis” farm, there is
those com- tiis transporting merchandise and
freight from the three railway station.- to ;
supposed to be an “elevated beach’’ such as is
large part of L union, as. on account of it. they tound in other
portions of southern Maine. It
are obliged to make a long detour, hut ii i- impossible to have tin- gates or the re-trietion- is said fossil shells were found there in a dayremoved. Why? Because, by a Koval Act, 1
lied several years ago; If this is true it should
believe in the early part of the sixteenth *• nbe veriiied, since it would be a fact of interest
tury, ihi- Square and many of tie- surrounding
and value lo geologists.
streets became the property of the Duke of
Bedford, and hi* authority over them i* com(Tossing the ere-t of the mountain in a southand
the
of
absolute,
London
i-.
paratively
city
of a
anearly as 1 can ascertain, hut a les-ee >f erly direction 1 «-one abruptly to the edge
these highway*.
There are many other >tiv. ts b!ull’of ragged and m-arly \ iiicai roek. I’m
-imilarly gat* d in ol her part.- of t he gn at me- not able to tell its height, but tied it sufficient
tropolis. ami the majority of the Knglish people
ucquie-ci* in such tilings, although there 1- ! am to cause my head to swim a bit ou the first
told a growing discontent <d* late years.
look downward. The rock which shows here
I have attended three theatres since l last
'eons to be a variety of mica schist.
At the
wrote you although one of them i- now called
foot of the blurt’ i" a large amount of talus,
a Concert Darden.
This i- th Covent Darden
Theatre.
The original building, which wil- thrown from its la* -• by me action of the eledest royed by tire, was ope of the most not I
ments during past age".
Here we are treated
Knglish play-imu-es am* under tin- eldei Dye
wa- famous forth* prodm-i i**n of L
lian op* a, to a tine view of the country from Mt. Blue
almost ail the great song birds "I the world and beyond. East of tie Penobscot. a!mo-t to
—

having appeared

hen-.

i'he canvass of the oflieial vote for the head
the Ohio Stale ticket, as returned to the secretary of state, shows Forakcr’n plurality to be
Uko'J'J. Leonard*:- vote was 2^,Oo4, and the total vote was TtD.SJO.
of

O.-e.t-ioiialiy

now

dispci.>-d

larg*-

or‘ ill
tile v:i coa-t near die m. ,r
Kennebec.
P nob-eot bay i- visible from '■ears’ Island to
( ape Poster, including Belfast !m v and through
a gap in the hois i
eaten another glimpse of it
util of 1
st the
east *tt) horizon are M-vera; bills vvnieh n 1st in*
in the immediate vicinity of Mount D -ser, if
ii*.l oil t i• Isiand itself.
I oe lami-aipo before
me
thickly (totted with lakes and pond*. <•)
ba
vvtiidi (^ttaiiii
ook i- the most prominent ami
(»
rir«-’s the mo-t pletuiesipi-*. Spears’, Frye.
»
Mi mini ie-a.k. Moody. 11 ;it
and Haystack
m- out., it" are tic most prominent elev ations.
Year- ..go
dwelling 11• i- M inding at the
ba- of tii
mountain near ibis place was parttn'lv deni'dished by a land-sli-k.
1 o-dav’s outing leads to me con* :*i»m that,

oper-

pertormane* * a it In aid a* of »>! d, tun this
year it has been given up cut in 1\ to eom-.-ris.
the original stage removed and a m-w »n<e I.mi• t
in the center of the place sutlieient to aeeommo* taken aw
tiate a hundred inu-b i;*n*. tie
a
ky
from tin- Moor leaving sp-s.-c for pvom- nailing,
but retaining I he gaiierit
:u I n*»x*s iineh-iuge«l, while in that half •>! tin butiding back of
what was the proscenium arch lie it an small
tables for refreshment-ami three iiqm-i- bar-,
aiie

The new mail service between San Francisand Australia and New Zealand, to replace
the Paeilie maii service, will begin on No\ember Hist, and a steamer will sail every four
weeks thereafter.

very good, hut tho text. However, I will give
you u copy of it ami then you can judge.
“Dear Sirs: It is our pleasure to write that
your much love partner has sick and is died.
It is all regret to communicate us this new.
Opium has advance high which us money nice
make. (> grave where is they sting O death
where Is victory. Ana oblige Chung Wang.”
Thorndike.

FURNACES vs. open fires, a round of
THE
LONDON
THEATRES.
AMERICAN
DRINKS" AND A BARKEEPER FROM BOSTON.
“THE MIKADO,” ETC.

of her

co

As it now stands the House of Representatives consists of 182 Democrats and 140 Republicans. In this classification Weaver, of Iowa,

Greenback

Letter from London.

Generalities.

believed that many lives have been lost.

suddenly

notified not to take our regular hash with our
family, but to wait on some dark and lonely
corner for a given signal, when we would be
taken to the boom house and there thoroughly
initiated into the dark mysteries of the Boi;
Ton club, who have partaken of so many hot
suppers at the boom house this summer. We
have decided to expose this crowd of unfeeling
ft as tors, omitting the ceremony of initiation.
Twelve pounds of s'rloin steak, a bushel of
sweet potatoes, lots o pickles, hot cofl'eo, “cold
tea,” fruit and oilier good things were furnished, and under the professional treatment of
('has. Channing, Krai k Hammond and Albert
Eurber, were placed upon the table and thirty
members of the dub went to work. A rousing
fire in the huge fireplace made the boom house
comfortable. After ttie fe.n«t, speeches were
made bv several of th? members. Letters of
regret were expected from State Constable
L ice, County Attorney Bradbury and other
prominent gentlemen, Yut through tlie inefficiency of the newly appointed postal clerk*,
they did not arrive. The company broke up at
an early
hour and appointed another special
meeting to take place a* soon as “.Jim Oliver”
ripens off his clams. [Fairfield Journal.

Leonard Andrew- died in Biddeford,
(> i. 22.
aged (».’]. He was a member of the
State Legislature in
|s.V», and obtained the
charter tor the city of Biddeford. In lsc.l he |
was elected senator,
serving on three import- i
Dem. liop.
I>oni. !top.
ant committees.
In lsOo he was a in-inter of
Alabama. s
Missouri.12
*2
the national convention that placed in nomina- I Arkansas. A
::
Nebraska.
tion Abraham Lincoln and Hannibal Hamlin.
California. 1
r>
Neva* la.
1
I
N. Hampshire..
2
(>rigina!!y a democrat, but a strong anti-slavery Colorado.
Connectieut_2
2
New
1
and
advocate,
became a member of the republi-Jersey-3
New York*.in
17
can party at its organization.
He was once Delaware. I
Florida.2
N.
*
i
Carolina.
considered the strongest man, physically, in
ieor^in. 10
Ohio.1!
lo
Maine. Hi- business was a stone mason and
Illinois*.10
!•
1
Oregon.
contractor.
He furnished ail the stone work
Indiana. .*
I
2u
rennsylvania*.. 7
fc, the (Hand Trunk road between Portland
Iowa. t
7 Iklio'le Islam:...
2
and the Connecticut river; also for the Bangor
Kansas.
7 >. Carolina. •
1
1 Tennessee. 7
and I’weaPtquis. Several government contracts
-5
Kentucky.10
Louisiana.A
1
Texas.11
were executed by him in Portland and PortsMaine.
-l
Vermont.
2
mouth, X II.
Maryland. A
1
2
Virginia. >
Massachusetts .2
In
M esi Virginia.. 3
RAILROAD HOLDING IN MAINE.
1
Michigan. 7
Wise.t>n.sin. 2
7
A
During the coming year there l ids fair to he Minnesota.
a considerable
i
7
in
in
Mississipp
182
railroad
140
activity
building
Maine as well as in oilier parts of the country.
\\ ork will no doubt be commenced on the Lake
*Vacancy.
Megan!ie, or. as i. i> now known, the Interna\\ ith a full House the Democrats will have ;i
tional, and pushed rapidly. There is also talk
majority of 4H. In the las' Congress they had
about building a line from the junction of the 75
majority.
Mon-on road to Skowhegan. A project which
is also more than talk is to construct a road
Idle Ships.
from Milo Junction by way of Kenduskeag to
liangor. 'I :ie distance is about ‘27 miles, and
It I« one of the curiosities of commerce that,
the route Is -aid to be one easy to build. Prominent capitalists are said to be interested in this while the carrying trade of this city is constantmatter and intend to push the scheme until it is
ly increasing there are more Idle ships lying in
a nalitv.
It the International road is built the
the isnu Francisco buy to-day Ilian has been the
K undid in iron works road will he extended to
case within the
meet it.
memory of the oldest inhabitant. At the recent striking of a balance it was
THE MAINE REGISTER.
found that the engaged tonnage was 31,1015 tons
Speaking of the Maine Register for 1S85, and the disengaged 07,072 tons, the proportion
Bro. Berry of the Masonic Token very truly
being as regular in the number of craft, three
remarks: When Mr. Hoyt dies, worked to
vessels coming here on waiting orders to one
death on this register, we strongly doubt if any under charter.
Some of the vessels now in the
other man can be found who will furnish such stream have been
lying there for more than two
an elegant volume as this
and
year book,
put years. The American ship Carrollton, for intiic same amount of work in it at such a
price. stance, has been here since February 8.1883;
Almanac, political manual, postal guide, State the Glendon came here on March
19, 1883, and
directory, all in one, and exceedingly accurate, lias been here ever since; the. Ocean King has
it seems to answer every question, and I9 innot stirred from here since June 1. 1883, and
dispensable to the business man.
the Wachusett has been aconstant visitor since
CAUGHT IN A CIDEll PRESS.
September 25,1883. The vessels against whose
George Drummond, a farmer, while grinding sides the bay currents have swashed for six,
and twelve months are literally too numeight
apples in a cider mill in Madison on Thursday
to mention.
The low price of breadstuff*
evening, at 10 o’clock caught his hand in the erous
In
hopper as he was pushing in the apples. The of Europe and ihe consequent low freights are,
the
reason
for these long time addicourse,
horse which furnished the power was stopped,
but Mr. Drummond, unable to extricate his tions (o our floating homes. [San Francisco
hand from the
stood
the
ail Cor. N. Y. Herald.

IN

The members of the New York Mercantile
Exchange have passed resolutions deprecating
the coinage of silver dollars and advocating a
largely increased supply of bills of denominations smaller than $5. It was suggested that
Congress should at once take measures to have
this done.

The annual session of the Aroostook County
Musical Convention opened at Houlton, Tuesday evening, Oct. 27th, under the direction of
Prof. L. W. Ballard, of Lewiston, with orchestra accompaniment. A large delegation was
present from different parts of the county. The
session continued three days, closing with a

STOIiY, WELL TOLD.
The Yankee Blade, a paper which originated
iu VVaterville in 1842, was taken to Gardiner
the next year, where it was published for near- concert on Friday evening.
There are fourteen vessels hailing from
ly four years. Into this Gardiner office, one
engaged in the fishing business.
morning, came two young ladv compositors to Bucksport
are captained and manned largely by men
They
their daily work at the case. rfhe youngest and
from that and adjoining towns, and their crews
liveliest of the two skipped lightly over a
broom, which a careless boy had left lying upon number in the aggregate about one hundred
and
seventy-live men. The business for the
the floor; but the older one picked up the nroom
and set it in its place. “There,’’ exclaimed past few years has not yielded large profits, but
the
prospect for the catch of the season just
John 8. Carter—afterwards Waterville’s well
remembered periodical dealer, who even then j closed is good and the owuers are hopeful. The
preparation of bait at Sedgwick is an active in*
was not a young printer,—“I know which of
those girls to choose for a wife!” He did not dustry and it employs a Targe number of the
people during the proper season.
choose her, however; indeed, she might already
have been chosen, for she was soon after marthe Maine Editors.
ried, and in a few years went to live upon a
farm, and passed from our sight, though not
from mind. Dear! dear! how the years have
BEGINNING A NEW YEAR.
down since then! Of all that
In entering upon a new volume the editor of
pleasant and genial company, looking forward with the contithe Aroostook Herald says: During the past
denl hope of youth to the future, how few
we nave endeavored to do the best we
remain ! and how tragic and painful the end of year
could do under the circumstances surrounding.
some!
We have probably succeeded in pleasing some
On a pleasant day last week, we looked her
and displeasing others, which was to have been
up and found her—young iu heart still, though
It is not possible to please all. We
expected.
not in years—in a beautiful home on a large and
part company here with some who have been
handsomely situated farm in the town or Win- with us
during the past year. We are sorry to
throp. Here, by the side of one to whom she
with them but it cannot be helped. We
has been a faithful helper, in a charming home part
that our position on the direct line
which sin- has helped to make, and has bright- presume
is not satisfactory to some, while othened and cheered through all these years, with question
ers who agree with us on that
point, do not like
children and grandchildren by whom she Is our
polities, and this is a free country. Every
warmly loved, sin Is spending the autumn of citizen
has an unquestioned right to his own
life, comforted, no doubt, by the consciousness opinion, and we have no fault to find. New
that she has faithfully done her dutj. “Her
friends are taking the places of those who leave,
children rise
up and call her blessed; her hus- and our list is steadily increasing. We have no
band also, and he prafseth her”—as he well
great promises to make for the year to come.
may.
As in the past we have done the best we could,
By a singular coincidence, a brpom lay upon so shall we continue to do in the future, devotthe lawn, not far from the front door, as we
ing our time and the limited measure of ability
approached the house, doubtful of beiug re- vouchsafed to us, to the
of Northmembered. but after
cordial greeting, she ern Maine and what we development
deem to be the best instepped out, and picking up the broom, as she terests of ils
our
people,
expressing
opinions
did long years before, recalled the incident refrankly and fairly, and endeavoring to make
lated iti the opening of this
paragraph, which the Herald a welcome and profitable weekly
we
confess had passed from our memory.
visitor at the homes and firesides of its friends.
| Wateryilie 31 ail.
A
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“American Drink-’*, ami I im inform-*! by
g«-od authority that on*- har-keep r i- a Lo—
The New York Yacht Club met
recently, I toni.nn,
eon-t quently tin bevcrag
mu-t !•• g- nami appointed a committee to select a piece of
I would like to make a Pin-- digns-mu
silver to be pi\ sentt d to the ow ners of the Pur- uine.
liere.
I nad frequently
u during my wa.ks
itan as a testimonial of appreciation for their
restaurant winthrougb the street.-, po-md
contrary to the popular idea, nattir-panorzeal in the defence of the, Americau cup.
dow* the sign “Lemon 'quash", ami suj ,* >-« *i
aiua is not a show
run only in the infria "t of
Ji:i k 1 >• om.kk.
Israel Gr-em*. who was appointed Indian it t*» hi.* some fine variety o! tiii* species of so im-r tourists.
Agent at Mitchell, Dakota, Is iin Lieut. Gr- ne g >urd until one evening a irk ml with w hom l
was walking invit* d me l>
of the Marine- who struck down John Brown
ii ive one*' with
and Notes.
It U
*a
at Harper’s F. rry. and who, it was reported at
Literary
contrary to my prim-'ples to itJ him.
fuse iiiiylhing [ aect*} ed, supposing it light lx
the time, struck him several times after he was
I'!.- November numb, r of our i. 111« t)iii>
down.
! an Lugiish way to a-k a man t*> hav*- a -quash.
or a turnip, or an onion,
we a-k acquaintanhas been j&ccived, It’s a darling.
Karl Gerhart, the Hartford sculptor, has I ce * to drink. It turned out ’*> m
pica-ant -urbeen engaged to furnish designs for the Grant
The Pall Mall Gi/.ette, in along '.view./'
prise to be a g a of lemonade mad*- w ill* sod
monument in Chicago.
He has informed the water, and it t* considered an Auuria’i drum -th
.as
Mr.
Else of
I/ipli:- ..." de o
committee thru ;lie sum raised, £.'v>,000, is not ! nil hough a N*-w "i oik g* ml. m an win* in- era*
i! beyoud cl is; n;. a gr- it artist.
large enough to build such a monument as they Mated from tin- bar of 11. ii city, solemnly af- 11
desire.
firms that it i- wholly unknown :!n r
Th* inNo. 1. of tie Bangor lii-t-.n ieal Magazine,
The members of the lYah Commission say t-rnal proof is stronger-till that it i* no' Aim-r- \ for October. is i- r.-Ived a-, ; c.mtains it> u>iial
n a* it ha* memo,
intox
that the President is in favor of the most
do
tin lToimnad ( *.nei-rt- at tin- <
! amount of iuter.siiuL; iiNtori -ai matt« r.
string': nt. anti-poiygamy legislation and of the cut return,
Darden are crowded <• \ ry evening a..-tin
Mr. How* 11s rails his m w tuo 1 “T.u- Miuisvigorous enforcement o’ftlm I-Mmumh law. Tie I admis-ion to tin- ilo-w is
.ml. a shilling. tw m
Commissioners will soon submit thei report to
rNeharg. : or. The I.aborsof !.• ■milel Barker."
ty-tive cent*,: the * r' he*tr i* good, the ,-cle.
the President.
lion- light ami pleasing, and the two nr nioit
Its publication "ill begin in a winter number
In the search for other bones of the masto- soloists at eae.ii performance ofti n im s great
<>f 'Tin
tit
A> alivadv strip d, some of
11 ty ru irkt t w is h»
ur ists. I’l
don. whose teeth and a few fragments of bom*
the eharat tors «.f
The lti-* of >ila** 1 .apham**
! visit*"!, and witnes-ed a dram ill rv km ot
were found in Shrewsbury, Mass., a year ago.
Dr. Raymenton lately came across a human I -T t * Hugh Conway’s novel. Dark Day-. Ii iwill r :i; jm- Tie Minister’s ( li.irge," the
skull on the same level, and only a few feet
mel.-,drama, fa’rly inn resting but
h* :g Law u
s. fit-• ol a i.i
:: is bud m Boston.
* 111 a- (** In* rath* r tir*
distant from the spot where the mastodon's
n * -. although some
f
the acting, notably that of M •. L* erbolim I’re*head lay.
The t wt .\ 1111aT i> t’s of Babyhood bound into
as the noble villain, was good.
I : Ink l was
a
with an attractive cover,
quarto v )ium>
A recently-discharged clerk in one of the more interested in the audience t Iran the
play
bureaus of the treasury department wroti the It being
make, all together, one of the most charming
my sir-! real theatre attendance in this
following on tin tly-leaf of Ills ledger:
city. It is tin- custom for veryone to wear collections of pictures and stories ever offered
Good-by. old friend!
evening dres- and nearly all ill- gentlemen
to the iittl
on s at so low a price—To cents.
I've kept von long. I’ve kept you straight,
were in swallowtails am; white ties, and tin
And I'll keep you again In ’NS.
ladies w ithout hat* or houm-ts, which was de- 'Tl»*r stories arc told both in prose and poetry,
There were more than thirteen thousand lightful, ami with bare arm- and—-boulders, and are funny and bright and just suited to the
holes drilled in Flood Roek, and In each hole w** will .-ay. although it struck me that with a capacity of the juveniles of the household. [D.
bftih-t on th*- stage and the audience in full
was a
rack-a-roek cartridge, with here and
Lothrop A Co., publishers, Boston.
there a few pounds of dynamite just to make dress, an ignorant person might get a very
vivid idea
female form divine. Between
The Pta rniuin Engraving issued by Peterson’s
tilings more lively. An ‘infinitesimal atom or the acts of the
lady attendants bring cake ami ice- to
chain lightning started up the explosives and
such as wish for them, but many of the fairer Magazine for 1>n> is a tird class line and stipple
Flood Rock was simply bounced.
sex
pronn nade through the lovers ami some
engraving >i/.' 21 by 21) inches. The artists
Assistant Secretary Coon, after being urged hi ui«m go to tin retiV'iimem room ami drink are the lllinau Brothers and
they have engraved
wines or liquors with their gent It men escorts.
to remain in the Treasury Department, so that
it in their best and most brilliant manuer. The
the new officials might be instructed in their This is probably done >o that the gentlemen
saved the trouble of procuring and eatduties, losiug in the meantime a good private may
pictur. is eal'e 1 The Angel of Paradise," and
My third evening of dis- is a
position, has now been requested to resign to ing cloves and collet
companion to the “N.»l Lost, But Gone Bemake room for a Democrat, and yet the Presi- sipation was at the .Savoy theatre, and there l
dent is said to be enforcing the civil service re- heard the last one of Gilbert and Sullivan's fore," published by -P-p rsou’s Magazine"
form rules.
operas—“The Mikado." It is a most charming some years ago, and which was so popular.
work and will be I think as great a favorite in
The third annual reunion of the Eaton Family America, where it was
'The N \\ York Times has th.' following
produced for the tirst
Association was held in Boston, Oct. 27. time in Now York, Sept.
as any of its
announcement: There seems to be still some
2(>:h,
ltev. Wm. H. Eaton, D. D., of Iveene, presided. predecessors, with the exception, of course, of
confusion respecting the engagement of Mr.
There were present a large representation. In- Pinafore.
Musically it may lx* a little inferior
cluding descendants of live immigrant" who to “lolanthe” or The Pirates" yet but very Howells with Messrs. Harper A Brothers so
came into Massaehusett between 1020 and 1040,
little, and the text is full of Gilbert's ride A
f:fr as that engagement concerns the publicathe oldest of whom, Francis Eaton, came over wit and humor. The
acting of it was almost tion of his
in the Mayflower.
writings in book form. The facts
flawless as the eliaiaeters
-•
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seemed to

The trustees of the Grant fund of $250,000
have decided to place it in the care of the
United States Trust company which is to pay
an income to Mrs. Grant during her life, anil
after her death to the children of General Grant
during their respective lives. On their lecease
respectively the fund is to be distributed ro their
descendants per stirpes and not per capita.
The widow of Gen. Grant has been greatly
grieved and pained by the public discussion of
the domestic affairs of her daughter, Mrs.
Sartoris. The Philadelphia Ledger is authorized to say that all reports to the effect that
Mrs. Sartoris has applied for a divorce or
separation from her husband are entirely without foundation and cruel wounds to her feel-

ings.
The will of the late lion. W. Peirce of Topsfield has been probated. After making public
and private bequests amounting to nearly
$2.400,000, he gives the residue of an estate
supposed to he worth $10,000,000 to his son and
daughter. One of the legatees is Mrs. Harriet
Prescott Spoftbrd, who gets $25,000. She is
also requested by the will to become the
guardian of Mr. Peirce’s children during their

minority.

The impression is well founded that Mr.
Gould is about to follow the plan of Cyrus W.
Field, who last summer gave up a large share
of his business to his sons.' Estimates of his
fortune are made now, in Wall street, on the
rumor that he Is to retire.
Nobody seems to
know much about It, and figures varying from
$20,000,000 to $100,000,000 are spoken of. Of
course a little discrepancy like fifteen or twenty
millions does not make auy difference to a liiau
like Gould.

appreciate and emphasize ail the

thoroughk

little delicate
did not exaggerate their parts.
George Grosstnith, who was the original
Bunt home in “Patience” and Lord Chancellor
in “lolanthe,” is simple a wond- rful comedian
and I know of no one in America, except possibly Harry Dixey, who can approach him.
You probably have read the story of the opera
and know that the scene is laid in Japan, and
this gives a chance for the most picturesque
costumes you can imagine. The ladies garments are beautiful and their imitation of the
toddling gait of the pinch-footed women is exceedingly cunning. Miss Bond as Pitti-Sing,
one of the three principal female characters,
gives one of the most prettily piquant impersonations 1 have ever seen on the stage and the
audience nightly go wild over her acting and
appearance. There are many traces, more or
less perceptible both in words and music, of the
same authors' earlier
operas. Katisha is a
slightly changed ladv Jane of “Patience,” one
of her duets with the Mikado has a similar
sound and sense to Hebe's Pinaphoric phrase
“And so do his sisters and his cousins
and his aunts!” and Ko-ko, who embodies
several officials in one person, has the same
trouble about their various contradictory duties that the Lord Chancellor in “lolanthe”
experienced: but it. is on the whole, tine,
and I would advise all who have an opportunity, and who can enjoy good music and
clean, innocent fun to hoar It. Writing of
things Japanese brings to my mind a curious
letter I had the pleasure of Veadiug a day or
two since, and which came from China.
It
was written by a native of that
country who
was employed in the office of a firm, one of
whose members died quite suddenly, and this
j letter was to inform the surviving partner in
I England of the sad fact. The penmanship was

points, and

are

as

follows: All of Mr. Howell’s future

writings, with the single exception of a novel
upon which he is now engaged, will be published by Messrs. Harper A Bros., both in serial
and book form. The novel In question, togethi r with those recently written by Mr.
Howells, will remain in the hands of Messrs.
Tieknor & Co. for a limited period.
The Art Amateur for November gives a
superb double-page design of birds (parrot
and blue jay) for either oil or china painting;
the first of
lovable eat;

series of autmal studies—a most
lino fruit design for a repousse
panel; one of nasturtiums to be painted ou a
desert plate: four valuable designs for ecclesiastical embroidery (alms bag and altar frontal
decorations) and one for a table cover; a page
of monograms (II); twelve studies of cupids
from paintings by the old masters; a page of
a

a

delightful outline’ figure sketches; a specially
attractive figure study (peasant girl with jug)
by Henry Mosler, and several small designs
for screen and panel decoration. Articles of
special interest are the illustrated biographical
notice of Henry Mosler, and the first of a new

series on the “Decoration of our Homes."
Charcoal and crayon drawing and gold embroidery receive special attention, and Moutezumas’ “Note Book," the Boston letter,
dramatic feuilleton, art notes and hints, literary
notices, and answers to correspondents are
specially interesting. The value of this magazine to students and lovers of art is not easily
overestimated. Price, 35 cents; $4 a year.
Montague Marks, Publisher, 2d Union Square,
New York.
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The Maine department of the National Woheld
Relief
their
annual
man's
Corps
meeting PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY' MORNING BY THE
at Winthrop, last Thursday and Friday, at
Grange Hall. Thursday forenoon was devoted
: > the reception of delegates.
A picuic dinner
was served at noon.
The convention opened at
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
2 p. m.. Mrs. Emily V. Littlefield, of Bangor,
presiding. The officers present were: Senior RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.
Vi e President, Mrs. Augusta C. Getchell, of
Lewiston; Junior Vice President, Mrs. Grace
The November Elections.
Howe, ol L vvistou; Secretary, Mr-. Invetta
A. Small, of Lewiston; Treasurer. Mrs. Aurela
The State elections Tuesday resulted about
< >. Bagiev, of Lewiston: Conductor. Nettie F.
as expected.
The Democratic States went
>eavey, of Bangor: Inspector, Mrs. M. Isabella
Eo-ter, of Bangor; Guard. Mrs. Annie E. Democratic and the Republican States went
Wood, of \\ inthrop; Chaplain, Mrs. Jennie V. Republican. The only surprise is in New York,
Bangs, of Waterville. The absent vacancy was and that should not be much of a surprise con:ili« d by Mi-. Sophia 1. Cbilcotte.of Ell-worth.
'The session was then devoted to business of a sidering the facilities for manufacturing Demopreliminary character. The evening session cratic majorities in New York city. The Demowas devoted to the exemplification of unwritcrats seem to have stuffed the ballot boxes
ten work.
Frida' *- session opened at :• o’clock, reports there sufficiently to overcome Davenport’s maof committees occupving most of the foreuoou. jority in the State. Carr, Republican candidate
li w a- voted to pay the secretary a salary for for Lieut.
Governor, is probably elected, and
service ; voted Lot to send delegates to tin- next
national convention: voted that the next State “Jones he pays the freight” up Salt River,
convention should be held in lssT, at the time General Robert E. Lee’s saddle will no doubt
and place where the Grand Army Post holds be the next Governor of
Virginia, and a Demoits Stale meeting.
According to the !• .ks to
date, there are nineteen corps in Main- that crat be sent to t’i«* Senate in place of Mahone.
under the eorp- law have been recenth intro- We giw i-lsewin re the latent news by telegraph
duced. Sept. 3d. last year thev bad 314 memto the hour of going t<* pre<>.
ber- In good standing. 'Th- y now have ,'MK up
a
of
2<>
the
The
making
gain
during
year.
Break Open a Ballot Box.
amount of the relief fun-! -m hand is* £:»&>. For Bourbons
two years since, the as-oeiations have been
The latest Democratic outrage against the
working under the national corps, and have
paid out for relit f S-'g. The afternoou meet- ballot was at Indianapolis, th* home of Vice
ing of the Relief < orps in gau at :2 o’clock. The
President Hendricks. A despatch to the Poston
tirst Inisine-- wa- 1m- .... ip mu officers. which
resulted a- follow-: Ipartnn tit President. Herald rightly terms it a ‘‘high-handed conMrs. 1
:
gor; Seuioi tempt of court and crime agaiust the ballot."
\ i-e Pre-i-ient. Mr-. Anna E. Wo -I. <-i Wir.A recount of the vote for Mayor and one alderthrop: Junior V : •« l’iv-i-i- nt. Mis. Grace E.
Howe, ot Lewiston: >- r« ;ar>. Mi >. In-ettaA. man in the 2nd district of Indianapolis, ordered
Small, of Lew t-t.■ i:
1.
t-u;- r, Mr-. Belle J.
by the circuit col rt. was completed at 11 o'clock
Palmer, < t Mourot : Inspector, Azuba O. Poo- at night. Then* were two Democratic and one
dr-. Sophie l.
Chi otic, ol Ellsworth: lnsliuuiug and lustui- Republican commissioner, and at the latter's
« diieei. Mr.-. N
>< ivey, of Bangor:
:::< 1
suggestion, after the ballots had been gone over
*
ounscllor, Mrs Josie Suirtevant, otf Dexter. they were rescaled in their resp» ctive bag', and
n
usists of the
In the ballot box, to which there are two
-part men: cilicer- and live others, namely, put
Mrs. c v i:;!i a Hopkins. ■! Searsport. Mrs. Jo-'ie lo> x'. one of the keys being held by the Re>'u;:::11, <»t In xter. Mr>. M. 1-al.ell. Poster,
publican commissioner and the other by one of
ol Bahgoi
Mr-. Man
Oo-.-man. of Banki<-r. Ada \
aiker, ot V\ ii:terp*-rt. Th-- follow- the two Democrats. To the great chagrin of
ing -i- iei. -dt were elect. ,1 io ih Naiioii.il « on- th* Democrats, after tlii' had been done, the
o
San 1
trge. Mrs. tallies showed that Pritchard bad received 1*21
• Ju r-.
M. Isai-t da Foster.
Mr-. D>-xter, of
e-' and Mr.
IPpley Iv2»b and they insist'd on
Win tin op. Mrs. Abbie >. Morriii. Searsport.
\ lern.it* a1 .urge. ».
u a
F.o:
E-wi-ton. a recount, i'he Republican coinmis.-ioncr and
tuber-. Mrs. Fltirii! Fit/gIn \i- r. Mr-. : watchers demurred to this, and a serious
I
s
Mrs. Eliza E.
hnowitou. Le":-:--n. Th- ciii.v;- were pub-1 wrangle ensued, in whic’u it was proposed to
A in-'died in ;V e';niii_.
Mi-. Eitlleiieid, call in Judge Ayres. The chairman of th
ot Bati-or. a. I. •' a- in-laJing oili-vr.
I’llllDemocratic committee claimed t.» have found
do-etl die
••Olid -vli\ ellt ion of tin M aine d-the judge and got verbal authority to open the
R li
Coi
which
box. but tlii' Ait> properly doubted. The
w us inter* -tii.g •.11• I -i.- < --tui.
matter hnal!\ went over until morning, when
< >1
ll 11»r
A >■ il< >« >1. 1U V.
the Republican'* insisted that the judge should
1. "li- 1. Lid. It.' I'
a
•'! -.1. ut ( a i!"i
A. i. : I «.»:
W. Mbrook
1* *> iJri«1
mhear b:.th >id» s. The Democratic commissionnutted a hiecu liar mu i
1afterday
j ers, however, prec- edi d to break open the ballot
ll1 *oll.
1; at {*«
tha'. tile buy iia l Double at j
box with a hatchet, and not only that, hut
s»
v
m -'ii.
1: i•<• \ ish
s'jUabbl* “lit. *1 tile ; ii,'i> wa' Id;'bed through | “counted tickets in the most outrageous mama r.
a
window.
1'he t- a her Mailed young L »r 1
lu one instance, where the entire alderinauie
and t". J him lie must
ay lui la- undo a gias-.
l ie
bov -aid he was not t » blame. Young ticket was scratched, Ripley was given a vote.
Lord went directly home, lo-.-K a gun into the In another, where Pritchard's nann was pasted
uto the air,
over
Ripley's but where the print was not
then {‘tit in a tremendous charge of powder ami
a sinaii «juani ity of shot. took'the gun into the 1 exactly
covered, Ripley was counted and
shed chamb- r an-i lashed i; secure,} into the Pritchard thrown out. Still, again, ou a Resaw-horse. :h« n tied a striug to he trigger and
cast for
tin
the lamrod to the hiring,
down publican ticket, where a vote had been
..

_

.»

...

end of
knelt
and put lit.- ar close to the muzzle and xpl )deil :h-- charge by means of the ramrod. The
charge made t clean hole through his head an
inch in diameter, ami lodged in a post across
■

the

|

room.

Cottrell for council and Denny for mayor,
Cottrell was counted for Mayor and Denny
was thrown out.
The matter, of course, goes
before the court, but whether justice will be

AN IN.Tl'NCiluN.
done remains to be seen. The deed goes on
Frank L. Johnson, of Wi-casset, Maine, for record as another Democratic; crime against the
a year, more or less. manuia«*tured and sold a
liniim nt. wlr- h 1. >. lohiisou A Co., of Boston, ballot.
claimed "
au infring-.-inent on their rights at
The trial of Ferdinand Ward occupied less
j roprietors of JohiiM-r's American Anodyne i
Liniment, and The Fm ed S'aies Circuit Court, time than w as anticipated. There could hardly
at Portland.
Webb J. presiding on the Ititli have been any doubt as to the result. The case
day of < *. tuber, -V 1». lvO, after a full hearing
ol th( case, and arguments by counsel, grant against Ward was one of grand larceny—obau in; <nc;ion re-'raining said F. F. Johnson
taining from the Marine Bank by fraudulent
from t ie lurih -r manufaeture and sale of said draft the sum of $"l,suO. It would not be diffiiiuimcnt. .ViI persons who haw- heretofore, or
cult, we should think, to bring many more
may hereafter, sell the "aid liniment arc liable
t<- the M- "i's. Johnson for damages.
charges against him and secure his conviction
Few sensational features aton ail of them.
THE ’WOMAN WHO DARED —AND WON.
Mi>" Kmily Robinson, recently appointed tended the trial an 1 the disclosures anticipated
I'O'tmistress at >. W. Harbor, finding that her were not forthcoming. Ward, it is believed,
application received little or no attention but will take his
punishment and keep a close
that, on the contrary, she w as being worked
the witnesses was his former
again-*, and being of a pin ky disposition, con- mouth. One
cluded that she could manag* her interests best associate, Fish, late President of the Marine
herself and U" last as steam could carry her
Bank and a dashing man about town, now a
whirled to the bead-centre, Washington, and
presented ln r papers to the proper authorities. convict serving tim in the penitentiary at AuShe was received with marked courtesy by tin*
burn and a broken old man. His enmity toPostmaster (it m ral and Chairman Brown, one
ward Ward was plainly manifested in the court
of whom declared that a> she was the first
Maim- woman who ever came to Washington room. The true inwardness of this affair is not
in search of ail office, she d‘ served success. yet, and perhaps never may be, revealed. Ward
[Cor. Fills wort ii American.
has been sentenced to ten years in the state

HIE ROCKLAND BREAKWATER.

Work on the -reakwater is nearly completed
for t:il' season. The louudatiou stonework of
the Jameson Point portion is now placed within about 2nd f‘ *t. On this i- to be built work
of a more
regular character.
When this
branch shad i-a\ <
eh eoliij-b led still another,
midway of tie- harbor, remains to be done,
which is yet unt‘*ii'-lied.
( ongic's should
make a lai--- appropriation for this work m xl
winter. [FTee Priss.
JN

>ki*\vli- gun

li IN Kit A I..

i:■(!tic lights.
rdc- in Maine are rapidly

ii;.\.

>

The Chautauqua

e

increasing.

divorces
Court.
P'dat-ie- art
barrel.
Last vear
mx

wen

granted at the Maehias

term of

in Hollltoii at $1 1"

eg

ii-t

valued at $117,500
•; tV line at \ uneboro.
Tht ar.nuai mei-ib-g <»: tin Portland P>a-e
A—oeiatiou «
d 1. >. Wati rhous' |
H Hob-on am I T. M<i»»>ii;»i*.i. director-.
A mat: aiioniai
{• i i- :j:o• in- broken out <:i
< oiigre-street, p. rt •... !. according to tie
v.
Miiid.iCl I;
are aiinoum
i
to take place juma la'.e.v from one establishhor-es
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ment.

The Jdi-w-.rth Am rb-.iu lit
••rew

are

tew

••ngagt d

in

ar-

that

-inciting

a small
copper at

ioi
be <
left on
Dou*
ng
hand when the mine su-pemed work more
than a\car ago.
Connnandt r U.:\ er A. Patel.* l.er of the C. S.
N., has an .vie' Port
to take charge of the
first lighthouse district, in the place of Commander A. S. (.- »\\MashkId, whose term liatx pi red.
P i' s a d !I*. : 11:« I nii.'i State- hotel and
the Prry
a
Portia', d arc tola | ul! d
down in tin
ir
-.ning to make room for an
hold
to
elegant
surpass any building of the
kind in tic m tie.
surgeon (.;;,T:iI il.-.niin.,ud ha- e-labli-b' 1
un addition.i. -aui: w;
*:t; :--u at I lie tel mil'llof 111anadiai, Ino im,i n;,ai railroad. I)r. J.
Fred lid!. ■! Water* i.
bn- bv n appointed
<

sanitary inspector.
Levi L dn-oii. ship

car:

nter o!

i'lioinaston,

I
i Wednesday
afternoon, striking on the back of hi- head,
fracturing the bn- of the skulk A surgeon
Thursday morning pronounced the injuries
fatal.
The lion. Im reas Sumner Kimball of Sanford, Maine, father-of Superintendent Kimball
of the life -aving bureau, i-rapidly failing in
health, with no hope of recovery. He is the
Me-tor of the York bar. s4 year- old.
The Franklin and Megautie Kail road is doing a bu-iuc— beyond the expectation- of iiprojectors, and its traffic i- likely to be large!*
increased another year on account of exten-ive

October number of the North American Review, published long before these disclosures,
contains “Letters and Recollections of Grant,”
by Admiral Ammen, a close friend of Gen.
Grant from boyhood.
Writing of events in
in the autumn of 1807 Admiral
Washington
;
Ammen refers to Gen Sherman’s arrival from
St. Louis and his reporting at Gen. Grant’s
house.

on

hired,

Will

furnish

ps

the words of

pected has happened expresses the subject. No
one of either party thought Mr. Anderson had
a chance for the place save
his lew active
friends. From the beginning they were conselect Bourbon Democrats against the crowd of workers. Let us
review this contest as we understand it. When

r

is

was
was

declared elected, had any
be collector of this port
made nine-tenths of our peoto

change
ple would have said Hon. Bion Bradbury. He
had toiled for years for the paity. If he had
a

was

left it in 1802

Democrat there is nothing too good for him in our house that he could
not have expected.
He had been elected unan-

part} and for *24 years has toiled for it. Now
in the hour of its success, with nearly all the

as

1

hear it talked

on

the streets.

My let-

intended as attacks upon anyone, but
without regard to whom it may affect.
R is said that Mr. Cleaves was in the field all

ters
as

up-

not

m vvs

he claimed to help Mr. Bradbury;
that the objeelion to Mr. IPs age came from
t I< avt
friends; that while they were praising
Mr. B. they were stubbing him in the dark.
When he was appointed Surveyor he took no

il»"

time*

further part in the matter of collector and can
m*'ct <;*u. Anderson with an open hand. That
many of Gen. Anderson’s supporters after this
were Mr. B's friends is true. But the great bulk
went for

Mr. Cleaves.

The workers and

ex-

pectants passed bv Mr. Anderson’s door in
silence. To them the star of hope was a
horse of another color, to use a common
phrase. When G»*n. Anderson’s nomination
eame the air was full of blue coloring from

window—hi** wife meanwhile getting out of
bed. he thus apostrophiz'd the great lumin:
“Behold the glory of the earth is rising.”
“Wait,” exclaimed th
bride, “until you see
me in my new gown.”

ary

tIn*

the defeated. The staid old
in this generation refused
kicked at this. The Boston Journal and

tongues
Argus, that

crow,

Portland

of

never

Press

lauded

the

the

appointee
!*kie>. The friends of Cleaves had barely got
their breath when along came Bass of the Bangor Commercial telling a heap of truth which

If the occasions in which party exigencies
would require the Age to endorse frauds should
Im more numerous in the di mocratic party than
they were in the republican party when the
Age was republican, they would be numerous
indeed. [Prog. Age.

to

caused the uproar to break out afresh. There
seemed to be a losing of bead. Judge Cleaves
published a list of his supporters. Then Anderson’s friends put in his list. This made the
tight more bitter. For twenty years there has
been no party tight like it.
We have no acquaintance with the new Collector. He is an
outspoken man who never plays tricks. He is

It is. of course, well understood here that the
editor of the Prog. Age is ready to defend any
cause, no matter how hud, for a consideration.
It is because the Republican and Greenback
did not

profession.
me

the M.

cigum anniversary or me dedication ot
E. church of Farmington was celebrated

Thursday by religious exercises. The speakers
wery Re*,. L. iJ. Bean, Presiding Elder Pottle,
Rev. John Allen, Rev. C. II. Pope, pastor of
the Congregational church, Rev. E. A. Mason,
pastor of the Baptist church.
Ip the paragraph on the tirst page regarding
gubernatorial candidates, Hon. S. C. Hatch of
Bangor is credited with having served three

Portsmouth.
England, Oct. 28th, after a passage of lit (or 20)
days 10 hours from New York. The English
papers are too previous in claiming that the
Geuesta’s run across the ocean beats the best
yacht record. Iu 1800 the American yacht Henrietta made the same voyage in less than 14
days and the yachts Fleetwing and Vesta were
but a few hours behind. The three American
yachts made the trip in mid-winter, too.

Patrons of The Quincy, Boston, are fed on the
fat of the laud. Mr. Johnson, the senior pro-

the Executive Council. Instead of
that he is now serving his sixth year, and if he
53 head of premium fat cattle
lives to complete his present terra he will have prietor, bought
served seven years in that important branch of at the fairs this fall, to be served up for guests j
the State Government—an experience few men
of the house in juicy roasts and steaks.
can boast of.
The Senior class Maine Slate College have
It is stated by medical authority that uitro- j
elected the following as their Commencement
glycerine, as a heart stimulant i* far superior to j
otti'-ers: President, H. S. French; Vice Presibrandy. [Exchange.
dent. R. K. Jones, jr.; Secretary, George G.
There would seem to be no question but that
Barker; Treasurer, C. A. Scars;"Orator, J. F.
Lockwood; Poet, J. M. Ayer; Chaplain, E. E. it would produce a superior article of “blowMerritt; Historian, G. F. Black; Prophet, C. out.”
A. Sears; Marshal, E. Lcnfest; Address to under graduate?. B. J. Allan j Valedictorian, A.
The Prohibition vote iu Ohio (Leonard's, for
I). Page; Executive Committee, W. H. Merri- Governor), was 28,034—considerable less than
was counted upon.
man, J. I). Blagdou, J. B. Ray.
Director Howell in his report on the operAnd the Democratic vote was counted for
ations of the geoiogieal survey during September says that Prof. Shaler has continued his i more than it really was.
studies of the ancient sea beaches in the vicinity I
The President has put up the bars against
of Mount Desert and has become convinced of
the existence of unquestionable marine beaches the small
fry office-seekers, but Congressmen
or old shores of a past glacial age up to a height
and their friends will be admitted to the White
of six hundred feet or more above the sea.
Dr. Young, the Secretary of the State board I House, as usual, until further notice.
of health, says that fearlessness is not a preventive of small pox. The course of the epidemic
Secretary Bayard’s inherited deafness is said
In Montreal has demonstrated that. The deaths I to be increasing.
have been almost entirely among the FreucbProbably due to the incessant clamor of apCanadians, who have no more fear of small pox
than an American has of the measles. The plicants for consulships.
English, who fear the disease and have doue as
fear dictates, taken precautions to guard against
The Boston Herald says that Senator Ed- 1
it, have almost entirely escaped.
munds was a passive Mugwump last year, and
terms in

The editor of the Minneapolis Tribune publishes a two-column interview with his father,
the editor of the Boston Herald. The gist of
the article is that each thinks the other the

greatest
change.

man

living—with

oue

exception. [Ex-

| evidently regards him as on the active
>'ear-_

list this

article iu the Farmington
Journal, captioned Freemasonry in Strong, that
the place is strong in Freemasonry.
We judge from

an

do is
problem. Our wish is to see all of the
Maine appointments confirmed. One is as good
as another.
With the single exception of Mr.
Bradbury they are all of one stripe. Everywants
Mr.
Bradbury confirmed. The young
body
democrats are out completely. Hon. L. D. M.
Sweat and W. L. Putnam have full control of
the patronage here. It was Judge Cleaves
misfortune, it is said, to have bored the President out of all patience in seeking for the place.
This was done by his friends, such men as
Simon Brown, the auctioneer, and Ed. Wilson,
t he disinterested man. Hon. W. H. Clifford was
also quite active, so it is said. It is also charged
that Mr. Cleaves had promised each office to
several. That oue prominent man iu York
county was approached by two men who urged
him to support Mr. Cleaves, using as an argument that he could help them get the iudentical
sameoffice. We kuow nothing of this. Judge
Cleaves has been a personal friend of the writer
for years and a more genial or honorable man
it has not been our fortune to know.
We give
this gossip as we hear it. One thiug is certain,
his following was large and active. Nearly all
the young men were for him.
The Republicans laugh in their sleeves for
they claim that this appointment will cool the
ardor of their opponents. We think, however,
that they will get over it and work as of yore.
But they will find that the offices wont go
around and that patronage has its outs. True,
it is a source of pride to have your party in control, but all the time there is a friction over the
offices and many leave the party in disgust
when they find no hope of getting at the patronage. All over the .Mate may be found men
who were once active Republicans now bitter,
hungry Democrats. Simon Brown, the auctioneer, is their spokesman. You have them in
Waldo; we have them here, possessed with
nothing but a desire for office. Many of them
will be found in our ranks iu ’88. Gen. Anderson has no love for this class.
He is a fullblooded, ingrained Democrat. He will early
learu that office holding is not the key to success.
It is advocating principles of justice and
progress that will rule this country. Nothing
else. We must have a stop put to ballot box
stuffing and demand that all shall enjoy the
right to vote once at an election and have that
vote counted. The party that is to rule this
country must lay its head close to the earth and
catch the tread of the cow hide boot and keep
step to it. If Gen. Anderson’s party does this
it will have a chance to rule, and the same may
be said of our party.
Sigma.
a

|

towns do

as

low

as

30

mencement.

Don. William E. Smith of New York has
been appointed u>.-istaiit secretary of the treasury, in place f Charles E. Coon. He is a Tilden Democrat.
<

A Paris despatch announces that F'lvmh
scu-nti'N have been >u<«i»ful in transmitting
an electric force of forty horse
power over a
distance of nearly twenty miles.

Two men attempted to abduet the four years
old child of Mr. C. M. Pope, in broad daylight
on Tremoutstreet, Boston, F'riday. Tin mother
pursued the m u and recover*d the child.
John Williams, the colored trieycltst, has
broken the Do-mile tricycle road record of 0
hours, 2tL minutes made’ by L. J. Martell last
May, coveriug the distance in f> hours 27 minutes.

The American government has intimated to
Spain that, if the latter's sovereignty of the
Caroline Islands is recognized, the American
Protestant Mission must be respected and freedom of religion permitted.
Advices from St. John's. N. F\, report Labrador fisheries a fair average, while shore fisheries have, as a rule, proved disastrous failures.
The bank catch has been excellent. The Nova
Scotia fisheries have generally failed this season.
show that Cincinnati
printed
is rapidly losing its commerce through the political corruption that reigns there. Some large
houses have already removed to other cities,
and others are expected to do so within a few
months.
are

to

It is estimated by the Montreal authorities
that at least S3,000,000 will be needed during
the coming winter owing to the ravages of small
pox. Business seems prostrated and such of
the poor as are not sick are preparing to move
Into New England.
The seventh annual convention of the National Woman’s Christian Temperance Union began
in Philadelphia. Oct. 30. Three hundred delegates were present representing nearly every
state in the Union.
The annual address was
delivered by President Willard.

Secretary of the Navy Whitney has written

another letter to the commandant of the Brook-

lyn navy yard requesting a report as to the
efficiency of the newly organized force, and Inquiring especially whether selections have been
governed by political considerations.
The solicitor of the treasury
opinion that seamen engaged on
are legally entitled tq treatment
hospitals, and Surgeon Genera!

has given an
tishiug vessels

in the Marine
Hamilton will
issue an order to the medical officers of Marine
hospitals to admit seamen of the class indicated.
The Court of Commissioners of Alabama
Claims, which will expire by limitation December 31, is making rapid progress with the business before it.
One of the officers of the court
says that all the cases before the court will certainly be disposed of by the middle of December.
United States Consul Wingate at Foo Chow
reports to the Secretary of State, in reply to
instructions from the latter, that after careful
he is unable to ascertain that any adulinquiry
terated tea is sold to foreigners, there being
stringent rules against its manufacture and
sale.
The sale in New York last week of John McCullough’s stage costumes, plays and properties
was largely attended.
Most of the costumes
were purchased by theatrical costumers at low
prices, only two sales being made for more than
The entire proceeds of the sale will
$100.
amount to about $4,000.
The Boston committee on the Grant eulogy
have decided to give Rev. Henry Ward Beecher
medal to the value of about $250 in appreciation for his services in delivering the Grant
eulogy. Miss Guiney will receive $100 for her
poem and Mrs. Julia Ward Howe the same i
amount for her ode.
Prof. Brown, reader of
the poem, receives $25.
a

In Brief. Hanlan says he did not sell out
his race with Teenier. The public is incredulous.Further Democratic election frauds
have been discovered in Cincinnati.
Four
huudred more votes were counted for their
candidate for county treasurer than were cast
for him.The New York Tribune has adjusted its trouble with the Typographical Union.
The Boston Globe is to have a new seven story-

building on Washington street.Saturday
morning the mountains north of Farmington.
Me., were white with snow and the streams
and ponds were skimmed with ice.It was
rumored in New York city Monday, that Mayor
Grace and several other prominent individuals
are to be arrested for alleged complicity in Lhe

too often nominates a man for
because “lit will run wdi.” and

Marine Bank frauds.It is stated that the
grand jury in Boston, found Indictments against
A. L. Mellen, of Baltimore, and Mrs. Emma
Coolidge, of Boston, for conspiracy to commit
murder.The reduction of the public debt for
October was over thirteen and a quarter millions.Thursday, the 26th, has been appointed
as a National Thanksgiving Day by President
Cleveland.
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by draut. Pri\ ate houses of live rooms pay $.1, and
I lp'
out, contains a line portrait ot Dr Ru-h tin plotted was tllgni .-‘itist P-ry three lilies ot !
atlre
$1 extra ter every additional room; sink under
dr.ii throw in.g a u gc stream ,,t w
temperance advocate, logrthei w:tb till; reports ot ed to o-,a
lain ei, $2 extra, and other things proportionally
from the kerosene and the clothes come out clean
"Vi r :h
Ul-tm-t i-uil'lti.g!
w< ;•
iti/.i*<»i tthe Fllsvvorth Se<-i-m ot Dram! I.". a
ianl over Hu* water’s introdimiioiu the e»:itr*-i o
and white.
| high. The s<\ale of rates prepared for Belfast, as land session of W. C. 1.1.. ."-a view la ig.
F.
rang i"iidl\ ami every o,|v u i-emhu-iasin-.
j embodied in the trims offered by Hinds, Moffett A No rtf port is lb i.ri-biag -im its yin- ,1 t il- |
Exit, the ('ustine Gazette.
j Co., are moderate in comparison, hut everything is nevv hall in the Who.I- -elmol I• m:-«■
The com. |
Pic* > s la
Alter wa: h*.
<! ai- ".it
I higherin the West. Few places feel now, however,
petitive sy-tem in entertainment i- being vv< rke*. everybody gav« up the idea taat >lr. l'.- ry
Last week’s issue of the Castinc Gazette contains that
they can afford to do without a water supply, v
would ever receive iii- p» n-ion, tin jo.ful m w
ery successfully ii• maio Lodge- in the eon .iy.
the valedictory of Miss Louise Wheeler, with an
even if it i- expensive.
In this eonne-tion the fol
.d
H< received $i:*hu ,.f a;
.\ new Lodge will piobal'.y be organi/e
*'aine ia.-t week.
,r- ;.
announcement that the paper will hereafter be
lowing from the Bangor Whig is interesting: “Apublished at Bueksport as the Bueksport Clipper. showing the security against lire afforded by the Winterport village the last of this week... Ham gladden ids heart and that of hi- < ipp'V i w lie ,n I
two children.
H< !,acork Di-triet Lodge will Im held with I nrigo L-• ig.pern-ion ot $.’tp rm u.t1
Miss Wheeler congratulates herself that the subWater Works we are informed that the average
He has been an invalid for 1- years and i- now
at West Sullivan on Tue-day Nov. IT, and ai
scription list of the Gazette is larger than that of annual losses
for
tire
the
seven
by
years previous
ai d the !■ w n
Lodges in and out of the county are invited- line*l t*> liis bed. i; was a clear
any newspaper ever published in Castinc, but says to the introduction of
llolly water was $t;o,o00, state
organizer .1. 11 ll;iuditon ! a jn-t lini.-hed a giv»ts thank- that In- was not w holly loiygo;;, n in, i
the local advertising was insuflicient to warrant its
while for the seven years following its introduction
tour in Washington county and added live Loilg.
pen-ion agent paid him a visit, am 1 fort I w :: h ord*-r
continuance.
Thanking those who have aided and the
average annual losses were lessthan $12,001), or
e
liis pension...... l irmer- are !i oiling ha; l" j
He will start next week on an organizing ronit
encouraged her, she concludes:
less than twenty per cent, of the previou-amount."
-andy P-diu. "eh. Kinpii- is expc-tmi tin-ret"
through southern ILmeoek v i:t. P» chi i, I Her I-l<
In severing my connection with the Castinc
.*i:id ii thi.-\ icinity
Pcr-m- on tin- route
load-Barrels arc i)"l easily
Mt. Desert, Sullivan, \
paper, I would say, that the words of commendation from intelligent people, and the pleasant
Searsni out's .New Hotel.
wanting his services during the tom will pi.-a-e for shipping .'n»p!es. An- i'u i'i empty barrels for
notices of other newspapers make ample amends
.M. I Dm. ••!'
sale in Belfast
write the Secretary a' lielia-t...1'wo der.-ey iiciuis, Bina and
for the unkind slurs made behind my back by
It was recently noticed in the Journal that SearsNo favor*
some of my so-called friends in town.
Pride ot Wann
with held book numbers, were
lirooks, Drand Coun-eiior, w ill make tlie bnlow ing
other improvements, has a good hotel,
have been asked or expeeted by me on account of niont, among
route this_vveek
Wednesday amt Thursday at -hipped on Monday's boat from l-'.vorgreen Farm,
and we now take from the Camden Herald the folmy sex, but 1 have no doubt that the Gazette would
have met with more approval with some, if it had
; Islesboro, Friday at Di-tri : Lodge in Svvanv il.c Prospect, to Broadmoor Farm,Cumberland < nter,
lowing description of the Ncvens House:
been edited by a man.
1
The old McFarland hotel which, with Us open and at Lllingvvoods corner in evening, Saturday at en route for the west. A li the hoi fere lives to spare
been
in
there
have
many
trying
things
Although
are sold for years to come at long price-.
Tbev ire
connection with editing the Gazette, there have a.so lire, good food and lads had delighted so many a
Winterport village, then at Newburg, Rm-ksporf, Dorsey si. Lambert
and ib-llo of ^cimab- -train-.
been many pleasant tilings. Pleasantest of the weary traveller, has been moved back and construct- i < >rlaml, Sandy Point, »Ve.
go to tile A i-t*‘rn State.-, from tin- Pi-"-pi
I'liey
and
cook-room
ed
into
a
with
nice
chain
hers
dining
pleasant things, has been the reading of my many above. The new
farm.... Mr. Charles Drant is the happy father"' a
part is two stories high, in which
line exchanges. It will In* with regret that 1 give
little daughter.
are otllee, private sitting room, parlor, bed-room.
up the Portland Transcript, Koekland CourierOdd Tilings and Big Things.
Gazette, Belfast Bcpublican .Journal, the Ellsworth The cellar is an excellent one 10 feet deep. There
six
rooms
in
are
the
new
and
Tiiousdikk. The U. K. ( «». have i. tilt at the
six
in
to
sleeping
part
numerous
mention.
American and others too
A chicken with three legs is on exhibition In Au
the oi l part, all so constructed as to be commodious,
station a new building t«> l*e used for a hand ear
This valedictory is supplemented by a letter In
airy and desirable. The supports of the old, im- gusta.
house.
A new section Is to be made with head
the Boston Journal of Saturday last wherein Miss mense chimney which was taken down, were four
A cabbage is on exhibition in Bangor w liieh has
ind, oak logs which were found to he sound
Hiurters here.\nn A Cornfortli are making an
Wheeler gives a history of her experience in jour- twelve
*5
of
.'{<>
feet
and
a
diameter
weighs
of
beautiful
wood.
and
pounds.
grained
bright,
They were
addition to their building to be used for the maiinalism, w ith that of her late associate Miss llooke. sawn into board* from which oak finish has been
Rev. T. It. Kimball, of Burnham, raid'd the past
ufaetury of their hee-ttives. They needed mere
The story is well-told, and we hope to republish it obtained for the ollice and private sitting room
which contrasted with ash gives the rooms a line season a turnip which weighed l‘> pounds.
| room-A. Lander has bought the L. lYa-o farm
as illustrating what Maine girls can do, and have
lloors
are
of
The
hard
and
a*h,
appearance.
pine
Ti.e
lion. Rufus l’rinre, of South Turner, has put TOO ! Last Thorndike and begun t-• move there
done. We doubt if Miss Wheeler will ever have birch. Mr. Ncvens has a good hotel and lie and his I
place he leaves is foi sale and is a deslrabh litt'e
lady know how to run it m such a way as to deserve ] barrels of apples into Ids cellar this fail.
cause to regret her attempt at journalism, hut it
success and we have no doubt win it.
The house is
storm was the hen\h -t wwas almost certain at the outset that her venture
feel ami weighing property.... Monday’s
The Mammoth cow, girthing
just receiving the paper and finishing touches of
deal
would end as it has. The Held is not large enough, paint. Another summer we predict they will have ‘2,;>00 pounds, is on exhibition at the north end, Au- have had for years. The wind did a g*>od
a large run of company.
Quantebacook lake i- n
damage to fences and buildings. The barn owned
even for a small paper, and the expense and labor
gusta.
beautiful sheet of water and is every year being
by Mr. <Jammans of City Point, am! situated it. Huattending such a publication is greater than most more and more admired.
Mr. George <). Knight, of Falmouth, has brought east part of lliis town, was blown down, li was
ho.d
people imagine. There are long-established country
office
which
old
and not of much use.The dancing
Press
Portland
a
parsnip into the
opened here Tuesday b\ >lmlle> A Cunningham "i
papers in Maine, as elsewhere, which look to their
weighs seven p >unda, and which he raised.
The Legislative Keunton.
some in < oupies and the
Belfast
was
attended
i>>
job department as the main source of profit, and of
One of the biggest Helds of squashes raised in
prospect is that they will have a verv large elasHon. Fred Atwood, who basin hand the arrangelate years they have had ruinous competition to
.l. N. Tilton ns been in l‘o-aon for the hist
for the legislative reunion, reports that the
Androscoggin county is that of Mr. William H. w eck visiting his brother and other t riends.
contend with in this direction from large establish- ments
meets the approval of all ex-members with
will reach four
plan
whose
of
crop
Sabattis,
Wright,
ments in the cities. But it is no use to point out whom he has communicated. Helms received lett'ASi'lNK. The grand closing concert of Prof.
tons.
the difficulties in the way to the man or w oman ters of approval from F. Cushing, II. Hamlin, N.
Harrington’s convention w is held in the Methodist
Dingley, Jr., E. Hale, llion Bradbury, s. L. IV]illiThe Bangor Whig brags about a turnip weighing
bent on starting a newspaper.
ken 1. M. Boardman, J. G. Brooks, Enoch Foster,
church on Thursday evening last. In spite of the
ten pounds. In the window of the Maine Farmer
W. 1). Fennell, W. G. Davis, Lewis Barker, J. F.
!
rain there w as a fair sized audience. The
Donworth, Eben Woodbury, S. W. Mathews, Henry office, Augusta, one can be seen that weighs 22't pouring
The New Map of Waldo County.
Ingalls, J. H. Drummond, General Mattocks, E. F. pounds.
; members of the class are well pleased with their
j
E.
A.
G.
F.
W.
A.
CromWeseott,
Webb,
Emery,
No wonder Waldo county is kicking vigorously
week’s work, ami w ill probably go on under the
On a piece of land (>4x24 feet, I)ea. 1>. C. Bridges,
at the new state atlas, if its inaccuracies are as well, and has also met a large number who all think
I leadership of Dr. L. E Philbrook. Prof. II. has
it will be a success. Mr. Howard Owen will pregreat as represented. With several villages in
of Penobscot, raised the past season, thirty two
their county left out, and a general waltzing pare biographical sketches of ex-members and is
j gone to Ellsworth to hold a convention, and nil
already making a movement in that direction. We bushels of beets, one and one-half bushels of car- 1 probably have a class in Blueldll and Penobscot.
around and mixing up of the mountains and
streams—a sort of general demoralization of the should be glad to print a listof the ex-members of rots, the same of tomatoes and one bushel id onions.
(1. E. Tllden lias closed for
the season lii>
Waldo county, if they will send their names and
scenery, so to speak—it looks very much as though
The New Age says: In Bangor they are bragging canning operations at Swan’s Island-The scallop
the map-makers were on an anti-Neal Dow vacation addresses to this ollice. A preliminary meeting
season hasopened and a few lots have been brought
be
tin1
will
held
for
a.t
W
aldo
and
organization
House,
wrestled
with
the
Augusta
We
saw one at
when they
of a turnip that weighs 10 pounds.
county,
Hr business is on the inIn for
Waldoers, or Waldonese, or Wnldgeese, whichever Augusta at 10.30 v. M. Thursday Nov. 5th, and it is the Head tie id fair that weighed 22 pounds, and on It crease. shipment-The
tjuit.e large ipiantUies are shipped every
they mav prefer to be called, bad valid reasons for urged that all who can will be present. The red
W Dresser, C.apt. K <).
boat
Itarkentine
union is P» include present and past members o f
day
a huge placard, labelled, “This Turnep Waise 22
playing mule on the agent of the atlas.
Parker,’has lately cleared from Calais, hound to
There are plenty of mountains and things in the State Government and Legislatures. Free rePuuds.” But it was the best fair ever held on the
<
\
Buenos
res-Schr.
Fletcher, c.npt sargent,
turn tickets over the railway will he given those
Waldo county that might be transposed, or trans
is in Portland read> to sail for the West Indies.
grounds.
ported, to advantage, and certain villages might be who attend.
abolished with excellent effect. The trouble is
Returns from big turnips are coming in slowly,
Troy. Mr. Morris Prentiss and wife have gone
that these sensitive lieltasters prefer to do their
information Wanted.
says the Ellsworth American. Mr. E. <>. Salslmry ! to
and annihilation, rather than
own elimination
Washington Territory to visit their daughter. Il
Intrust the performance t<> an irresponsible map
has left a turnip at this office, raised on Ids farm at
To the Editor of the Journal: At the last
is their third trip to the Pacific coast—Mr. It. K.
juggler. Anyone can see that in wiping out whole
which weighs 10 pounds. Mr. Ira scamLamoiiie,
Harding lias gone to Atlantic City, New .Jersey, as
villages too much care can not be taken to make session of the Legislature the following law was
mon, juryman from Eastbrook, informs us that he
the best possible selection. [Gardiner Home JourPrincipal of a school of two hundred scholars. He
passed as amendatory to Chap. 27, It. S.:
nal.
has raised one weighing 1(5S pounds. There are
it shall he the duty of the clerk of
will have three assistants. I C. Libby A Sons
Section
Our Gardiner contemporary should come over courts, within thirty'
days after the adjournment several back towns yet to be heard from.
passed through town last Friday with about three
here and get acquainted. Meanwhile if he will of any superior or supreme judicial court, t«> pubhundred head of cattle from Aroostook. Many are
lish in some
of the county, the disposiThe Latest from J. F. Jones.
kindly point out the “mountains and things in tion of all newspaper
sol'I to farmers along the route-Mrs. Elias Seaappealed cases and indictments for vioWaldo county that might be transposed or trans- lations of ibe laws
vev is visiting her sous in Lewiston-Tax collectthe
use
and
sale
of
Owl’s
South
Thomas
at
A tramp has been
Head,
regulating
last two or
ton, representing himself as a post office inspector or (all has been very neigh lorlv for the
ported to advantage.” and the villages that “might intoxicating liquors. [Approved March <5, 1885.]
weeks. He does not slight anv one... >atm
with
a
and
armed
three
and
sword,
be abolished with excellent effect,” we will see
Can you tell me if the law has been complied
paper canvasser,
of
is
wiiat
coming.
day morning made one think
cane, dirk and revolver, has been searing people
with by the clerk of courts of Waldo county, and if
what can be done towards making the county more
by knocking at their houses at night. [Portland The ground was covered with snow and the wind
whistled around the corners.
Press.
b.
so, when and where?
agreeable to him.
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“For an ordinary wash
put four pails of cold water into the boiler and
add four tablespoonfuls of kerosene oil. Put the
dirty clothes into the boiler with one-iifth of a bar
of -nap, cut in line pieces, sprinkled through them.
Let the clothes come slowly to a boil, and then boi!
well for twenty minutes, meanw hile punching and
stirring. Then take them out, rinse in clean water,
and hang out. Change the rinse w ater a* often as
needed. Place every relay of dirty clothes in cold
water prepared as above.” There will be no odor
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The funeral took place from the Madison avenue
Pi .-bv leriaii church in New \ ork city at lo '’clock
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"inart

irsi-rtion.

Mi r.iiie Flagg fr- m
beastly habits of into

j

com-

Monday. Bv rcpn.si of Mrs. McClellan there was
no
military a ■m-m-traii-m. Among the pall bear-wei'
Cimrai- W. >. Hancock, Martin >. Me
'•lal.on, Fit/John Porter, W. B. Franklin, and the
( "liiedenitt
tieiieral >J< .-eph K. Johnston.
The
ll.tg on the ustom house in this city was draped in
mourning and pi iced at half-mast, Monday

IJ"b«;rt 1’.
roe, tor

j

the I’nion army, while comrade

ot

bier ol the

mand

following ivipefor
to

\ a* ant

ashimrton

war.”

acquaintance of the Beaut} of Hebron.

We have been handed the

at

\\

r

tornev

■

>

ie

ia

mu'y, but ii ta-.
interest those in other sections who have nut made
;-

Waldo

to

bo madr

Cen. Me-

J

-.

! and civilian unite in paying respectful tribute at

section, at least, the Marly Lose has a
successful rival in the Beauty of Hebron, which
now ranks as hi_rh In the W«--q.eru market-, and
The new comer
deservedly so, us Lite F uly low
closely resembles the poi.-.tu it is supplanting, is
equally as good for table u*e, quite a* prolific,
cot new

>

to

the Civil ber

die 'V gin bar. we wer
Among the members
pleased to meet our old friend, Hon. W. t.. 1 rye,
>. at Halifax, who balate e«m-id general of the l
llad his oflmial head removed as a matter of ehii
service reform, lie being regarded an “ottcn-he
partisan.” « bdy think of it, this genial, seh«.iariy
accomplished oflieer, who had become so popular
with the Halligotiians, and had served but mrce
years, removed for partisanship! lion. s. !.. Midi
ken, member of Congress, also a member ot tin*
Waldo bur, is looking finely and feelingwe.il over
the < >hio election.
in looking over the member-of the W ddo bar, w.found that most of the member- of the bar wen
those who have become lawyer- since the organ/,
tion of Knox county. The only member-we saw
that used to meet in Waldo as it was, were Hon-.
,J. W. Ivnowlton. N. II. Hubbard and .)>•-» ph Williamson, w ho -lid continue in active practice. 1 he
faces which we were wont to see there when w
w ere llrst admitted, hav <• fa led In-m human -urn
lions. Wm. it. Cr-)-n\, Nehemiah .V. ><»ll, !!•
W i.
Alilen, A. T. Palmer, A. u. Jewell. Ii
Crusbv was a polished, cultured gentleman of tie
old school of practice. There was nothing of the
rough practice about him which so nun h dtsgrnec.t:
many of our courts to-day. lion. Nehemiah A
we recollect very pleasantly, having pursue I our
legal studies in his otlice alter reading a lew months
under the direction of Mr. (.’rushy. Mr Abbott
was a very genial gentleman, both in his intereour-e
with members •>! the bar, specially so wit:i the
younger members, and also in his inter* ur-e with
those having business w ith him in his olliee. H ith
a jury he was remarkably successful, ami was employed on one side or the other >*t a majority f ll e
fi.
cases in Waido court at the time w hen we \v« rIds cilice. He never aimed at flights of oratory .-i
great ornamentation of styie, hut ratiier aimed i»*
have something practical t-. .-ay ami t** -av it In th>
mo-t direct.and simple way. A T. Pahm-r wa- *>n.
of the most logical ami rhetorical speaker- at tin
Waldo bar when we lir.-l became acquainted wit;
It. He was not, however, so successful a jurylawyer as Vbbott, for Ills sty ie was too high for (Inordinary, plain jurymen, and therefore lie failed p*
1
wlm •(' late years
tie
reach am! mo\. 'them.
have been in the habit ot' -ceing the Waldo .awvers,
II. A *.
noticed.
iJewett’s absence
strongly
Jewett wa- a man *»f great native force and ta.erd
in
the
maimer
and
in
-ty ie ot
; Somewhat peculiar
lie won his victories l»y hard, vig non| his speaking,
of
g*m.as
the
lie
I blows,
great quality,
regarded
aw
required by one aspiring t<- be a -m* ■--ft.:with
b:n.
taw
men
To
studying
young
antagonism.
he would say: “You iiiu-t learn to auttgoni
i
;.m;.
i**
of
your opponent
every proposition
It you cud aiiingmi
as well as give blow-.
1
enter
the
mini.--.bad
bettei
be.antagonized you
J the profession of medicine where, you km*..
J have it all your own way and m-Pody an pin
that you are wrong.”
The young lawyer- are win-- awake nn-n an 1 .re
"l H
i imitaii'ug the style of d1.*- m -d, **»i m*-mi»*
bar in ilu*ir urhanil. of manm r- .m l *...
treatment of one anotlc.

.-treP hing arross the gulf of years, vlagain with the enthusiasm that greeted "Utile Mae” when called from his successes in Virgin-
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compliment to lion. Wm. Wirt \ drgin, win
spoken of as “one of our best .1 udges am I. otf the
bench, one of the most social and genial among thlawyers of the state,” Mr. s. -ay
After

wees

nmntier than usual since tin* in*\v Jaw went into
! ctreet. The
t,'id-wing liv-w-e- were granted lli-i
in addition to th.--e | n vi-msly n port* -1

court

is

of memory

In this

weeks earlier,

letter written

Sixteen div

T. U.

*>f

Whig well says "In the august presence of death,
the voice of controversy
hushed, and the chords

Tin1 K irly Ro*e potato is having a larger run than
any other variety has ever had, and nothing hayet appeared that see ms duels to supplant it. The
a
successful rival will
grower who produce*
achieve a fortune. [(. alai* Times.

two

omntis -i"i

(

ly placed

for

Minneapolis and other cities.

and

was

his death.

ami the tributes

to

New York and thence

a

retirement. The iPig-. in

taken to Boston for exhibition.

ill be taken

day of

CJellan, offering him the position

exhibition, hundreds
going away satislied.

then sold one-half interest in the

$350, and they

phy-

a

a reception at his
Thursday evening, and Wednesday President

Cleveland had ordered

im-

Mr. .Smart took them

them and

see

of

Invitations had been issued for
home

possible to tell one from the other. A few week*
ago Mr. Atwood sold these steer* to J. W. Smart,
of Passadumkeag, for w hat was equivalent to$j.‘»o.
A

care

weeks, but bis condition

considered serious until the

not

a description of the reheifers raised 1>\ Mr. Freeof Monroe. The pair weighed 2,200
so

lie had been under the

shian for about two

car-

yearling

marked

>'-t.

the heart,

recently published

markable twin

McClellan.

Cen.

<

term

in

Frank 1*.

equivalent to l.uoo bushels

season was seen

special delivery letters were received
post office during the month of October.

Albert W.

I dVOKCt s.

Bar.

be:
Siim'i.p.n, who attended the ()
in this city, has published i.i th
Camden Herald, »>f which he 1- the ditor, -"im in
teresting reminiscences of the Waldo county bar
II..11.

This association held

Death

rots,

this

r

seven

Belfast

master at

■

Reminiscences of the Waldo Count)

he made.

bushels of

Only
at

<

Capt. George Osborn, of Beliast, says
Leghorn and Brahma hens last winter
and during the months of December, January,
February and March they laid 2101 eggs. The eggs
brought an average price of twenty-live cents per
dozen, amounting to $45.

eighty-eight

flying South.

are

«

others.

season

Halloween.

was

The flrst load of brush ft
in the square Saturday.

--

plowing has been don**.

this

Saturday night

The wild geese

■

..

he had 43

an acre

Last

Vicinity.

Nov.

Thorndike’s London letter first page.

•'

By the use of the board younger scholars
will more readily comprehend than by the hook
This week’s issue of the Boston Sun lay Globe I
method. The next subject was ‘‘School Festivals”
contained nearly a page of receipts under the bead.- i
by Frank Dollifl’, of Castine, in which was shown
Inga of bread, cakes, puddings, pies, vegetables, J
that school festivals can be made a pleasant as
soups and sauces, a group of receipts from the !
'•veil as profitable part on the programme.. “temOld Dominion, and miscellaneous. Thi- will lie
Instruction” by Hem. V A. Luce was ably
appreciated by the lady readers of tin Globe, perance
handled. Hr said it was the duty of every teacher
which, by the way, seems to be just booming.
[o l»e thoroughly prepared to teach not
only the
fleet of alcoholic stimulants, but of narcotics of
oil! sometimes when we cook,
all
kinds, upon the human system, and urged that
Though we go just by the book
Our ell'orts do not pan out very well—well—well.
icacln rs be prepared l«» teach orally as well as by
We put liie sugar in
the text book.
Prof. Foster, of Castine, read an
And we mix it rather thin,
But often times the jelly will not jell—jell—jell,
abk paper on “Professional Heading.”
“What
The custard will not stay,
may be Taught Outside of Text Books” was the
But turns a nasty whey
.-object of the paper read by Miss E I>. Moon*, of
And milk aud eggs distraetingly rebel—bel—bel.
Monroe, in which it was shown that it is essential
that the teacher should have a general knowledge
The poultry item published last week has brought

of

Thursday

up

1

revenues,

arations for winter.

taken

was

morning.

Worthy Lecturer Thing writes of a recent visit
to Bowdoinham: "I called on our well known

Monroe, beginning Oct. 21. The
meeting was called to order by Vice pros. linnm 11s, of Sean port.
An essay on thorough teaching by Fred Nickerson, of Swanville, was read by
Mrs. Nickerson, which occupied the forenoon session. At tiic afternoon session a
paper by Miss
Lucia Haskell, of Castine, was read by Miss >weet*
ser, of Searsport, in which was shown the use of
Amnns (he Farmer, ami llou.r-krrprrs.
tie* moulding hoard for teaching the
younger
The farmers have been fortunate in two respects
scholars (Geography. She said in teaching geogthis season. The weather during haying was un
| raphy by this method all that is needed i* a
usually favorable, and the mild days of the past j
board, 2ox3H inches painted blue, to represent the
month enabled them to make the necessary prepwater and place thereon sand in which the courses

amount

the Journal.

.1

believe

e

published in

News of Belfast and
Thanksgiving Day, Thursday

•-

that, at present, Superv Lion L doing but
little to improve the daily work in our schools; that
I
much might be done and needs to be done in that
I
that the importance ot education and
| direction,ami
the money yve are expending therefor, demands
!
that something should be done.

barrel in towns along the line of the
New York City and Northern Railroad.

Statistics

;

yvould relieve the towns of
yvhat they now pay for Supervisor and with more
and better serviee yvould cause no
greater burden,

amounts.

selling

j

yvilh sufficient counsellors yvho would be aide
to exercisu wholesome restraints it needed.
The
clause which provides for his remuneration out of

The district attorney of New York believes
that Ferdinand Ward has at least a million dollars invested in real estate in Fmgland.

programme has been

The criminal (locket

Court.

PRESIDING.

j

cer

school

Supreme Judicial
JUDGE VIRGIN

1

office,
“strengthen the ticket,” and not l.cmuse he is ti t, d
for the position by training, education or general
fitness. A Superintending School Committee may
be objected to on tin* same grounds and further
more when matters go wrong it is ditlbmlt t,»
ju-ti\
lodge the responsibility wlmre it belongs. The
change which the Mate Supt. recommends takes
the office of supervisor out of polities as much as
is possible, and at the same time surround-, the offi-

the

Granges.

of Waldo

j

caucus

the

Some of the lately retired county officials in
Montana are declared to be short in their ac-

are

not

even

meeting

County Grange will
be Nov. 10, with Mystic Grange, Belmont. The

scarcely worth the holdof sour grapes?

a case

of the

1

from what the

jection
the primary

A London dispatch states that the Great
F.tstern was sold at public auction on Wednesday for £2G,2<)0.

Hand-picked apples

re-

feel willing to allow a reason; ioc stifor that kind of serviee. Another ob
to the Supervisor system now in use i~, that

pend

The casting of the big gun at the South Bosirou works a week or two since has proved
failure.

cents per

The

hardly be blamed for this unbu-im.■•**.like j
of doing business, because our cities and j

can

method

ton

Dr. Noah Porter, for the past fourteen years
president of Yale college, has handed in his
resignation, to take effect from the next com-

story

rial

Moltke has celebrated his both birth-

large

law.

Supervisor has seen ami
knows for himseif, but partly from popular rumor
or the general
reputation of the teacher, 1'iie oili

nation.

counts to

a

arc

altogether

About half of the signal service class at Fort
Myers, Washington, are on trial for insubordi-

a

to enact such

made. At the dose of the year the mu- ;
dition and character of the schools are reported, not
number

day and is enjoying excellent health.

Anderson's part, for he was a candidate from
first and none of his early supporters
cave Mr. B. any help or promise.
I give the
iLi-

at

von

inexpedient

The next

State vs. Samuel Bruce, Belfast. An appeal case
of drunkenness from the municipal court. Bruce
Saturday noon. We are not informed as to the
results of his mission, although street rumor says brother and ex-committee man, J. W.
Lang, who pleaded guilty ami was sentenced to thirty days in
he brought home his commission as postmaster of has an excellent
farm, one mile out. Bro. and Sis- jail.
Belfast.
State vs. Samuel Briggs, .Jr., of Freedom, indictter Lang are live, earnest Patrons and have a haped for shooting with intent to kill Ephraim BragThere is quite as bitter a fight over the Waldo- py faculty of making oue feel at home at ouee.
don, of Freedom. The case has been once fully reboro collectorship as was waged over the Portland They are interested in apples, small fruits, poultry
office, says the Portland Press. The principal can- and general farming; I see no reason why they ported. A feud sxisted betweeu the parties. Bragdidates are E. K. O’Brien and the Hon. Edmund should not succeed; I know they well deserve suc- don alleges that on the third day of .June last he
Wilson, member of the National Democratic Com cess. Sister L’s flower garden is a patch of^ rare was riding past the house of Briggs, and a short
distance from the house met Briggs on the highway,
mittee. Wilson is endorsed by Chairman Brown, beauty.”
the latter walking, carrying a bridle on tiis arm. He
and O’Brien by about all the people who have busiF. W. R. writes from Winterport: "Thinking the
turned ids head in the direction of Briggs when ne
ness in the Waldoboro office.
readers of the Journal would like to know—especheard the report of a pistol, the bullet striking him
Editor Rust is far from happy. After waiting ially the Grangers—how the Granges of Waldo
behind the ear inflicting a scalp wound. He saw
all these weary weeks for that which he has ever
are doing, I would say they are prospering
County
been chasing—an office—he now angrily remarks
Briggs putting a pistol in his pocket. Bragdon
of the Belfast collectorship that it is “an office finely. Brother Bowen, our County Deputy, is visdrove to Freedom village where the wound was
hardly worth the holding.” Strange that he should iting them and has visited eighteen Granges. Hidressed. Briggs was arrested, tried and sent to
he making such persistent efforts, even going on
to Washington, to secure an office of which he now visits are very acceptable to them and to the cause.
Belfast jail, where he has since been. The respond
speaks with so much contempt! Some of his rival His lectures are both instructive and profitable. ; ent
denies, and attempted to prove an alibi. His
candidates may make use ot' this rash remark, evi- The
needs just such words >1' cheer and
Granger
counsel said it was a conspiracy against Briggs,
dently written in a moment of rage at being shown
as
he
I
have
attended
three
encouragement
gives.
up as the indorser of the vile frauds that are even
that Briggs was at work in his garden at the time
condemned l»y tue more respectable Democrats. meetings with him and at each large and appreciaBragdon was shot; that Briggs never owned or
[Bangor Whig.
tive audiences were present. Sneed the work."
fired a pistol in his life; that he never left the
The list of supporters of Judge Cleaves includes
The next question for discussion before Come
premises that afternoon until lie was taken away
the following; Hon. Ansel Wadsworth, Hon. Jas.
Grange, Swanville, is The Town vs. the District ;
by the ofli'vr. Briggs’wife and sou corroborated
R. Taber and William Berry, of Belfast. As the System. The discussion will take place Noy.!».
Ids testimony. The state summoned a large num
The
members
of
Seven
Star
;
artGrange, Troy,
Bangor Commercial say- that “Mr. Cleaves was
her of witnesses, who testified to having heard the
I
more
interest
the
now
that
season
for
busy
Collector by all the diekerer# and manifesting
supported
rep >rt of a pistol, and on more than one occasion
is
and
times
at
the
are
meet,
over,
traders in politics, all the men whose influence,
good
expected
heard Briggs threaten the life of Bragdon. Some
this winter. This Grange is to have an exhiofficial and unofficial, is for sale to the
highest bid- | ings
time ago Bragdon caused Briggs to be sent t" Bell« r,” great surprise is manifested that the name of i bition in about two weeks to raise funds for a'
fast jail for non-payment of taxes.
Briggs said
Hon. \\
M. Rust docs not appear. The thrcel library.
he would be even with him, would have revenge,
a
held
Morning Light Grange, Monroe,
names given arc those of
profitable Ac. The
square, honorable men.
j session
fudge sai l the testimony of Briggs, hi.last Saturday evening.
\fter the usual
A tornicr resident of this city was knocked out
wife and son that lie was in tin* house would
d
(
I-«*i
exercises
Sisters
and
Susie
opening
Gei-rgie
outweigh that of the disinterested persons vvh•
by the^pointment of <.cn. Amici son as Collector j
recited tl»e poems "Go it A one," and "Go it D>saw
him
at Portland.
elsewhere.
The
c;,-e
v
ip.d
maWe re lor to Trueman Harmon, a
intergether," and Bro. Trundy sang a >,omie
ng, after
thick and thin supporter of Judge Cleaves, but
est, and the trial was ably conducted ui noth side-.
which a
was declared, when the Grang’- and
Verdict
of
whose name does not appear on the. pap* r- of liis
guilty. Briggs wa- .sentenced to three
visiting brethren repaired t<> the dinina hail an i
candidate. The Portland Pres- enquire.- “Where
years in the .Stale prison. W aile tin* vrpth t of taj
of an excellent clam stew, hot coffee and
partook
is the muni! ot Tr a man Hannon, ex Coilceior of
j cake. The inn* r man being well feasted, the aia-- .'urv seemed to have no visible fleet upon him lie
broke down completely when the Judge pi-nounc
Belfast, who was supposed to be booked for a ! ter’s
gavel again fell, and the .range li-t-*ne.| i.. a
ed sentence. Mr-. Briggs who .-at bi-si 1, ta ht,~deputy collectorship?
lecture from tin- i.■ nnty Deputy, remark-, pa the
ba11 d cried when sin beard tin* sentence, hm the
1 bo.-e win* \v. iv most instrumental in
F. W. R
securing the good of Hi
laughter exhibited n<* "Utuaid sign. Rogers h r
appointment of Hen. Anderson are said to he a No Br
\twood, Durham, Ferguson, Sister- <«r.ic:e Mate.
|
Tlnunp-Mt A Duntoti for lcspotident.
the barkers of lion. Edward Cushing f*>r the rolBowen, Durham, Atwood aud others. Bro. Toll’ d !
Mdi v- Thomas ii
I.airabec.
,r r--,* mdet:;
lcelorship at Belfast. Perhaps this account.- for I Durham, Ma-ler t tin <'■ m
Grange, related in
vv a>
1;,.| f »r
as.-au.t vy id. iuh ni t•
rapt
the Midden lack ot interest in the office on the
part I t--re-ling incidents o«>nneeied with a tl.pPM a*.
r
M Haskell
A*
i’artb live in Moiir
•J Hie Prog. Age.
fornia aeros- tin plains in’m. l lu diar furni-ite
the .ittry had been sworn t!.e eaw a- -etiled and
excellent mush
Mr Km-t -ays he told the President that tN
Bro. I’ltimmcr, the
ting I.■■ ;
he- 1 espond, nt disci irged.
Democrat-ol his part of the stab j re fern It haw- er, and Br«*. I sane Cook, ihe \\
Mo
ie
Tbi second jury w; di.-eliarged 1- rt* I
t" An ierson and
a fieri..
he believrd llic manner- and
in
di-po.-ition of Judge Cleaves would make him serve word- of prai-. for the exet o. i.i man.
Thomas (
Mi'Li* lan, of Frankfort, paid tlncpopular In the otlnv, and thus aid in organizing I which thc\ tilled their important po-iti.m.- and
J
and costs aniountiu
to
-i ,»n three appealed
i«A*>i‘> tor tin Democratic party in Maine.
I I:
Morning
tin- kind and cheerful worn.- uttered.
eases of
and dt-turbin_r the peace.
President remarked “you ought' to do [hat an>
lrunkennv
Light ha- a commodious and nicely fund -In d h.dl,
way.” and pa-.-ed to the next man. It is p> P.
onrt adjourned on Saturday afternoon.
I'liere
hoped for Mr. Rust’s sake, that the President will j and a membership eompri-ing some of th« he-t were live
jury trial and a large 1 umber of eases
pay more le d to Mr. Rust’s advice in regard to and most
men and women in tow u.
intelligent
otherwise disposed f.
the Belfast colli etorship. [ Lewiston Journal.
j

port further shows that the actual annual expenditure for the support of public schools in this state
aggregates more than $1,100,000 It is admitted on !
all sides that our school system falls far short of !
perfection or of accomplishing what might he rea- ;
souably expected from so liberal an outlay. It is
the writer’s conviction, based largely upon personal observation, that the present style of supervision, measured by its results or visible benefits, j
aside from examinations of teachers, is but little 1
better than no supervision. We allude to the system, not to the individual supervisor or committee
man.
Were the suggested change an experiment
it would be at least safe to consider it carefully before urging its adoption; but in several States the
proposed plan is an established and pronounced
success, and, therefore, is beyond the xpcrimental
stage. As the law now is Supervisor?, or s. s.
Com. are required to visit each school at least I
twice in each term. These visits are usually
very
brief, and it is raie that more than the required

or-

ople of all parties in Lis favor, he had a right
expect the best place. lie was headed oil* as
iiis friends a! lege by treachery, but not on Mr.
p*

parties
appraise him at the valuation
lumbering operations now contemplated.
The iiaptists of Maine, in their late conven- he puts on himself that he is now in the Demtion, voted to place a portrait of iiev. 1-aac ocratic party and with an itching palm extendCase in Colby Library, and JKv. Mr. liurrage,
oue of the bitterest of partisans.
His honored
of Zion’s Advocate, announces that he ha- ed toward Washington.
father. Hon. John Anderson, held the office
found a daguerreotype of him in good condiunder Martin Van Buren and Mr. Tyler. We
An important municipal election was held in
tion, which will be a great help to the artist.
In one of the Hallowell quarries recently, a Baltimore, Oct. 28, but none of the Maine, Bos- have no doubt of the General's energy and ability or honesty. But, politically, he is as bad a
block was split <»fi' some 1)0 feet long, 20 feet
ton or New York dailies received at this office
lot as can be found. He enters the office, which
wide and 12 feet thick, and in Mr. Perry's quarhad any news concerning it in their issues of under Col. Dow has been a model one, under
ry the present season they quarried a block
embarrassing circumstances. He knows the
some 200 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 8 feet the following
day. This is strange, as it was great mass of his party bad their hearts set
thick, containing over fiuou tons of granite.
known that the result of this election might upon cither Mr. Bradbury or Mr. Cleaves
It is said that the McKay family of Pliipsburg
Under the civil serreceived news last week of the death of a rich change the political complexion of Maryland rather than himself.
relative in Fnglaud. who died three years ago, and send to the U. 8. Senate in place of Gor- vice rules he can appoint but a few officers
without
out men in open
turning
arbitrarily
leaving a fortune of $2,000,000, to which they man a
The 45 year rule turns
Republican or Reform Democrat. But detiauee of law.
are the only
heirs. The lawyer who ha- the
the
doors
from
of
the
House many
Custom
wc had to await the receipt of The Times, of
matter in charge has been searching for the Mchard
faithful men of his party.
Kay family for three years.
Baltimore, for the news of this election, and it What working,
will be his course we know not. The
lion. Elbridge Gerry, at one time leader of
of the usual Democratic victory. opinion is that he will be as proscriptive as he
the bar in Maine and many years distinguished brought tidings
can and that Judge Cleaves friends will not get
in the politics of the State* as a Democrat, is
The cutter Geuesta arrived at
much comfort from him. What the Senate will

«very ill. and his recovery is a matter of doubt.
Mr. Gerry is 72 years old. He was a member of
the Thirty-first Congress, but has not held public office since 1850, when he retired from his

would be

Is this

New*

Collectorship at Belfast,

Mr. L. H. Murch returned from

advance of public opin-

somewhat in

an

Office-Seekers.

and

says the
“office which is now

ing.”

ion, and that without the sanction of the public it

out

Mr. Burge-s. designer of the Puritan, has
ders for a dozen yachts.
Geu.

probably

are

be stocked

Mrs. Grant as>erts in the most positive manner that she has no intention of having the
remains of General Grant removed from Riverside Park.

to

a

to

is

Offices

Prog. Age

The

in connection with the above the State Superintendent frankly admits that his recommendations

Generalities.

arc-

Local

Supervision.

is to

To secure a vigilant, prompt, intelligent, fearless
and effective supervision of the schools, towns
should be compelled to elect school committees consisting of three, six, or nine members as they may
desire, instead of being allowed to choose supervisors as they now may do, which committees
should serve without pay.
These committees
should be compelled to elect annually an Inspector
of schools, who should perform the regular routine
duties of supervision, ami who should be paid for
his services a reasonable compensation from the
regular school revenues.

four majority in the legislature on joint ballot
and several districts in doubt; while the democratic state committee think the state in doubt
because Whiting runs ahead of his ticket, and
they claim a majority iu the legislature on joint
ballot. The latest returns give the Republicans
thirteeu majority joint ballot.
In Illinois the new election law is adopted,
by a majority of fourteen thousand.
Baltimore gave niueteeu thousand democratic

The streams of New York
with Oregon trout.

following

be found in the report of the
State Supt. of public schools for the year 1884, under the head of “Needs of Legislation”:

as a war

imously to the Legislature from Eastport in
1801; had supported President Lincoln in the
session of January 180*2; had favored raising
men and money to put down the rebellion; bad
voted for Jameson against Dana in 1801, and
like many others, could have easily crossed the
bridge. But he was wedded to the Democratic

th*- poem as an
get up ami light the the in the morning. This
reminds us of a story of a m wly wedded pair.
The husband rose first, and as he st .od at the
wants

few

a

asked who

if

hand he probably
incentive for his wife to

near

was

Mr. Cleveland
one

Farmer.

W'-ath:

It

fident.

s'.ort poem, published in th
Farmer some t* n
years ago. beginning something ;n this way:
“A good wife rose from her bed one morn.”
One u* our subscribers wishes it.
[Maine
As cold

School
The

New

Tuesday

so

<>ne

and

Tork.
By Telegraph to the Journal.
Portland, Nov. 4, 3 p. m. The Iowa Republican state committee claim the election of
governor by twelve thousaud, with twenty-

j

deposit

some

Election Beturns.

Iowa, Illinois, Maryland

j

at the hank.” Not a dollar has
far, this year, which has not
b«an the case for y» ar>. The Pioneer makes
the further statt men! that,
1 luring the municipal ye 4r l^sp tie liabilities
wer
decreased $4,317.41. Thi- year th*' <hretise will be much i tiger, the standing of the
t
:i at th** pr< sent time being -oim-'hing like
s 13.0'Mi ,>ctPT than prior to March I-M. owing
t
good management. At thN rate the town
will be out ot debt (except K. R. debt) in a
short time.
ii

News from

He then says:
majority.
Later in the season, when from time to time
In New York the Republicans will have thirI was in Washington, General Grant kindly
invited me to a drive with him in his buggy, ty-three majority in the Legislature on joint
,
and expressed at times great distrust of the in- ballot. The Senate stands
twenty-one republitentions or rather desigus of Mr. Johnson. In
eleven democrats. House seventy-six rethe autumn, in one of these drives, he said he cans,
felt Mire that nothing but tbe cowardice of the
publicans, fifty-two democrats.
President Mood in the way of very serious
events.
He
had
become
of
a
secret
aware
1
Night Despatches.
military organization in Maryland, and had accurate information at the time of its ramificaNew York. Some 00,000 majority for Hill
tions through General-. The Governor of
in New York and Kings county indicates his
Maryland had made requisition on the war de- •election. The Democrats
made "a gain in New
partment for field artillery to which, under ex- York city, and the Republicans
gained in Buffaisting law-, the State was entitled; but know- lo, the home of President Cleveland.
Brooking as he did the intended revolutionary pur- lyn elected
Whitney, Democrat, for Mayor. No
pose, he had simply pigeon-holed the requisithe
S.
J.
concerning
Legislature.
Camption.
For a time he thought of writing the figures
bell is elected to succeed S. 8. Cox in Cougress
Governor that be had his eye on him, hut on
from tin 18th District.
the whole he concluded not to do so.
In VirMassachi setts. With ten -mall towns to
ginia, too, there were signs of a support, but so hear from Massachusetts
gives Robinson, 100,far no organization existed; the ihteution was
102: Prince 82.3s!; Lothrop 4,051; Sumner 2.inchoate in development. Farther south there
074; plurality of Robinson 17.7M. 1 he city of
were no signs of disturbance.
Boston elects 1!) Republicans. 24 Democrats, 1
F u ly in December my duties brought me
Independent Democrat and 2 Independents to
again to Washington for a day. Meeting Gen- the Legislature. The returns indicate
the eleceral Grant near the War Department he invit- tion of
28 Republicans and 12 Democratic Senaed me to his room. Seeing that he had a caretors, being a Democratic gain of 0 over last
worn look 1 asked how matters were progress>tand 158 Reyear. The House will
ing. He said. “Badly enough; 1 will not be publicans, 72 Democrats,probably
and 0 Independents,
surprised at anything that may occur. Within making a -light Democratic gain in the House.
a few days the President paid’me a visit of au
Five Representative districts are to be heard
hour or more, speaking on indifferent subjects,
from.
The (lection was a very quiet one
and just before leaving said:
‘General, there throughout the State.
is one point upon which I feel a deep interest,
Pennsylvania. Twenty-two counties in
and that is. in the event of an open rupture be- the
State outside of Philadelphia show a net Retween Congress and myself, where will you be
publican gain of 3,075. In Philadelphia 14 wards
foundF The reply was,” the General said to out
of 31 give (^uay, Republican, for Treasurer,
m
with great earnestness: “‘That will de7.32S majority. a l>« mocratie gain of 2,308.
pend entirely upon which was the revolution- C>uay will probably have a majority of about
ary party.'"
15.000.
Yircima. Democrats claim a majority of
There have been about 10.000 members in tlit* 20.000—secured m
part at least by gross fraud-.
M line legislature since the State was admitted, At 11 r. M.. H. n. Mahonesumup the situation
and nearl} one half of these are supposed to he as follow-:
The Democrats have carried the
living. Tin* legislative reunion in January ean State and Legislative ticket by the unscruputh* r* fore be made a huge picnic. In that month lous use of the election
machinery over which
the Maine woods are full of pretty flowers,
have absolute control, and which was prowhile the gurgling brooks sing merrily their they
vided by their last usurping Legislature exstrictly temperance songs. The brethren will pressly with this end in view.
have a high old time.
[Boston Record.
Returns at the Hartford
L’onnecTien.
The Record should uot be envious, for the Com ant office at 11 l*. M. from all but four
in
the
State
show
the complexion of the
towns
table will be graced, at the banquet which is to
next House to be a> follows:
Republicans 12'J,
he one of the features of the reunion, with
Democrats 112. Independents 2. The missing
will
not
spicy pineapples and luscious bananas fresh towns
materially change the result.
from the tropical climate of Massachusetts, The town of Marlboro i- a tie on Representative. Last year these towns stood : Republiwhile Boston's east wind will be served for ice cans 1(10. Democrats 84. Senatorial elections
took place in 12 districts, and each party elects
cream.
six of the twelve Senaters, making the next
Senate 13 Republicans and 11 Democrats. Last
The latest in newspaper circles is the report
that ( a.'l Schurz and George Fred William-* year, 17 Republicans ai d 7 Democrats. This
wish to obtain control of the Boston Rost, and gives the Republicans a working majority in
both branches.
have offered to pay debts and §10,000.
The indications point to a
Maryland.
We wi-h the Rost a better fate than to fall
Democratic success in nearly all the counties,
into the bands of such a Hessian and crank as
which insures a working majority in both
branches o the State Legislature.
Carl Schurz.
Iowa. Fifty precincts ol Iowa give a Republican gain of 730. The city of Hrinnell gives
A goose known to be fifty years old is exciting some attention in Indiana. [Washington 220 Republican majority
Mississippi. There was no ticket in the
Star.
the regular Democratic State ticket.
field
We supposed Hendricks to be older than In except
a few counties where local dissatisfaction
that.
existed the vote is divided and a few Independents may be elected to the Legislature and to
county offices.
Letter from Portland.
Partial reports indicate the
Nebraska.
election of the Republican State ticket by about
HIE COI.LECTOKSIIIP CONTEST, the tri e inthe same majority as last year. The Republican
wardness OF THE FIGHT. THE CHARAC| majority is low estimated at IS.000.
TERISTICS OF ANDERSON, CLEAVES AND
New Jersey. Flection passed ofl' quietly.
lilt A DHl UY. WHA1 OF THE Fl’TURE?
Republicans probably retain control of the
I
Legislature.
[Correspondence of the Journal.]
Dakota. The Republican State ticket is
I have waited
Portland, Nov. ‘2d, 188T).
elected.
Sioux Falls leads so far for the capital
for the air to clear before writing in relation to | location.
I
the appointment of collector of this port, the
best office in
State. To say that the unex-

We have often had occasion to commend the
public spirit <«nd enterprise of th town of
Houlton and are glad to learn from the d imes
atnl Pioneer that Houlton is also in a good financial condition. For example, the Times says
that at the annual town meeting last March
$3,000 was voted f >r taking up town bond-.
•The selectmen have paid three bonds of $1,000
each; also paid the balance due on State tax for
lvd. and County tax for 1*K5; a No paid all
town orders that ha\e been Irawn and interest
on railroad and oilier bonds, and have soin
bet

Latest

been voluminous. In offset there have only
been a few disclaimers from Johnson’s hangers-on, and from men who eould not possibly
have known anything of his intentions. The

prison, the full penalty.

$3000

Schemes.

Testimony corroborative of Mr. Depew's
statements concerning President Johnson, noticed editorially in last week’s Journal, has

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
—
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the shore
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up, and tile boat in use near by
water.
Carter’s wharf sn tiered
on ion laid at
The schooner Flora
and it was thought best to scuttle her
>e

w

veil'd holes

she laid

at

Tiie seliootier \n;
I'he
not injured.

were

the

wharf

I.

Mekeen

in the vessel

p .:
w

at

damage.
wharf, was

ithout
ibis

yacht >011 Itrce/.e, moored oil",
Cooper’s wharf was slightly
washed out, but no great damage done. Al Hall’s
foundry wharf the blacksmith shop w as ba lly injured, the flooring washed away and one of the
forges destroyed. The tools and bellows were
lost

her

taken
the

bowsprit.

out

in

season to save

almost
after the storm, but it

shop

was

for business.

a

them.

The inside of

the morning
repair* I and ready

total wreck

was

>o.m

The Lewis wharf

was

much dam-

aged, a considerable portion of the lower part
being carried away. Fortunately there w e not
a high course of tides, or the damage don** by the
Ihe evening
storm would have been far greater. I
the wind changed to southwest and before nine
o’clock the storm had ceased, but timre was a very
heavy sea for several hours later, it must have
been a hard time on the water and no doubt munv
casualties will he reported. Our correspondent
sends us an account of a total wreck at Idncolnville
On the land there

Beach.

w ere

minor disasters

blowing down of fences, sheds, etc.,
but wc hear of nothing serious... Newspapers and
the worst
press despatches report Monday’s gale as

such

as

the.

known for many y ears.

Snow and rain

were an

accompaniment in many sections, and very great
dam age was caused to hipping. Sch. Clara Fletcher, of Castiue, laden with shook* and potatoes drag
ged her anchor and went ashore on Dollners Neck,
and

w

ill

probably

prove

a

total loss.

The

crew

Cargo insured, vessel uninsured. At
1’roviu'a town, Mass., sell. Balloon, of Wiutorport,

were

saved.

dragged

ashore

on

the llats but

came

oil’ next tide.

There was a handsome rainbow after the shower
Tuesday afternoon.
city district opened Monday

The schools iu the
after

week’s vacation.

a

Public

temperance meeting

Sunday

try next

Universalist Ves-

at

Monday

afternoon.

Dr. W. K. Knowles has

recently

moved from Ban-

stirring

a

Mrs. Jennie Hunter left

Merrill, Wisconsin.

erty.

The weather

Mark

Ada A. Morey, of Morrill, was awarded the
premium for best September butter ex-

The

report that he left his gun at home is
Dur mouth w as made up for veuison.

t:u‘

repairs

I be

a

shipped

are

is

from

improving and quanby every outward

here

bound steamer.

untrue.

Capt. Lincoln Giikey recently slaughtered a pig
thirteen months old which weighed 4G*2 lbs. Who

the lower

bridge are nearly cointo
and it if now passable for teams. The bridge
!
wa- not injured at all by Monday’s storm.
on

business

smelt

tities

hope

we

The commencement exercises of
Academy will take place at Freedom Village Nov. 3, 4, and 5, ’t>5. There will be an address
before the graduating class by Prof. A. F. Chase,
Principal of E. M. C. Seminary, on Thursday eveuing—subject, "Study.”....The pound party at the
Grange hall last week for the benelit of B. K. Vose
ami family was a success in every feature.
There are to be three oyster stews at the
Village
the coming week. Thursday night the school has
one; Friday night the G. A. R. boys and Saturday
night the Grangers.

Church, and author of “The Blue and the
Gray.” A member of Ills family had a severe case

M. E.

Freedom

Colorado.

hibited at the Waldo lair.

local is deer-hunting this week, hut

A. J. Biathcr’s

at

dance at the Centre next Friday

a

Freedom.

evening.

threatening.

exhibition

on

Mom lay

over

Means health and happiness; bad blood means
Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt Rheum, Cancer,
PimpleB, Boils, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and various other difficulties
which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.
Rev. Theo. Gerrish Is Pastor of the Pine St.
Mr. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and

night.

Clement A Adams are receiving orders for clothing from South Carolina, Florida, Oregon and

bracket!

The

venture

too

There is to be

by train Monday for

turnip which girts three feet and weighs 18 lbs.

dence.
Mi->

not

was

E. C. l'ike has

Andrews, one of our enterprising business
having an artesian well bored at ids resi-

is

men,

Bickmorc did

PURE BLOOD

recently-Mrs. Laura Clement has been
suffering from a kick in the head by a horse.
horse

Everett, Mass.

Washington despatch of Nov. 2 says that Davis
Woodman has been appointed postmaster at Lib-

A

Montville. The farm occupied by Robert Penney was sold at public auetion last Saturday by the
town of Troy-Alonzo Poland lost a valuable

breeze

gor to

m., at the usual hour.

i\

Locals.

Searsporl
Quite

Buck sport.
down

Mouth and Stomach, tried in various
ways to get relief, at last bought Brown’s Sarsa"
parilla and was cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish will eu"

of Canker in

dorse the above.
Mr. G. A. Parcher, of
the American Express Co.,

The directors of the M. C. R. R.
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present a llm- series ol games ...The
l*art\ a: the Coliseum this evening proma

There is much

great success.

curiosity

six

Belfast young ladies who are to play
I. against a team of gentlemen, and we feel
ired that there is lots of fun ahead for this
>ec ud\. riisemeut
i.►
Monday evening
1

>

lie

•'

....

'.a- brieliv announced in the advertising
iiiiiiti.-,t!ie eiirard A Vokes World’s Celebrities
appear at the Coliseum, and give an exhibition
-i
and skating. For particulars see small
il
and posters. Reserved seats at Poor’s and
■

«»ii-. uin

!»o\ office. ...Mr. Furniss has received

lien ired

pair-of the celebrated Madison square
rw.-.te-, whieli 11• w ill let on reasonable terms. The*}
u
lie ready for use this (Thursday) evening
Remember that Saturday afternoons the rink if
•.pen, free, to school children and their parents.
!,•

■

...

Personal

Mr. James

Barker, of Searsmont.

oily mi* Thursday for California... Miss
i nude Beckett, of Haverhill, Mass., is In Belfast,
the gm-st of Mrs. Thomas W. Lothrop ...Miss
Marianna Thurlow is book-keeper lor the Union
Mill <;•»., Walpole, Mass ...Mr. George A. tjuiinby
left by 1 uesday morning's boat to join Mrs. Quhn
Mr. and Mrs.
by, who is visiting at the Hub.
Qulmby are expected .to return to Belfast next
W
K—Captain Lay, of the revenue steamer Dal
las, who Inis been ordered to Baltimore, M«L, to
take eoininand of the Kwlng, said good-bye to the
icw of tin
Dallas Saturday morning, and was
presented with a gold-headed cane by the crew of
tin* cutter.
..Judge Ilersev and family expect to
start next Thursday for their new home in Callfor.
nla
.Captain Isaac Coombs of Camden, recently
reeei ved from the Hon. Alexander Leith, banker
at llan Kow, China, a chest of tea grown in the
Emperor’* private garden.D. H. (Hidden has
been -ominissioned as postmaster at Vinalhaven.
-A
press despatch from Washington says:
“Lieut. Commander Joseph Marthon has been ordered to proceed from bis present station at Bclfasi, Me., to llie navy yard at Norfolk, Nov. 10, for
duty."-\V H. Avery of Boston, formerly of this
Mr. S. G. Thur.
city, lias been in town this week
c'ft ilii.-)

..

—
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apt. Brambali has gone to Boston l ci.ga-o
machinery for the engine, boiler, etc. He intern:
al-o to build a thirty-three foot steamer for him-

<

that

self.
Monkok.
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■

winter-Newcomb & York have
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ie- tin- work of four or live liieu.
mat
The- maid ne was goi up by A d. Curtis, of Monroe, and a

locked and the
The entrance

where we
cure it while

re :s
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Trunkliu Chase carpenter-. I
Cbarlc- Fleicho: has a pad-of dogs so traim- tha»
t '••■•>■ ran :»• drivm as w
li as horses.John strut- ;
'•Md broke his ribs i.y fading on an axe handle and
'Miiinci! to hi- house-(\ H. 1’hurh-ugli vva'•;dte badly hurt last week by ids stallion, Ledo,
arter an-:

-citing frightened and running away. The horse
a a- not
injured.John Twombly has opened
M.ss 11- len Mayo having closed her house

It-

e
Uur pills
’uut boa=t.
o«:r
min-rs do not.
arter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
makes dot*-*.
ry easy pi take, t »ne or two
", ii. y an- siretly vegetable and do ne.t gripe or
purg. but by tie r gei.iio action pleas- all who
se ; hern.
In vail* at b'5 cents; five for$l. bold
by druggists v.rywk re. or sent by mad.

A. K- Eletcher

house is nearly comoutside and when -lone will be Hie best
in (own. George Gould is superintendent,

Wiii (
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Now York City.
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PORT G* RELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Srhs. .1. Ponder, Jr., Bullock, Boston;
< ondou, Bo.-ton.
sehs. Wm. Slovens, Carter, Boston; E.
1.. Warren, Colson, Boston.
Nov..!

Mary Farrow,

applied for.

\

School in Dis. No. I and 2

"wanvn.i.k.

Get. 31. sells. C. T. sil'ley, Bartlett, Jacksonville;
B. I. slienuan, -, Pawtucket; Helen, Chase,
Pawtucket; C. J. Willard, Wallace, Boekport.
Nov. 3.
Br. sch. Amherst, Hill, Parreboro.
>eli. Mar\ Farrow,Condon, Bangor.
.nov. 4.

ORDKR.

Clothing

C1<1 Get. 27, ship Henry H. Hyde,
Pendleton, Liverpool. Arrived both, ship Alameda,
Nickels, Liverpool; Elizabeth, Butman, do. Avion. 25til, ships Irocpiois, Ni"kels, Liverpool 157
days; st. Mark, Nichols, New York, !4'Jda\s.
A r. ships L. vi G. Burges.,
New York, O'1!. 2;L
London; AlbertG. Ib*p s, Liverpool; sells, Robert
P. King, Belfast; Nov. 1, slop It. It. Thomas, Manilla. Cld brig starlight, l.ibhy, Port Spain. Arr
Nov. 3, sch. T. H. Livingston, swell, Jacksonville.
Ci«l sell. Earl P. Mason,
Baltimore, Get. 30.
Nickerson, Providence.
sld sch. Nahum
Dutch Island Harbor, Oct. 31.
Chapin, A rev, from Rosario and Buenos Ayres for
Boston.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Friday, Oct. 30. Arrived
sch. Raven, Pendleton, Philadelphia for Ipswich.
Passed 201 h, ship Brown Brothers,
Tatoosh.
Goodell, San Pedro.
Boston. Arrived 3oth, sells. Abby Wasson, Lord,
Hoboken.

joiner. Most of our farmers have not the ingenuity to make an ax handle or a goad stick... One
"f the prominent citizens of Sears port informs
your correspondent that those who persist in netting trout in Swan Lake contrary tojaw and good
sense have discouraged the parties who intended
furniohing funds to put in a trout hatchway establishment at the mill this fall.
Mr. Daniel 1». Cushman died at his

resilience Oct. 29th of consumpli n of the bowels.
The funeral services were held at the Mount school
house Sunday at 10 o’clock, a. m., Kcv. J*. Hatch

officiating. The debased was buried under the
auspices of the G. A. R. order and the Granges. A
very large number assembled to pay respects to
this worthy ami esteemed citizen. Mr. Cushman
was a great sufferer, having been confined to his
bed most of the time for the past two years, yet he
submitted to his
ami

was

leaves
loss.
of

a

a

patient

FOREIGN

111 lotions with Christian fortitude
and resigned until the last,
fie

widow and two

The bereaved

daughters to mourn his
family have the sympathy

large circle of friends—The second snow
of the season fell last Friday night, but soon
disappeared next morning.Sunday Nov. 1st,
a flock of wild geese was seen Ilyin.: over Winnccook Lake, the first seen this fall.Miss
Alda R. Harrows has gone to Wayne to work at the
millinery business-Misses Lilia ami Carrie Lane
have returned to Haverhill Mass, where they have
School in Dia.
been employed In a box factory
-No. 9 began Oct. 26th under tlft instruction of A.
L. Pease and school in Dis. No. 7 Nov. 2nd, Miss
a

—

E. E.

Dodge

teacher.

Vinalhaven. The War, State and Navy job was
completed here this week and Mr. Craig the government supt. will go to Washington In a few days.
The Odd Fellows building will be ready to
Mr. D. H. Glidden takes
plaster this week
charge of the post office Monday morning. Mr.
Yinal, the ex-postmaster will have the express
office in the same building ...L. M. Crockett has
bought a fine looking horse, sired by pilot Ivuox.
—

—

new

three masted sehr. Mollie Rhoades of

by B. G. Co. at Jonesboro, is here

loading rough stone for Philadelphia. She is a
fine looking and well nuilt vessel and is commanded by Capt. Wallace of Jonesboro-Sehr. Henrietta Simmons of Philadelphia is loading paving
for Philadelphia; Sehr. S. Sinunons, stone, N. Y.
Sch. Metropolis fish for Boston, from Lane & Libby.
Sehr. Abide S. Walker brought a load of coal for
B. G. Co_Robert Diack has sold his house to
Leander Smith-Augustus C. Sprague came very
near being killed this week in the polishing mill of
which he is foreman. He was standing with his

PORTS.

Nassau, Oct. 15 Arrived sell. Lucia Porter, Grindle, Bangor.
Ceou.
Sailed Get. 20, ship Sumner It. Mead,
Park, New York.
Havana. Arrived Get. 28th, sch. Benj. Fabens,
Thombs, from Baltimore.
Arrived bark Evanell,
Montevideo, Sept. 24.
Cole ord. New York for Rosario.
B.
Get.
10th.
Sailed ship State of
Victoria,
C.,
Maine, Nickels (from sail Francisco), Departure
San
load
for
Bay (to
Francisco.)
Barhadoes, Get. li*. Sailed sch. Fred A. Carle,
Condon, Bonaire and New York.
st. Thomas, Get. 12. Arrived brig David Bugbec,
French, Port Spain, (and sld 22 I for Turks Island,
13lh, L. Staples, Stowers, Boston, (and sld 22d for
Turks Island.)
Carcienas, Get. 22d. Sailed brig Amy A. Lane,
Carver, Delaware Breakwater.

!

Will Sell From His $30,000 Stock for
One Week More

MARITIME MI8CELI.ANV.
The four-masted steam schooner Walker Armington, Capt. Drinkwater, lias been placed in the Baltimore coal trade.
Ship Phineas Pendleton, which was burnt at
Manila in August, had on board 15,500 piculs hemp
for New York, valued at $140,000.
Brig C. S. Packard, of Camden, has completed
repairs at Sagua and would sail for New York latter part of October.
Brig Fidelia, Blake, from Bangor for Grenada, in
going down the Penobscot night of 20lh, fouled the
sell. Hattie Paige, of New Haven, and carried away
both topmasts of the schooner. Both vessels were
towed to Bangor for repairs.
The New York Marine Journal says that out of
the four and twenty seamen shipped before the
mast in the Frederick Billings, which sailed from
that port last week for Japan, all but four were
Germans or Scandinavians.
Thirteen schooners, one bark, two tug boats, two
steamers, two sloops and three ships have been
launched from the ship yards in Bath thus far this
year, with an aggregate of nearly 13,000 tons.
A double-decked three-masted schooner of about
700 tons is nearing completion at Waldoboro, in the
yard of Reed & Feyler. Her masts are stepped and
she is being rigged by the Davit Brothers, of
Dainariscotta.
The ship Willie Itosenfcld, which will load at
Baltimore for San Francisco with about 3,600 tons
of coal will receive $10 per ton for freight money,
making about $36,000 in all for the voyage. Him
berland coal sells in San Francisco at from $15 to
$18 per ton.
I
The largest cargo of coal unloaded at Bangor this
I year is that of the four-masted sch. Jonathan
Bourne, now discharging at High Head. It con! tains 1,152 tons. The Bourne is 708 tons measurement and was built at Camden, Me., two years ago.
Good Passages
ship Albert G. Ropes, Rivers,
i which arrived at New York, Oct. 20th, from Liverfast passage of 18 flays.
made
the
remarkable
[ pool,first,
Her
voyage was from New York to San Francisco in 103 days, where she loaded for Liverpool.
] Since she has been in commission she has made
three voyages, which consumed 231 days, ami sailed 37,000 miles and has carried 12,500 tons of freight.
_Bark Belt, of Windsor, N. S., Munroe, which
arrived at New York, Get. 20, from Antwerp, reports making the passage in 17 flays, 22 hours, said
to lie the best on record between the two ports for
a sailing craft... .ship Flora P. Stafford, Smith,
from Bristol, Eng., made the passage in 21 flays,
and ship Com. T. H. Allen, of Richmond, Me., Mcrriain, from Liverpool, in 20 days. They both arrived at New York on Friday.
FiusuiUTS. The circular of Snow & Burgess,

we

11 Phoenix

this week.

All Wool Double Width Serges

for

At 33c. per yard.

bargain.

Ma<‘CAI!THY'S,

buy

Alsiiii

«»1

WIDE

CRETONNES,
At lOc. per

Usually sold

at

FKICE

Itelliist.

.")’2

Lamb iff lb,
i>«7
Lamb Skins,
60al.no
.')«<;
yellow -eyes, l .40 «i .5ti Mutton iff tt»,
Butter # tb,
10g2() <);lts Iff bush,
.‘iofliiS
lia'.i Potatoes,
:{.*» n 40
Beef # tb,
(»5g75 Hound Hog fe' H», .V2 afj
Barley # bush,
Cheese # tb,
O.OOas.on
Sglo Straw iff ton,
1‘2 314 Turkey
10ulS
Chicken # tb,
tt»,
iLi 7
Calf Skit).-. # tb,
10gl 1 Veal iff lb,
12 g 14 Wool, washed iff lt». JOa.'s
Duck# lb,
‘21
unwashed
#
Wool,
Itrioyil
doz.,
Eggs
Fowl# lb,
log 12 Wool, hard,
-Looaa.ou
Geese # tl>,
12gl4 Wool, soft,
;{.U0{j:>..'>u
muni

I

7 ait
Jleef, corned, # 3>,
-’ti
butter Suit, #■' bu\,
(!'2
Coni b*’ bush,
Cracked Corn a bush, •»J
<!Corn Meal C bush,
11 a 1:»
Choose
lb,
.7)0
Cotton fieed ¥ cu t,
aTCs
Codfish. ilry, I?
7y >
Cranberries, C qt,
12 y l>
( loWr Set*'I -F tb,
:;..#ua»;.7'»
Flour ty bbl,
ICC. >. P<l-rbu, •2.l'ia-.V2rj
Curd V lb,
'JaiO

Linit IS bill,
l.Ojfll.JO
>at Meal r tb,
l an
>.lions
1. a»
'>il,kerosene fc* #al I- 11
Pollock v m,
ai
Pork W tt>,
>y;i
Plasii r fc* iiM,
l.od
Kye Meal 1/ tt.,
Shorts (:*■ ov\ t,
1. In
; yT
Miptr t? lt>
lo
-ait, T. 1+/ hush,
s. Potato* s IS1 lt>,
-2'i fi.’i
Wheat Alt ai l?' 11.,

3“4c.,

I

j

yd.

I)er

“

CRASH,

trade iu Crash

offered.

ever

Quilts,

“

1

“

Colored Blankets,

ISt}-.)

$1
$4

“

buy-

MANSFIELD,

Temple,

Belfast.

-

I

Are satisfied that the

Paryngitis, Bronchitis, Pneumonia,
and Pulmonary Consumption, utnl by
cure of those dangerous maladies,
ft
should be kept ready for use in every
family where there are children, as it is a
medicine far superior to all others in the
treatment of Croup, the alleviation or
\\ hooping Cough, and l he cure of Colds
and Influenza, ailments peculiarly incidental to childhood and youth. Promptitude in dealing with all diseases of this

is of the utmost
importance. The
lu-s of a single day may, m many cases,
entail fatal consequences. Do not win,'
pivcinus time in experimenting with
medicines of doubtful efficacy, while The
malady is constantly gaining a deeper
hold, but take at once the speediest uud
most certain to cure,

class

CAULK'S STORK, 21 MAIN St., BELFAST.
Open Wednesday and Saturday evenings, and
Saturday V. M.from 1 to t> o’clock.
Subscription, (I Vol.) $2.50 per year, payable
strictly In advance.
Transient, per week,.10 Cents.
5
half
Belfast, Or 1.29, 1885.—2\v44*

PRICES^

past
large
shall
we
continue
our
is
Therefore
sale
for
days any proof.
TWO WEEKS longer, adding many &IEW
THINGS to the list.

GRAND PHANTOM PARTI

In tiiis city, Oct. 2-Stli, by Itev. George E. Tufts,
Itev. T. B. (in-gory ami Mi-- Nlabei M. Kiiowlton,
both of Belfast.
In Wijiterport, Oct. 28th, by Itev. A. A. Lewis,
George C. Ward and Miss Jennie Clark, both of

Coliseum Kink,

Prospect.
In Sertrsport, Oct. 24th, by itev.C. L. Haskell, Mr
Gardiner Clark and Mrs. Cathie Wardwcll, both of
Prospect.
At the parsonage, Lynnfield Centre, Mass., Oct.
27th, by Itev. Harry L. Briekett, Mr. Horace W.
Mitchell, of Lynnfield Centre, and Miss Fannie C.
Blanchard, of Stockton, Me.
In skow began, Nov. 1st, Frank B. I tick for* l and

Thursday

“

10

SHAWLS l

Myra E. Baker.
in Rockland, Oct. 27th, Hanford F. Crosby, of
Boston, and Ellen A. Macomber, of Rockland.
In Rockville, Oct. 25th, William II. Rahlin and
Mrs. Julia A. Bickmore, formerly of Rockville,
both of Boston.
In Rockland, Oct. 24th, Kendall W. Kalloeh, of
Thomaston, and Martha W. Kenniston, of Warren.
In Warren, Oct. 24th, George E. Newbcrt and
Alddc J. Mathews, both of Warren.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 22d, Mr. Arthur C. Moore and
Miss Frances Garland, both of Ellsworth.
in Ellsworth, Oct. 24th, Mr. Elmer S. Gross, of
Ellsworth, and Miss Martha J. Clark, of Plantation No. 8.

Admission, including Dancing and Skating, 35c.
Reserved Seats at POOR & SON’S and MOODY’S
Drug Stores.

Monday Evening,

Admission, 25c., Reserved Seats, 35c., Skates, 10c.,
Iw45
T. S. FURNISS, Manager.

In this city, Oct. 31st, Margaret V. Walker, widow
of the late Samuel Walker, aged 53 years, 8 months.
In Searsmont, Nov. 3d, Jonathan Thompson,aged
about 77 years.
In Camden, Oct. *21, Edmund Eugene, son of Wilbur and Nellie Bryant, aged 3 months and 2 days.
In Searsmont, Oct. 21, Sarah Bryant, aged 3!)
years, 8 months, 7 days.
In Vinalhaven, Oct. 25th, Mary, wife of Patrick
Murray, aged G5 years.
In Hurricane, Oct. 25, Joseph, son of Moses and
Hannah Shields, aged 10 years, 0 months.
In Warren, Oct. 24, Charles Waltz.
In Waldoboro, Oct. 24, Robert Nash.
In Rockland, Oct. 23, Albert II. Paul, aged 35
years, G months, 12 days.
In Rockland, October 23, Mrs. Sarah Eaton, aged
45 years.
lii Waldoboro, Oct. 22, Alden Waltz, aged 55

EAST MAINE

SEMINARY,

BUCKSPOBT.

llev. A.

Chase, A.M., Principal.

Winter Term opens Nov. 30, 1885.
College Preparatory, Academic, Scientific, Art
and Musical Courses. Commercial College with
first-class privileges. Location unsurpassed. Expenses the lowest possible.
Correspondence solicited for comparison of advantages.
3t45

20 Pieces
“
10
10

“

20
15
20

“

Homespunjat
“

4

HOUSEKEEPER IN A SMALL, RESPECTable family, by a widow lady. Please call at
G. YV. BOULTER’S, Belmont Avenue.
Belfast, Nov. 3,1885.—2w45*
s

A

Tricots, 52
Tricot,

“

FREE TO F. A. M. Fine Colored Engraving ofthe
Old Sun Tav.ro in Philadelphia, where Un> firnt
odge in N. America was organized. Also large
illustrated Catalog!.. Masonic book* and good*
with bottom pries. Also offer ol first-class bnsineaa
/ NT
REDDING A CO.,
M.
Masonic Publishers and Manufacturers,731 Iiroadway.NewYorfa

VoF.A.

This

c7~p7 LOMBARD,

petition

DENTIST,

with the multitude of the low test, short,
Sold only in
or phosphate powders.
PowdkkCo., 10G Wail St.,

Corner Church and Spring Streets,

Royal Baking

|

.50
.42
.624

yard,?worth
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

1.00

1.00
.621

BELFAST, MAINE.

tfl

We sell

SIX FRAME SCOTCH BRUSSELS

.55

“

“

received.

$ .621

..
“

have been

Carpetings

Our I1 all

“

“

DEPT.

CARPET

.87i

$1.00 worth $1.25

il

it

it

it

2.12

“

3.00

a

a

a

a

2.37i
2.50
3.25

“

3.25
3.50
4.25

35

..

25

“

“

“

At

45c.

“
“

All Wool

the damaged Blankets advertised in last
positively will be the last lot we shall
have this season at these prices,]

[Remember these

l,er

Sold ill this

yard.

city

at

62 1-2C.

Carpetings at 0:) l-2c. Per Yd.

are

week’s paper, and

HA.nNTIZ>-

-ON

HOSIERY !
100 Doz. Ladies’ All Wool Hose,
H
H
ii
H
a
5Q
ii
ii
it
ii
it
25

.25 worth .374
“
.374
.50
“
.50
.75
numerous

UNDERWEAR!
are

the best Value for the money

ever

offered in this

a

on

give

us a

all

Humbug,
away thinking this advertisement is
call and see if we don’t astonish you with low prices.
stay

portion

our

patrons

of which will be delivered

the 1st of December.

-25 per pair
.37i “ “
“
“
.50

^——

Now don’t

of

we

have

purchased

city.]

GLOVES!
25 Doz. Ladies’ Cashmere Gloves,
«
<*
“
“
15
“
«
“
«
ID

requests

10,000 Rolls of Room Paper,

-37! worth .50
“
.75
.50

50 Doz. Ladies’ Vests and Pants,
“
“
“
“
“
100

_3w45*_ but

weight, alum

per

.87
.75

50 Pairs White Blankets at

*

Abiolntely Pore.

6.00

debts of her contract-

SAMUEL E. BATCHELDER.
Frankfort, Oct. 29, 1885.—3w45*

powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomoness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in com-

in. wide,

Cordurette,

rpilIS is to forbid all persons harboring or trustX ing my wife, ADD1E M. BATCH ELDER, on

|
|

“
“

3 CASES OF WN«TE BLANKETS bought of
These goods are
the manufacturers ac one-half their real value.
subject to a slight imperfection in weaving, hut in many instances
$7,00 are perfect.
We shall offer them at a iVSIRACULOUS
5.00
3.50
LOW PRICE.

BLANKETS !

[These

NOTICE.
no

2.50

4.25

BLANKET DEPT.

From

4 LL persons indebted to GKO. R. FELLOWS or
A tin1 PRESCOTT ORGAN CO. are requested to
call and make immediate payment. Persons having any demands against said parties please forward itemized bills ut once.
GEO. R. FELLOWS,
General Agent Prescott Organ Co.,
13
Iw45*
High Street, Belfast, Me,

my account, as l shall pay
ing after this date.

$ .50

Serge,

“

NOTICE.

j

$5.00 worth
“
3.50

“

Situation Wanted

years.
In Waldoboro, Oct. 15th, Matilda Storer, aged 42
years.
In Bluehlll, Oct. 2G, Capt. Samuel B. Johnson,
aged 73 years.

For perfection of lit and elegance of deendless variety.
sign they cannot he equaled in this section of the State.

an

DRESS GOODS!

Nov. 9,

The Famous G1UAKD A YOKES World’s Celebrities,
Prof. FKF.D HINDS, Bicyclist. Prof. W- II.
CHIYKKS, the skatorlat Phenomenon MLLK ZETTA, the Skatorlal
Queen of the World.

ID It-U.

25 Camels Hair Shawls at
15 Velvet Shawls at
“
Long Shawls at
10 Long Shawls, all wool, at

Stylisli

Persian Garments, Newmarkets, Russian
Circulars, Silk Plush Garments, &c.,

$ 3.50 worth $ 8.50
“
4.50
10.00
“
5.00
7.50
“
14.00
trimmed, 10.00
“
“
12.00
16.00
Newmarkets,Astrachans

Eve., Nov. 5.

This will Ik one of the most enjoyable am I novel
affairs. Kach Lady and Gentleman appearing on
the floor are requested to appear in Costumes made
from Sheets and Pillow Cases, with white Masks,
during the skating, which will continue until 0:30,
when the si\ Belfast young Ladies who have kindly volunteered their services, will play a game, of
POLO against a like number of Gentleman. The
whole to conclude with a (iKAN'D HOI*! It is more
than probable that one of Belfast’s manipulators of
the lames will favor the audience with a BONK
SOLO on a STAR BlGYt'LK, something never before attempted. The audience during this performance are requested to keep perfectly quiet, so
as to get the effect.

Comprising

10

in

PREPARED BY

MARRIED.

it

25 Ladies’ Short Cloaks at
“
“
“
“
15
“
20
Newmarkets at
“
12
Newmarkets,Beaver

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
Dr, J, C. Ayer & Co., Dowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

Prices from $8.00 to $75.00 Each,

CLOAKS !

tlie.

i

public appreciate LOW

crowds that have visited their store for the

the

Ayer's Girerty Pectoral

—

Iy42

35c.

LINEN

Comb

P.

Masonic

lias preserved the lives of great numbers
of persons, by arresting the development of

Circulating Library!

N.Y.

best

Honey

A.

In nil cases nf Bronchial and Pulmonary Affections is Ayer’s cherry
Pectoral. As such it is r-r-»'.;ni/ed and
by the medical profession, and
prescribed
m many thousands of families, for the
fort
it has been recarded a> ail
y
years,
past
invaluable household remedy. It is a
that
only require--' to !>.• taken
preparation
in \ erv small quantities, and a few doses
of it administered in the early stages of a
coid or cough will ('licet a speedy cure,
and may, very possibly, sal e life. There
is no doubt whatever that

j

Eviiss M. E. PIERCE’S

cans.

at

An Efficient Remedy

|

SPECIAL notices

j—

“

1000
Toilet Twill Crash at
2:,!c.
“
500
Turkey Red at 6c., worth 121c.
“
“
1000
Nice Bleached Cotton at
(Be.
“
“
500
81c.
Gray Flannel at
“
1000 “ Linen Tabling at
18c,
“
1000
Brown Cotton at
31c.
“
1000
Brown Cotton 1 Yd. wide at 41c. “
1000 “ Ticking at
5c.
1000
Cotton Flannel, Heavy, at (Be.
1 Case Ladies Vests, Splendid & Heavy, 25c. each.
“
1 “ Gent’s Underwear
25e.
“
1 <e 11-4 Honey Comb Bed Spreads 50c.
1 te White Blankets
$1 per pr.

ft.

Boston, o.-t. 31.
BUTTKK—Firm on fresh made stock; the next
hover grade- have a moderate -ale at 23*i2-I*■; nivdium and low grade t. k dull. I.'i.ig dairies dull
Hi IV, n i;c.
Olid.si:- Market slow hut firm; tiiere ar v» r>
lew .-.ales «*t northern -lock at over I‘, ha; soim
of tin* finest York Slate lot., are held at lie.
E«.(.s—Choice Eastern extras keep well sold up;
C iu idian at 22<j2.'Jc ; I-bind, 2 i<j2l •. N. >., 24 <t 2 V
and N. It., 23«j24c, elude, mark a! 21*
limed <piiel
a? l>e; w •-! rn sell at 21 «j22e.
A ri i.i.s— Receipts of aj pies have been very l.irio
'id- week, and the market is over-locked with ino-l
varieties of fall fruit. Fancy King- ai 1 siuov
pie- have to be strictly fancy to exceed $2. Bal I
wins and Greenings are slow al $1..*»u. Oruiimr.
mixed lots very dull.
I’otatoks—"till have a slack demaud and the
market is dull.
Hat vsi> Stu v\v Hay steadv with moderate demand; laney ijdb. live straw firm.

—

ALL

only

in all lines of reliable new goods.
Give us a call and examine our stock before
ing elsewhere, and remember the place.

z
<

Market.

—"

5c,

Quality

o

-Hiuhfi-.

4:!c,

at

500 Comfortables,
Each.
Remnants of Best
No. 16 Colored 10 Pcs. C & W Homespun Dress Goods 25c. pr. yd.
1 Job Lot Ladies’ Linen Collars
3c, Each.
Satin Ribbons, 2 1-2 In. Wide.
10 Doz. Ladies’ Colored Bordered
Regular price 42c., selling at 25c. per yard.
2c. “
Ildkfs., fast colors,
“
1 LOT GENTS & BOYS’ PAPER COLLARS 500 Doz. Linen Towels, large Size, at 121c
300 Ready made Holland CurAt 5c. Per Box.
tains, with Spring Fixtures
Our assortment will be found full and complete
50c. “
attached,
I

(A

j

Style Print
Indigo Print at

At 43c.

O
g*

/‘rices /‘aid Producers.
I;!.no a l.'».O0

Hay fe' ton,
11 ides 11) il>,

S°W this week

HEAVY

4

o

CURRENT

(>2Jc.,

at

Z
<

Weekly for the Journal.

Fall

yd.

“

VERY

(A

!

yard.

at 20 Cents.

Street,

500

“

3c. per

“

Also LIBRARY LAMES

Call anil you will

1000

“

“

Row, Belfast, Me.

Crazy Quilts,

1000 Yds. Fast Colored Print at

“

Lot. No. 2, worth $1.25, selling at $ .89.
Lot No. 4, worth
.87, selling at $ .49.

alike,

no two

offering for leading bar-

are

Store

AMERICAS PORTS.

led and finished the barn without the assistance of

gains for

Please call and examine goods and prices.

|

New York, for Oct. :>lst, reports the business week
the dullest experienced in that market for several months. There has been no movement that
can he characterized as important in any of our
export staples, foreign orders for Crain, Petroleum,
Cotton, &e., being offered at limits that to-dav
holders are unwilling to accept.
The West India
trade e.ontinuesdull, and no improvement is expected before the new crop Sugar begins to move,
which will probably he by the end of the coming
month. Some little outward freight is offering, and
about previous rates are obtained.
Coastwise
Lumber rates continue well maintained, with a
moderate demand for tonnage experienced. Coal
is moving quite freely t" the Lasiwanl, hut as vessels appear plentiful, owners tin * it ratliei difficult
to establish an advance in rates.
Other departments are quiet.

San Franc isco.

a

Ili'KNHAM.

(.

SAILED.

yd under the instruction of H. C.

n.a

-v.

Read what

Hoots \ Shoos.

(’liil(lr<‘ii's

as

lyrlinnu

j

an

patent will be

Belfast.

shown In

ever

MILI.IXElt Y at the lowest prices.

Boston

|

■■

preventing

■

li.e

by cutting away the putty and removing a pane of glass in order to reach the spring
which fastened the window. Mrs. Cole was away
at the time, but Mr. Cole was about the premises.
No clue has yet been obtained—The steam grist
mill on Rich's wharf was completed and began
hand on a column which was in the lathe when a
operations last week—Miss Clara Morrell left for block of wood and an iron plane weighing 30 Ids. or
more fell from a beam overhead, the block striking
Iowa on Friday last. She intends to remain there
ids hand and jamming two of his fingers very badabout a year
Mrs. li. F Rowe and Mrs. Stephen
ly and the plane going near enough to his head to
knock
off ids hat....Geo. Northrop’s boy fell from
Stubbs are visiting friends in Boston-Mr. ami
one of the dump carts at the sands and one of the
Mr« E \. Gordon, of
Holden, were the guests of wheels went over him. The cart was empty and
Mr. Freeman Thompson last week_Mrs.
Mary j did not hurt him so hut he was selling apples
McManus is visiting friends in Brunswick... .Mr. j around the shed in the afternoon-J. R. Bodwell
was in town this w'eek-Geo. G. Webster has got
Rowe Emery, of Fvaukfort, is having a
nl<jecrayon his steam up and you can hear his whistle every
picture of his famous horse, “Kentucky Wonder,” noon and night. ...Chas. T. Ames has been running
made by H. C. Basset, crayon artist-The Klcka- a stone yard here for the last two years. He has
been moving his stone shed and is now
ready for
are giving exhibitions at Union Hal1
orders. He says he keeps about six months work
poo Indians
a head all the time.
He does a good job.
wreek.
this
was

!

a

$1 ; six for $5. Made
CO., Lowell, Mass.

Headache.y< -.Carter
valuable in Const ;p-

dipt. William Douglas-..f Buxt u, M e
-i-li< ioni-r >tcph«*n Ben mil, oi * am Men,
iie'i suddenly in Ihc «.erman Hospital Philadelphia, !
"•indav, •>: piieumoi.ia. Capt. Douglas* was sixlv
years of age and had followed the water forty-one j
TIhOI.-W.I staujt Umt Capt. L. II Brain
yew.
hall lias contracted to build a thirty foot steam !
launch for i.avvyer t ushman ■( Did Town, to 1.
built during the winter and delivered next May

_The

the post office.

On

Tuesday evening of last week,
eight o’clock, the
bouse of John Cole,
Cole’s Corner, was entered
sum
and
the
of
$387 taken from a
by burglars,
erport.

T. HOOD &

SIOK

Camdkn.

226 tons, built
is

Sarsaparilla

CURE

-•

and

.in

I'

inv

J.

R:ck Headache o-id relieve fill tlie troubles incid< nt to a b .i ms state of the pyeti in, such as Dizziness, Nausea. Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
While their most remarkPain in the c rb-. &r.
i.
\; :t in
n sh
able success !
curing

■

!■

•

j

began
Marden; in
; Dis. No. 7 taught by Miss Su-ie G mild, oi Monroe,
l ilt. C*>i.im.i M. Tuesday evening’s polo game and in Dis. N >. s
taught by Wilson (J. Marden.
tin
ilisei:in between ttie Ro>k!aud and Belfast
.Mrs. Augusta Brennan, of Washington, D.
is
tin.- r* -tiitt : in a victor} for tile latter by .1 goal>
visiting at Edwin Greeley’s-El bridge B. Greeley
Mr. Furniss has engaged three good polo
is sick with sore throat-William I\ Bartlett and
i..'«•! ,t\vn Falmouth and one Rockland, and w ith
his son R. 1)., have built the past season a nice
1 the local players will organize a strong
barn ;$»!x42. Mr. B. framed, raised, boarded, tiling1

:•

font's up my

over.’’

produced.

close.

year-.
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me

e

50 Pieces of Silk,

Produce Market.

nceii

mat

largest and lines! line

Lot No. I. worth $l 75, selling at $1.25.
Lot No. 3, worth $1.00, selling at .79-

j

255,40
Apples # bush,
1q5
dried# tb,
Beans,pea,#bu, 1.50a 1. ;o
1.4061.50
medium,

■

for

STORE.

Opening of

By C. 11. Sakoent, No. 8, Main Street.

Yiual,
*
lay evening the i;nr- ii was nearly full, some haviug come from six to eight miles Three rose for
prayers. The meetings will be held afternoons and
evenings through this week... .Th vil.ag*- school
iosed last Fridaya Miss Delia "lore;-, In tea< her
j
bus proved very sue.a ssfuJ in (his her own li -trirt.
I uis was her third term here, and she held her full
attendance, and kept up an active interest to its

the Bon

WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.

CLOTHING

ANDREWS, Prop.,

Corrected

The revival meetings led by Rev. Mr.
continue 10 ii.-rease in interest. ].:-t Sun-

la.-ter A

AHA

Ready Made Clothing Department

BELFAST

1

>

Wnldoboro,
ke«. per, who let tiie team to another party,
w:
-!■ >ppe 1 at the American House the night oi
ti.* tire.
Alter the plaintiff's testimony was out
i■ tciants claim.*d that negligence on their
been proved, and therefore that the
1 art
pi •! ill mild not recover, and a non suit was asked
r. which was ordered by the court.
a

Sarsaparilla
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<

a case

n

i-'ss

stable

last week

that

MEN & BOYS’ HATS & CAPS.

Boston last week.

the brilliant corps of

sure

»

Josephine Dow

M'JKKII.i..

attended the Lincoln county

}•<>_'

.it W

d

IOO

j

to

Maine has

—.

that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
thing for purifying the blood known.”

Gents Fmisiiii Goads, Hats, Caps, Rotes, Horse Blankets, Trunks, Valises,

characterized by

is

Sarsaparilla

m

only by C.

singers which

addition

■

*

to

say,
best

Great Reduction to Close Out Entire Lot of

Rich, \vln» has spent the i

Brooks, returned

a

weP

*'

t

xi.

!

Miss Rich’s musical talent has received the most
Haltering commendation from critics and the press
and her friends believe she will prove a worthy

eiiild’s board when with her. "aid
b-have are and custody of child one:
ii•
i.111■ .i.- i"iig as lie r- ui.tie- single.
Tin.'
•'■-nniso bi paid quarterly. Llvin F. Staples,
Maggie A. Map e
it-

I-

Miss Emilie

longtime,

a

full of all the AOVKLTIKS of the season, in MSINFSSand IIUKSS ‘'NTs for Men and Bins, In*
(hiding those KLKliANT PLAID SllTS which are so stylish In Children's Suits and Overcoats.
Also a full line of

elected delegates to tim National convention
be held in San Francisco next year.

to

v ou

an

Merrill and Mrs.

s.

a

for

now

were

publish it but as follow s
>1:
tgrei-"bq
pay .Mr- Staples $12 )»er
ii-mg a- .-he remains single and to clothe
I Map.es and pay Mrs. Maples a reason.iirii
'-in.

agi

Abl.y

to

Sold by all druggists.

are enthusiastic in the work of
the corps. Mrs. Cynthia \V. Hopkins was elected
a
member of the committee of administration.

nettle.

to

i.is

Hood’s

MeGilvcry Relief Corps
delegate- to the National-Relief Corps
Department of Maine at Winthrop last week speak
very highly of the manner in which they were
w ere

sorry to learn tiiat Mr. Fellows
He wants those indebted to him

are

Our

MARK

j

system,
appetite, and
V. Thompson,
Register of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its weight in gold." I Hauulnuton,
lt>0 Lank Street, New York City.
•i

The ladies of Freeman

who

ailed to Hie notice of Mr G. R.

«

“Hood's

the iudian

and

caution notice of

See

...

home

BOSTON

The

A. Abbey, AVorccster, Mass.

purifies my l mod. sharpens
'•

as

come

Mimis, 15oy.s

strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.

Mida Treat and Charles Ames secured
Mis.- Lida Mason

I

three peeuliariiies
1-t. the rnwhinatlon of
remedial agents; 2d, the proportion-; 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual

him to

l.ie

."'tilth.

w
l*

term.-.

of

well

to

M.

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

prizes
princess
Oeorge Sarg< nt as the clown were very tastefully dressed ami for a time the committee were
almost undecided where to award the prizes.

.The winter

Batcheider, of trankfort... .A lady
ili-.'ua.- nouse-keeper in a small family.

\lleni:

p

..

reason

very fine

seminary open- Nov. 30. This
ib-rs superior educational advantages

:,:tdi-m

I

readers is called

our

best

not so

tlie

K. M. C.

til--

improved.”

postponement the mask skate
patronized a- it otherwise would
have been. The affair was thoroughly enjoyed by
those who took part and some of the costumes were

probably be raised.

••.mg.

new

prize. Our advice is
in the stock exchange.

a seat

was

>he

port.

but received

none

recorded several in all of which he held the ticket
that took tin

of but little value and

atioiii 4-i tons

when,

a

wen

grand life and labors of the apostle.

the

> toii-Mrntii.il his i-not an unfrequenl oe.
e.
h ,.i in
allied venture on tlie punlie

-oi

had

IVTew Boston

Wuldemai of Ban-

by

corner,

ever
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Catarrh Cured

insult

Chase's

on

young ladv

a

should

FLAWKL SHIRTS PIT AM) MARK TO

Rev. Ceorge lb e 1 supplied the Cong, pulpit last
Sunday and delivered one of ids able and eloquent
sermons.
In the evening lie lectured on the life of
>t. Raul, and notwithstanding many were present
who had recenll> studied the life and character of

snow on two

accosted

was

uii»

Kngiund.

following named pupils were not absent
the term just closed in Dmt. No. 7, Sears
Kliza R. Colsoi Laura L. ( -Ison, Hattie .J.

I suffered with catarrh C or 8 years ; tried
many wonderful cures, inhalers, etc., spending nearly one hundred dollars without benefit.
I tried Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and was greatly

-lays and

7 o'clock

ut

..

the kind

W. Woodman.

month.
u

q.

right

mi

fora Gi< rt time
For two Sundays Prof. < base
of Buekspori Sem. has supplied the pulpit in our
hureli, and we hope lie may be with us on n« xt
Sunday.... sociable thin evening at Addison Shute’s.

the Bark street chureli

Ivi. >argent held the lucky number, 47, which
dn-w the. silver me pitcher given by Monroe ,V Co.
There i> something phenomenal in the fact that

tiian the average temluring the twenty-six years
«:inii>
than tin• same month

lie

me

2 tv 45

NEW

1

ideas of

deg.,

..dh was ta. 11

at

first convention ot

and said he

anything

days ago he bought

Pickering

had,” said Mr. Johnson,

which showed itself iu my stomach and month
and I had a feeling which I can best describe as
general debility. Have tried many remedies, and
at last bought Browu's Sarsaparilla. I am free to

by all Druggists for Jl.on; r, bottles for $5.00.

her services for

Catarrh is a very prevalent disease, with
distressing and offensive symptoms. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla gives ready relief and speedy
cure, from the fact it acts through the blood,
and thus reaches every part of the system.
I suffered with catarrh fifteen years. Took
Hood's Sarsaparilla and 1 am not troubled any
with catarrh, and my general health is much
better.” I. AV. Lillis, Postal Clerk Chicago
& St. Louis Railroad.

tfinperatim
being aooul ihree-

I. gree wanner

!
■

tin

Felker, Lulu H. Carter, Blanche C. Carter. Katie
M. Km land, M ttlie Colson, Wooster R. .-taples.
Absent om- halt da\
Ruth M. Staples ami Frank

Idle avcrag*

vnii.i:.

oastn

■

iviviut.'iii

This

held in New

ever

anxious to secure

—

till .-ehool

fruit this year.

few

UI have

humor about

Fall & Winter Overcoats for Men & Boys.

pre.-ent tin:- I- a g.1 religious interest at
the M tlm i.-t chujvh, North searsport. Last Sunday Rev. ( -v Ila-Ki i! baptize I thirteen persons,
received seven "it probatioii and seven t" full run-

of

happily surprised on
of apples and candy furnish-

treat

than

sea a

or

were

coming term and the agent lias received a petition signed by all the scholars.
The scholars not
absent one day during the past term were: Virgie
Cousens, (.'ora Daggett, Mary Richards, .Jennie
KiHiards Gertie Staples, Alice Stowers, Ethel
Maxiield, Hiram Grant, Manley Grant, Carl Grant,
James staples, llenry Mowers, s.irnmie French,
Charles K< hards, Gene Perkin.-, .1 dm Daggeti. .sila- Wardwell. Those absent one day only Annie 1
Goodhue, Inez Maxiield, Herbert Morin, Clinton Is
Grant, Melvin Grant, Connie Grant, Clifford French j
Mi-- Mary Warts came home on Saturday. having r',o-,ed her school in Frankfort ...Miss Bertie |
Doc of Winimport i.- visiting Mi>s .Jennie Fieie h
-Mrs. Hannah Jordan is mi home from Belfast 1

\:

oi iigs raised in Wash-

Dodge, Lsq., formerly

Hit

-t

'v:

•i:

tne

a

The district is

gale

-i

i. o'.

v

parlies in

il>e

1'V

wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on

have any disease arising from impure blood, no mutter how serious, you may be
Sarsaparilla will cure you. If not, money will be refunded.

the

Monday afternoon sell. Superior,
apt. Ru.-t, owned in Rock port, went ashore near
11■<
Waici h«• ij:-«■ -lime and lays side on at high
water mark, going on at the lip top of the tide.

of ihe eiiy governimnl tree vae-'lrsons ov« r two year- <1 age will be
itu pivsent
»V .John,-on, eily
Dr

pi

i<

:i..

in

da}

more

Temple.

a

lyri

by their teacher. Miss J. is a thorough and experienced teacher and gives excellent satisfaction.

tirely exterminated.

iron*

The scholars

Sarsaparilla

Brown’s
I. sold

Our school closed Friday after a
and successful term taught by Sadie

ed

dove

The lirst Co »g. s mPath school has received a
tigs were grown in the open air j
go...j flavor. Mr. Dodge raised ! circular inviting them io send delegates to a Sab-

very

y..u '-..
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i: 111 I tlie vi< tiiu oi bad company,
Manic for what occurred. He
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re
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D.

luring

the last

recently made his appearance in our
streets. It is the only one seen here since the raid
made on them two years ago, when they were en-

the >.<uth I’ri-

u

ic.l’s-aloon, reported last week,

war.

inking

di

a

alti

liar hone broken
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Monroe,
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Id,

\

Jordan.

bottle

one

man.

Point.

pleasant

verv

Mr. J. \V.

Black, taking advantage of the tide of
travel setting south and west from Sear-port, has
di.- wedding card of Frank B.
-ecured
an agency and is selling tickets at vcr\ low
1
r iker, who were married at
j
rates to all points.
i-i.
lei
Mend tlie usual eon- !

-.

1
"•

san t>v

Square, Bangor.

wi£h

and it

Daily Sun. E. Schuyler Wardwell will act as local editor-There was a very interesting lecture by Rev. Mr. Crawford, Chaplain in
th 1 > Navy, on Lands of the East, at the M. E.
Church last Thursday evening.

Cordon Council American Legion of Honor at a
meeting the past week elected Ceorge L Mm id,
secretary, in place of Capt. I). II. Blake, resigned.

<

blotches.

Brown’s

the size of the N. ^

Brackett, clothing manufacturer, received
several large eases from Boston by Tuesday’s
steamer, and ill in want or work can be supplied.

his residence in

at

is

He took

Masonic

Brown’s Sarsaparilla

was in that town au acquaintance of his
whose vocation was that of a sailor. From
eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor
hair came out, face and body covered

“a canker

<

is

Ellsworth, is agent for
and owns a drug store

on

—

I’em

stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only succeeded when he began the use of Brown’s Sarsaparilla. Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his
name. He is in better health than for years. He
says

There

special train Tuesday night and
j
went up the road again Wednesday morning....
Manager Sawyer has decided to change the night
Quite a number of our people went to Orlaml last
v
There was no meeting of the City i of meeting at the skating rink from Saturday to
«n out m
Thursday eve. to attend the supper and levee in
‘. •vernmont la»l
Monday
two
I
evenings.
memMonday evening—only
town hall ami report a good time regardless of the
b<were present. The meeting will be held next
Tlu* case Foster vs. Searsport Spool and Block rain
Samuel S. Smith & Son of Bangor wil1
Monday evening.
Mfg. Co. is assigned for trial at an early day at the start a local paper here this week called The BucksSupreme Judicial Court in Bangor.
port Clipper. It will be a 7 column weekly about
regret t learn that Capt. Koix of the steamer
came

beat it?

can

shoe dealer in Banger, had trouble with Canker iu
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour

H. A. Starrett & Co.,

ant

departments

CEO. W.

immediately,

This will be
of

our

one

and the balance

of the

import-

immense stock.

BURKETT,

81 & 83 Main Street,
CITY

BLOCK.,

BELFAST.

QKINt“II11
UIiIIIblood

The
ern

humors

HU|kI|nrTOTtu^gEriTiSnB'

It,

W"8

®11 die house
IJ1,roverb.

a,“1

He waits there in the shade,
I deem he is Life’s twin.
For whom the house was made.
Whatever his true name,
Be sure, to enter in,
lie has both key and claim.

»•

Ci’ticl'ra stands at the head of its class, especially is this the ease with the CfriCL"ka soar.
Have had an unusually good sale this summer,
owing to the prevalei.ee of an aggravated form of
Itch thr*High -<-me localities in the country, in which i
the Ct rii'L KA Remedies proved -atisfactory.
W. L. HARDING, Druggist,
Untontown, kt.

j

( t'Tirt'KA

Remedies outsell all other med-

|

lclncs I keep for -kin disease.-. My customers and j
patients say thev ha ve effected a cure in every instance, where other remedit have failed.
H. M\ BRocKW \Y, M. 1>.
i RANKI.IN FALLS, N. H.
>

ci’Ticrni

iiEiieiiii:i

Are sold 1 v all di iggists. 1’rlcCt'TICl KA .V>
ci'-it-: Rt «<»i vent, !»1.no; Mi.vf, J'.cent.-. Potter
Dri «i an d CitKMiv'.vL C«» Boston. Send for “How
T1 Cure Nkin Diseases.”
n

tlic Complexion and skin
-.ng the Cf I K 1 KA Soar.

I’l'lFY

C A I

MU

D

When many a guest bus passed,
Some day tis Life at last
To front tlie face of D atb.
Then, casements closed, men say
“Lord Life is going away :
II- went, we trust and pray.
To God. who gave him breath."

j

by

Startling

the Idm-af.
ngii, Br-Mi'-hiii-, I>r .•;• ii:..Pai
in the best, ]>y-p, p-in, Wa-ting -d Mrciigiii
and Ei* -h, L*-.— -d **> cep. u
ure !.
One
one b<*\ Catarrhal
Radical
ure.
s ilvt-nt tad one I>r. Saab rd's Inhaler, in one pack
r.
Ask be "andmid’S
age, >: all
Radi. \liii;k,
of Wit.-h-Iln/el,
pun •!i-iil‘ati«
<
Am. Pine, Ca. Fir, Ma.rig>
B1
ms. etc.
..

Drug and Chemical Co., Bo'lon.

an
tin; wearv -on
with 11>.>id painful
c.er prI a ks.
ki a
vveai.
rworked <>r
won
at b\
-landing, walking, or the
-cvv i
g
i.,< n;..c,
ured by Ct firt’KA
An
1 a In l
v s
ik, a new, original,
elegant, n i speedy nt.i*I«»t* t pain and inllammation. At druggists, J.V.: a\.
$1."<i. Mailed free.
Potter Dri
andcmemi ai.i ", Boston.

They
:

[Atlantic Monthly.

Thought.

I am a man of peace; God know?- 1 love
peace, but I hope 1 may never be such a toward as to mistake oppn >sion tor p ace. ; Kosj1
suth.

Applause waits on success: the tickle mu!;itude. like the straw C.o floats along the stream,
glide with the current still and follow fortune.

■

before thy work be done: if thou
dost, it will never be well done: and thou wilt
have but a pennyworth for two pence.
not

[Franklin.

a

charm

in difficult

undertakings, which is appreciated only by
those who dare to grapple with them.
[Mine.
Svvetchine.

0mr 0rug Store,
IIAVFOlll)

BLOCK.

Church St.,

ltdfast. Me.

EK PERFUMERY
Pure

u

reasonable

at

The chief ingredients in the composition of
those qualities that gain esteem and praise are
good nature, truth, good si use and good breed-

ing.

[Addison.

Perseverance, dear my lord, keeps honor
bright. To have non* j«. to hang quite out of
fashion, like a rusty nail in monumental mockery. [Mhakspeare.*

Poetry is music in words, and mime is poetry in sound, both excellent sauct : but they
have lived and died poor who have made them
their meat. [Fuller.
Had 1 a dozen sons—each In my love alike—1
hid rather have eleven die noble for their
country, than one voluptuous!) surfeit out of
action. [Shakespeare.

Drugs

and BEST (iOUDS

prices.

Let

M'Ki.IAL ATTENTION MVKN TO KITTING

Trusses, Abdominal Supporters,

a

man

perfect fits guaranteed.

Celebrated
»ne

PURE
of

Celluloid

1 *»r

Truss !

ELIXIRS, &c.,

manufacture and warranted of standard stri ngth.

*tf*direatest rare taken In ((impounding Pre*
f*crlptlon>, from best materials to be procured.
DIVE

US

A

CALL.

KILGOia:
LAKE

20tf

WILSON.

MAHOPAC.

MY DAUGHTER WAS VERY
BAD OFF ON ACCOUNT
OF
A COLD
AND
PAIN
ON
HER
LUNGS.
DR.
THOMAS’ ELECTRIC
OIL
CURED HER IN 24
HOURS.
ONE
OF
THE
BOYS WASCUREDOFA
SORE THROAT. THE MEDICINE HAS WORKED WONDERS IN OUR FAMILY,
ALVAH PINCKNEY.
“ITS SPECIALTIES.”
DR.
THOMAS’ ELECTRIC
OIL
FOR
COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA, SORE THROAT,
AND
CATARRH,
BRONCHIAL
TROUBLES
GIVES IMMEDIATE RELIEF.
THE MOST VIOLENT ATTACK

OF

WILL

NEURALGIA

RECEIVE

IMMEDI-

_

ATE

AND

L IE F

PERMANENT

IN

FACT

RE-

AS

A

FOR
CURE
NEURALGIA
IT HAS NEVER FAILED.
1 yr22

'SvroDoses
of ATnx.oPHOitos cured my wife of acute neuralgia. Instead '•! being laid up for two or three
days as usual, it was all over in thr« 'hours and she
has not had an attack sin« c.’’—John At om;, l:iy
Howe Street, New Haven, Couu.
Some-■ TUI nDUftDnCwi11 net act as quicktimes A I nLUr nunuoiy asinthi-casc. hut
it is sure and the more severe the pain the more
quickly it will act. There is no disease more comuion and none more intensely painful than neuralgia. Ladies particularly are subject to headaches
of neuralgic origin. Neuralgia in any form can
be purely cured. Athloplioros is absolutely
safe ar,' absolutely sure. Thousands who have
Buffered intensely with neuralgia and l>een cun*d
by the use of Athlophorcs 1 rove the truth of this
statement. Ip it not worth a trial in your case ?
Ask your druggist, for Athlophoros. If you
cannot get it of him we will Bend it express paid on
receipt of regular price—81.00 per bottle. We
prefer that you buy it from your drugeist, hut if
he hasn't it do not he persuaded to try something
else, but order at once from us as directed.

ATHLOPHOROS CO., 112 WALL ST

Read this
The

NEW YORK.

Carefully.

lng':

"I wish to say to the sick and those that are feeble and weak from any cause whatever, that in all
the vocabulary of medicines they will find the most
virtue and the greatest benefit from Parker’s Tonic.
I have been an Invalid for five or six years past,
and given up to die by the most skillful'physicians
of Kansas and Colorado, but Parker’s Tonic has
kept me alive, ami raised me up after everything
else failed, i have organic heart disease, combined
with spinal and great nervous debility, and have
cold sinking spells with no pulse, and the only
medicine that will bring on a reaction is Parker’s
Tonic. I have never known it to fail in curing a
oold if taken in time, and it will relieve pain quicker than any remedy 1 have ever tried.
J send you
this because I would like for others to know how
much good It has done me. It is just as good for
children.
Try it and be convinced.”—MRS. I).
SHULTZ, Louisville, Kansas. P. O. Box 92.

Tonic

[Prepared by

by

Hiscox A Co., N. Y.l
all Druggists in large bottles at One DolIm45nrm

Gold
Bet with

Finger Rings!

choice and beautiful stones, with
large stork of

a

Sol Mi, Flail & Eiravei Bao9
now

know, my son.”

“Be-

^

bERMan reMEDT
P"

A bottle of purple ink was, by an awkward mistake. opened for port wine at'a Detroit supper.
Ti
first inkling the guests had of it was when they
wiped their mouths with their napkins.

r
■

opening

at

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE.

Notice.
school commitwill be in session upon Saturday, Oct. 24th,
Thetec superintending
9

Saturday, Nov. 7th, at
o’clock a. m., at the
High School building, for the purpose of examining

nnd

teachers for the winter schools.

Teachers

_

1°

01

r fl! PI .-h/fmktv'j-kvt«.

■
VI
IsBlB
AT DRIT.OISTS aSI> I'KAI.RKH.
TUB CUARLKS A. YOG K LEU COJIl’AXY, BA I r 1310 RE, B1J»

We

I.a’loz, carriage manufacturer, 110 Carroll
Street, Buffalo. N. Y states: “1 was troubled with
nau-a of
no stomach, sick headache and general
debility. Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.”

We have

now

in stock

FELTS and

a

New

yourself.

§/

Lowest

a child five years old 1« said
or three hundred words; but
full-grown woman with a new bonnet
-n’t suit her, would exhaust a pocket dioin ten minuti

Cream

Ely's

Satisfaction in
Mcn.

ENGLAND.

Either for CASH

or on

OF

Owners’
A

NEW

FREIGHT

Association.

HILL

< *1

NCUE1H

LADING AND

LE.

At the recent annual meeting in Boston of
the above association the new bill of lading
was taken up.
The changes are contained in
the following ;
Am. twenty-four hours after
the arrival at the above named port, and notice
thereof to the consignee named, there shall be
allowed for receiving said cargo at the rate of
one day. Sunday- and legal
holidays excepted,
for every 15b tons thereof; after which the

Delivery

Oil,

SUITINGS,

stalments.

Etc Ell E.

Alt those

fall Sait or

Overcoat

rOSSJISEE
in want

Guaranteeil.

will

of

a

save

hy calling

money

At 3 Phoenix Row.

Denving the >oft impeachment: "Let me see,”
a minister, who was tilling out a marriage
certificate, and had lorgotten the date, "this is the
•M h, is it not?”
"No, sir.” said the bride with some
indignation, “tills is only my second.”
said

W, M.

Who left the l nited

for Liberia last year
have lately returned, being unable to stand the clit<>
mate.
a
new climate should
Everybody going
have a battle of sulphur Bitters with them as a
safeguard against disease.—Hartford Courant.
"What is the matter wit the dear little baby?”
asked a lady of a little girl, whose baby brother she
had understood te* be ailing. "Oh, nothin’much,”
was the answer.
"He’s only hatchln’ teeth.”
Bucklen’*
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are ex-

pected to present themselves for examination at
these times.
PER ORDER 8. 8. COM.
Belfast, Oct. 18,1885.—4w42

$200

to

vineyards of our Southern Atlantic
realizing for their owners from
$300 an acre.
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Children.

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Killa Worms, gives sleep, and promotes digestion,
Without injurious medication.
Company, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

]y31nrm

The shipbuilding trade on the Clvde iu Scotland, is greatly depressed, over 70’per cent, of
the workmen being unemployed. Soup kitchens
have been opened to relieve the sufferings of
the poor.
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Belfast. Feb. *2s, 1884.—9tf

Photograph Rooms.

T)K<>PLK are dying all around us and scarcely a
1
day passes but some of our dear friends pass
away. Call ere it may be too late and secure a pie.
The IV
lure of yourself, children or friends.
STAXTAN'Kors lMlOt'Fss is in daily use. Special
attention to aged people. Satisfaction ensured.
NEW PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS,
EDWARD N. WIGHT,
Over the store of F. B. knoulton. High Street.
Belfast, Oct. 1, 1885 —Bm 40

W.

HOWARD.

T.

MARBLE WORKS!
MANI'FACTORElt OF

Monuments, Tablet*, (iravc-Marks and
all kinds of (emetery work. Also
Marble Shelves of the best Ital-

LOST.
black shawl with a Paisley border,between Gurney’s Mills and Belfast, some four weeks ago.
The Under will be suitably rewarded on leaving the
shawl at this office or at the residence of the owner
MRS. II. C. BAILEY,
2w44*
Head of the Tide, Belfast.

A

the popular favorite for dressing
the hair, Restoring color when
graj, and preventing Dandruff.
It cleanses the scalp, stops the
hair falling, and is sure to please.
60o. ind |1 ilxe« it Drugp»t>.

ian and American Marble.

Nearly opposite

3m37

CHURCH

Ellis & Ginn's Store.
STREET, BELFAST.

limiter’s Attention.
WANTED—OWLS and MALE WOOD DUCKS,
>V
for which a liberal price will bo paid. Birds
an 1 animals stuffed in first-class manner. Screens,
medalion heads ami novelties for the Holidays
made to order. Apply at
2m40
R. JL MOODY’S Drug Store, Belfast.

Pants Finishers
-Can find

a

large amount of work at the-

Brooks Pants

Factory.

Brooks, Oct. 0, 1885.—32tf

Dr. F. F. Nichols,
Surgeon Dentist,
DENTIST,
Office at residence of
W. G. Nichols
Church
P.

LOMBARD,

Spring Streets,
BELFABT, MAINE.
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WANTED
Energetic and intelligent men to solicit order*, for
NURSERY STOCK. Experience not essential.
Salary with Expenses Paid.
Liberal Inducements to

lty.
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alhifl hlr 1 and InUniumntion.
■■■■■■■■■■■ Hi
thousands of families during the last
Thirty Years, and is without an ei'inal
for tin- cure of nt>ove complaints. For sale
by Druggists everywhere, and wholesale
by II. II. Huy A Sou, Portland.
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Quick Relief.
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3mell,

A Positive Cure.
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Mnnv <>f them
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exceedingly curious and uni(|iic. fig-Fnn-’oi eol
lection ever published
Also, Declaration of Independence, with authographs of signer*; and Constitution of C. s. so pages. Price, post-paid, 25
cts. Address,
C. W. BROWN, 923 F 3t.,
(>w4l*
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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of Taste,

A particle i- applied into each nostril and is agreeable to use. I Tier .'>0 cents bv mail i»r at Druggists,
send for circular. Kl.Y RU< >T 11 KUS, Druggists,
1 v r 41
Owego, \\ Y.
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LARABEE, late of WTnterport,
In the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all per-

sons who are Indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who liave any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
HARRIET N. SHI TE.

on
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ISAIAH

SHUTE, late of Stockton,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the
as
law directs; she therefore requests all per-
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Safe III,! ahvn !•. 1.1
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'AEDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bclj
fast, on the second Tuesday of October, Ds.V
JAMES S. IIARRIMAN, Executor on the estate of
JONATHAN ELWEEL, late of Northport, in said
County, deceased, having presented his second and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, tlma
weeks successively, In the Republican .Journal,
printed In Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Novom- I
her next, and show cause, if anv they have, why I
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
I
A true copy. Attest: —B. I’. Field, Register.
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E. M PAR l'RIDGE. Admlnifirator <>n tin- estate
of REBECCA COl'SEN>, late of >to«*kton, in said
County, deceased, having juvseutdi his tirst and
linal account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Repubie an .Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said C'oumv, tied all p» rsons
interested, may attend at a Probate ( < urt, to be
held at Belfast, on lilt; second Tuesday of November next, and show cause, if anv they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEo. E. .Johnson. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—B. P. Field, Register.
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of the estate of
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who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
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the estate of
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buy it in “pound or halfpound" cartoons, whici^^Si
bear our name and trade-mark, as inferior goods are sometimes^
substituted for the •• Arm # Hammer brand when bouoht in bulk
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Street.

Hotel, under Its new management, has lately
been repaired and rei >>vated,nnd put in lirst-class
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and dispatch.
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Hervey's Jewelry Store, Belfast.
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NG in this line promptly and thoroughNight or Sunday calls answerCOOMBS', on North port Avenue, or at
J. L. SLEEPER’S, at foot of Square.
CASKKTS of all grades and all sizes constantly on
hand. A large assortment of R0RK3 AM) RCItlAL
HABITS of all kinds and prices.
Cut Flowers and Floral Designs of every description procured on short notice and at very low prices.
always guarantee perfect satisfaction in
everything in this line.
Iyr7
R. H. COOMBS A SON,
70 Main St., Belfasv

a
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J. C.
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HARNESSES!

REDUCED

««-GIVE ME A CALL.^ff
Belfast, Aug. IT, 1885—MmM*
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embalming and the direction of funerals, and
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j

and has

to the ryes at
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AT

goods usually found in a tlrst-class harestablishment constantly on band.
HAMMOCKS FROM 50c. TO $2.00 EACH.

Embracing all new Improvements. A full and
complete assortment constantly kept up.
Special attention paid to lilting them properly

Mrs. Emma Coolidge, wife of a Uoston police
officer, has been arraigned In court in that city
on charge of conspiring with A. L.
Mellen, o’f
JSaltimore, against the life of Mrs. Charles S.
Mellen, daughter-in-law of the latter.

RSD5NG

Arrangement.

ROUND TRIPS PER WEEK.

I

—

time with Messrs. GEORGE si;s.

was

c u

lyrl

Belfast. Castine. Islesiioro anti
Brooksviile.

t of

i:

cease*

A disastrous storm raged on the Labrador
from the 31th to the 15th instant, during
which some 20 vessels and over 100 lives were
lost.

To

to merit
For the NEXT
will sell

m*.-.-

EVERYTH!
ly attended to.

The Porte continues massing troops at points
available for ofl'ensive operations on Eastern
ltoumelia in the event of extreme measures being resorted to.

continuance of patronage.
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on

world,

be among the leaders of their

MR. WINTERS
in

for

business, having

SPINS At SONS of

ed

Th* C*ntaub
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Trunks, Valises, Carriage Mats,

UNDERTAKING !

Dm
111 So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Thanking the public for past favors, 1 hope

Our

director,

and MAMMALS mounted in first-class
Game pieces and birds for millinery
purposes specialities. Orders can be left with
CHARLES FIELD,
At the office of Kbating; A Fiki.p.
Belfast, Oct. 27,1885.—4w44

“Castorla is so well adapted to children that
[ recommend it as superior to
any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Abchzr, M.
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Announces his removal to the store
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der. Dose, one teaspoonful to each pint of ■ ■ ■ ■ BBM
food. It will also positively prevent anti euro IlngCholera. Ac. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25c. in
■■ ■ M\ wm wm mi
m*. ■ ■ Mm m w- n M
stamps. Furnished m large cans, price $1.00; by mail. $120.
Circulars free. I. £■ JOHNSON & CO., Dos Lon, Mass.
WII Ivlvtll

|H |ff

answer

Etc.,

HOUSE CLOTH IXO, «(V.

era

coast

“Hole In the Day,” the great grandson of the
famous Chippewa chief of that name. Is in
Washington with Minnesota influence to secure
from the President an appointment to West
Point when a vacancy occurs. He is young,
tali and straight and of very prepossessing
appearance.

vices in this

Excels nil other Remedies for
External Use.

CURES-Catarrh. Cho!Morbus, Dy^-iitery,
Cnronsc Diarrhtna, Kidc*y Troubl**?*.
Diseases.
I. »• JOHNSON A CO.,
Boston, Mass.

of the dead and for

undertaker and funeral

—

arc

In the three miles race at Pleasure Island’
N. Y„ Saturday week, John Teenier, of McKeesport Pa., defeated Hanlan, the Canadian
oarsman, thus winning the championship.
Teemer’s time was 11 minutes, 35J seconds.

care

hand.

licit:,st. .turn' 1(1, lf.-v,.—24tf

everything requisite for the

ready at all'times to

Sale.

Positively cure SICK-IIEADACHE, Biliousness, and all LIVES and BOWEL Complaints, MALARIA,
BLOOD POISON, and Skin Diseases
ONE PILL A DOSE
For Female Complaints these Pillj
have no equal.
“I find them a valuable Cathartie and Liver Pill.—Dr. T. M. Palmer, Monticello, Fla.”
“In my practice I use no other.
J. Dennison, M.D., DeWitt. Iowa.”
Sold every where, or sent by
mail for 25 cts. in stamps.
Valuable information FREE. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

the carriers in the free delivery service delivered 404,996,842 mail letters, 104.742,59s mail
postal cards, 143,406.578 local letters, 77,226,576
local postal cards, 31,167,905 registered letters,
256.054,012 newspapers. They collected 409,858.87;) letters, 140,630,704 nostal cards and
83,432,673 newspapers. The total number of
pieces handled were 1,044,437.413, or an average
per carrier of 400,307. The aggregate cost of
the service was, including the incidentals, $3,985,952. or an average cost of 2 3-10 mills per
piece. Nineteen offices were added to the li-t
of free delivery offices during the fiscal rear,
making a total of 178 offices at the end of tlie
year, employing 4258 carriers. The entire cost
of the service was $481,746 more than the cost
during the preceding fiscal year.
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be

give this branch of

special attention in the future.
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COMPLETE stock of

JOHNSONs ANODYNE
The

neatly

ail kinds

ot

occupied by
It Is

the most

Service.

Uee keepiug is said to he the coming industry
of the Southern woman.

Embalming!

second-hand double-seated sleigh in good condition. Will be sold at a great bargain. Call
E. L. STICK NICY.
oji
Belfast, Oct. 27—tf

were

>n

ly done.

Knight

For

supplies

in stork.

Repairing

embroidery

Whisker Dye—Black A Brown, 50c.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
Dean's Rhc umatlc Pills are a sure cure, 50c.
Ivr7
"Is there no way to stop this sort of thing?”
growled Mr. Caution last night, after a battle with
Mrs. F. He gazed across the street at the board
fence around tin- vne-u.t Jot and lo! upon it
II
words, try our liver pills.”

-AND-

pleased to have the ladies of Belfast and
vicinity wishing stamping done or materials for
give her a call Powder stamping that
will not. rub olf.
Also liquid indelible. Imported
arrasene, lloss, chenille, washable outline si!k< and
cottons. The new material called Braidenc. Plush
ornaments, tinsel cord, etc.
Mrs. A. B. KNIGHT, Brooks douse.
At the Hersey bouse. Church sire-, t, the early
43tf
part of November.

Hill’s Hair and

WOHliS

Cartridges,

Supplies,

Cun

Parts

hand, and machines repaired.

on

of till kinds and .steamboat

Would be

Remover kills Corns and Bunions

rail.

a

3I A( him :

ness

the

orn

constantly

him

Machine

lowing

lyr3S

Mrs.

prepared t*> put into dwelling houses, stores,
etc., steam heating apparatus, of the best quality and workmanship. People eontemplating putting in steam heating should

give

Dr. J. C. Ayer Ac Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists: Price $1;
Six bottles for $5.

great Cough cute, 25c,.,.50c.. A $1.
Sulphur Soap heals and beautifies, 25c.

Herman l

is

Sept. 3,1883.—3m36

BY

A Boston man was arrested for calling his serIf he had spoken of her hair as
vant a redhead.”
a capillary Mih-tanee wearing a roseate blush like
unto the brilliant hue of a golden sunset, he would
have

GEO. T. READ, Belfast.

Belfast, Maine.

Sarsaparilla,
Ayer’sPREPARED

Salve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
>-*re^, Fleers, salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter.
( happed Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed t<> give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per box
For sale by Richard 11. Moody.
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A wretclu-d condition indicated by Pallid
Skin, Flaccid Muscles, Shattered
Nerves, and Melancholy. I is first
symptoms are Weakness, Languor,
Loss of Nerve Force, and Mental.Deads
Its course, unchecked,
jection.
inevitable to insanity or death. Women
mediThe
suffer
from
it.
only
frequently
cine that, while purifying the blood, enriches it with new vitality, and invigorates
the whole system, is
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ed said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the •'.aid Cynthia give notice (-> til
y of this order
per-ons interested by causing a
to l-e published three we. Ks v.m-vs-l v<-!y In tile !b
putiiican-Journ. printed at Belfast, that thev tu iy
appear at a Probate t.- urt.to !•.• hei>! at Ib-lf.i-t,
mi the Mv-uid I'ne-.i
within and for -aid Count
I<
m
of November next, at ten of theeio-!;
and show cans. if any they hav< wie tne -.••.me
should not lie proved, aye-roved and ah-wved.
I. VA >. K.
iUllN'OS, Judge.
B. P. F11:i I>. lb-gist,
A true copy. Atte-t

PRIEST the TAILOR,

foul corruption in the blood that rots
all the machinery of life. Nothing
will eradicate it from the system and prevent its tran-miLsion to <>il>pring but
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
'1 his preparation is also the only one that will cleanse
the blood of Mercurial poison and the
taint of Contagious Diseases. Impoverished blood is productive of
Is

ME:

County -o'Waldo,
Octolier, A. 1>. l.-sd.

on

HypnphosphlUs,

Throat Affections.
Pim.roTT, Salisbury, Mo., says: "I
have used Scott’s Emulsion In glandular diseases,
and Throat affections, with uniformly good results. It is the only preparation of Cod Liver Gil

A

tile

Ventilating!

B.

Belfast,<let. I'd. 1

nearly dying”

or
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opy of
inis order to i>>- put dished three wet k< sucees-i\ rty
in the liepuldi-'au Journal, prlnleo at B> !fa-i.! hat
tii y may appear at a Probate Court, i-. r- held
Inon
ai lVifa-d, within and for said County
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styles and rotors, which will
he made to order at the LOWEST

Scott's Emulsion of Pur©
with

1

purporting

F. WELLS.

li.

II

M. sMAl.i.,
|>ABLLLA
L ertain instrument

of

line

in all

Is the roost virulent form of blood-poison*
ing. Less speedily fatal, but not less certainly so. is the vitiation of the blood of
which the first symptoms are Pimples,
Sties, IJoils, and Cutaneous Eruptions. "When the taint of Scrofula gives
warningof its presence by such indications,
no time should be lost in
using Ayek's
Sarsaparilla, the only perfect and reliable medicine for the purification of the
blood.

Mr. Murphy, the temperance lecturer, quieted a
noisy bale, in the audience by sending out and
bm ir.g sonic candy for it
Mr Murphy is not the
only lecturer who gives his audience taffy.

full

a

OVERCOATINGS

in-

Belfast, Sept, il, 1SSS.—39

Balm.

Tin* best remedy for its purpose I have sold—
■b'l,o Hooker, Druggist, ."priugiield, Mass.
An article f real merit.—D. I’. Al ien, Druggist,
springtii-id, Ua-s.
T,,o-r >,vho ust* it speak Highly of it.—Deo. A.
Hill, Druggist, springliecl, Mn-~.
('ream I'.alm has given satisfactory results.—AV.
I‘ Draper. Druggist, sprlnglield, Mass.
liming used Ely’s Dream Halm for about a year,
1 '-an >ay it is just'the tiling l'or catarrh. Miss Matli< A. Baker, East Templeton, Mass.
2\v45

I hare

At a

Prices.

Wort,

I.

“Patients'’
“Almost dead

At a IT-■male ourt held at Belfast, within me; for
theOounlA of Waldo, on the second Tuesday d
October, A. I>. lsT>.

-ALSO-

as an

tiro

Goods!

STYLISH

to ex-

our i:ootis be fort making their selections,
experiem-e of many year- has thoroughly
taught us the wants of this market, and our
patrons may rely upon finding in our stock the
goods that are in demand and at the very

I>. LANK. Agent.Belfast.
< ALVIN Al NT!n. Agent
.Boston.
.!AMhs LlTTLKKIFI.il, (ien’l Stipt.
Boston.
WILLIAM li. HILL, Jr., hen. Manager.
..Boston.

to use.

CHAPTER

That the said Hubbard give notic.
to all persons Interested by causing a copy ..f miorder to be published three weeks suecessively in t
Republican Journal, printed at Belfa.-t. that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be in 1 at Belfast-, within and for said Couuty, on the second
Tuesday of Novembernext.nl ten of the dock be
fore noon, and show cause, if an) they ha\e, wn>
the jiras er of said petitioner •mould not i..- gr.iale-t.
t.ho i: -KHINmiN, J'uogt
A trm1 copy. Attest —B. L. Eim.d, lb gi-ler.

consisting of

advantage

smallest child

world.

At a Probate Court, hetd at Belfa-t, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tue-d.v. of
< October, A. D. 1».V

in Waldo County. If you don't
tn-liere it rail and examine for

vocabulary of

NEW

Woolen

amine

Dr Ais'iii Church, the founder of the firm of
C: urc! A (
commenced the manufacture "f
-oiia and Saleratus Arm A Hammer Brand fifty
vears ago, ami first introduced it into family us*c
:
intr
This exp< rlen *e has enable d the
firm "f b'urc’b A (Jo. to produce the best article of
ttic kind offered for sale.

I\

Pass. Ag’t,

claim to lutre the BEST SELECTEl> STOCK of

GREAT VARIETY of

Customers will find ii t<> their

:

in

concern

Coods will be

NOVELTIES FOR TRIMMING.

and

j

Ordered,

FRAMES,

i

(ATAK1UI

T'kt «.V

HKITKMNO TO HKI.l VST.

From Boston, Mondavs, Wednesdays ami Fridays
at
1’. M.
from Koekland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday s at •*, a. M. or upon arrival f steam, r from
Boston, touching at Camden.
f rom Bangor, touehing at
Hampden. Winterport,
Bueksport ami >car*p -rt M .inlays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 11 A. M.
Hereafter all freight hills will he ..lle. ted
n
the wharf on delivery of goods. Per order of Hen
er.nl Manager.

A Irnin Dtr i’ v
«.„• .".[alt
f N A ti AM
BAKER, late u Wim-rp uin said County of
Waldo, .lece.i-od. m.i ;ng pre-eliled n petition tor
n .<t tin- real estac
license to -e.i
mu
■! -aid d>
.•ease.i a- will produce the sum of seventy live u< i
lars.

England-

Plushes, laces, Fancy Feathers,

Mrs. B.:
Xre you not going to celebrate your
wo«»den wedding?” Mrs. r.
"No; my first wedli
v
w
Mrs. B.: "< )h, it could
be, on know.” Mrs. (
"it was. 1 married
a blockhead.”

As any

VELVETS,
j

■

(icn

JOHN,

V All!

/

Ali the DESIRABLE SHAPES in

Hundreds of letters front those using Ayer’s
Yiuor attest its value as a restorer of grn\ j
b- uniura! color.
A« a stimulant and tonic,
and cleansing the !
prev« ntiiig and curing baldm
scalp. Us Use cannot be too strongly recommended.
H

timt of
that
tlonari

of Novemner next, at ter. of tinirk !><•fore noon, ami show cause, if any they have, whv
the prnver of sai l petitioner should n>»t i.(- grantee.
G Id )• E. JolINx IN, Judge.
.\ true Copy. Attest:— B. 1*. FIELD, Register.

Low Prices

COMPLETE LINE of

a

New anil Stylish Millinery!

An i n<«w the overworked umpire repairs to his
F‘
:a
range grove to fix up his nerve and voice
for :h \t sea.-<n’s work.

V i-,

Tuesday

U

1835-6.

A

;o

1

FALL & WINTER.

An eastern authoress asks: “Can any body stick
closer than a husband?” A porous plaster can
crow ! him for the honors, dear madam.

I

M g r.

an,l

>

at as

Adolf

not

|

CHICAGO.
Iyr4°»

and will sell

can

lyr!2

E. ST.

Commencing Oct. lit, lSSS.
Steamers will leave Belfast at (about) 2 o’clock I*.
M
Monday*. Wednesdays and Fridays for »
den, Koekland and Boston.
For Soarsport, Bueksport, Winterport.
Hampden
and Bangor. Tuesdays, Thursdays and
.Saturdays
at about :• A. M., or upon arrival of steamer from
Boston.

plaints,

V1

K. R. CABLE,
lT cs't ui Ut n

:

on

year*, and given up by physician-, of |
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for ! Bright’* and other
kidney diseases, liver unthe Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of j
severe
coughs, called consumption,
October, A. I). 1885.
have been cured.
U AMLE1. KIMj^BL RY, Executor of the estate of
Wt >
m
era:
O JOB ( l SHMAN, late of Merrill, in said Counh nun agony of neuralgia, nervousiv **. wakety of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
fulness,
nnd
various
«1 ia«
peculiar to wot>* sell at public or private -ale, all the real estate
| rn* n.
of said deceased, as a .-ale of a portion would depreciate the value >.f the re-l lue.
IV,,pie drawn out m shape from excruciating
Ordered, That the said Kingsbury give nolle.• pangs of rheumatism. Intl.auimnb-i v and •tmmic,
to all persons Interested
i.>'i;!a.
by causing a copy of or -ufiering fvm
this order t<> be published three weeks successively |
Krvaipelas'
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
*“*nltrheum, hi.: pm-ming. d.v-ocpsi.n, indi
the) may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at g-’-t'.-m. an in fact, ai im-r an di». a--'- fr:i,r
Nature i- ii»• i•
Belfast, within and for said Countv, >»n the -croud

n

Pp'

Rheumatism. Neuralgia,
tl tiQ H GRtS Cures
Backache, Headache, Toothache,
2d 0 t?V2

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1885,

following: letter from a well known Western
lady explains Itself and Is worthy of careful read-

Parker’s

ADOPTION

The Free

(5 m 40

Sold
lar.

equivalent

to a conun-

please.

are sure to

(oil Liver

cargo, consignee, or assignee, shall pay demurrage at the rate of «> cents per ton a day. Sundays and legal holidays not excepted, upon the
full amount of cargo, as per this bill of lading,
for each and every day’s detention, and pro
rata for parts and portions of a day. beyond the
days above specified, until the cargo’ is fully
discharged, which freight and demurrage shaP
constitute a lien upon said cargo. After arrival
and notice to tie- consignee a- aforesaid and the
expiration of said twenty-four hours, said vessel shall have precedence in discharging overall steam vessel- arriving or giving notice after
her arrival; and for any violation of this provision she shall be compensated in demurrage
as if, while delayed by siieh violation, h» r discharge had proceeded at the rate ol three hundred tons per day.
<
aptains and managing owners will be Instructed that on and after Dec. 1. 1885, and until further notice, they are not to carry coal at
lower rates than the following minimum figure1.
The rates are in addition to all expenses of discharging cargoes. Tie Boston and Portland
bridge late i- three edits per ton per bridge.
Freight rales to oiler ports than those nam' d
are to be adjusted in accordance with the above
figures: Baltimore to New York, si ; Baltimore
to Hoboken, 05
cents; Baltimore to New Haven
and Bridgeport.
$1.05; Baltimore to Rhode
Bland ports, 81-05; Baltimore i<> V w Bedford,
si.o5; Baltimore to Boston, below
bridges,
81.15; Georgetown to New York, $1.05:
Georgetown to Hoboken and Jersey City. 81;
Georgetown to Bridgeport and N< w liav n,
81.15; Georgetown to Rhode Bland ports.
81-15; Georgetown to New Bedford, 81.15;
Georgetown to Boston, below’ bridge*. si.*jo;
1 lampion Roads to New ’t »rk. bo e. nt- ; 1
lampton Roads to Hoboken and Jersey Cit v. S5 rents;
Hampton Roads to Bridgeport and New Haven
b5 rents; Hampton Road- to Rhode Bland
port-. bo cents; Hampton Road* to New Bedford. b.) cents; li tuiptoi. Road-to Boston below
bridge-, bo cent-; Philadelphia to above port*,
same as from
Hampton Roads. Suppiv and
demand will regulate the rate between’ New
York and the ports we- of Cape Cod. The rale
was left blank and schedules to
read, “cargoes
will be discharged by the consignee.”
Rondout
to Boston. $1.05: New York to Bo-ton. 85 cent«;
Weehawken, Hoboken and Por. Johnson to
Boston below bridges, So c« nts; Kliziln thport,
Perth and South Amooy to Boston below
bridge-, bo cents. The rates to Portsmouth, N.
H., will he 10 cents and to New bury port 15
cents over the prices to Boston. The rates to
the Penobscot hay, Calais and East port will be
the same as those to Boston.
The minimum
rate of freights for ports not mentioned in the
I schedule shall not be less than the rates for Report.- nearest to it. Rhode Bland ports will
iuelud: all Rhode Bland ports and Fall River
and Somerset in Massachusetts.
N > rate had
| been fixed upon ice, and that matter wiil be
j considered at a later day. The matter is in the
I hands of a sub-committee.

Y.

N.

Vessel

the

Truss in the market, and the
adopted by the U. >. Government.

EXTRACTS.

our own

Mid f.iV'.rite hue between Chicago and
i:«ani,st I ’a ul. w h.-i c e, .niiect ions are made
"••! >fs i.,r nil point* in the Territories nnd
Priti«h 1 rovin
<>\*r this route Past K\t.,t *s
II ,,ns ".•
v. •.t.*riug
1’
place*. *i,n:m.
r—
!• •• a iitand hunting and
*
fishing
g' ‘ih > d ! wa and Minn. *. a
It is a is., 'he most
desirable rou’e to the r:< li w
at fields and pastoral
land* ..t int n,»i psk..t-.
''-'■I
M
Id!.:
LINK, vi s, n, ,-n and KanII
•! op. II. I iietw. en
dm innati Indian
K-’1-;
a:;
■•
1
i-hdP K
W"
itv,
Minneapolis and m 1 ;..•! ,n
m.
p.,n,f*
•• e
I'1*
'''us', n
p..id. rs.
Alap- a,
i.i• t:. "111*!. »*■.,'
•• *s
i' pr111; a ,. 'I ■.■ hi•
t
l!ie *
States and
mathi; or P. «di;.

m

Arrangement.

all of the most eminent physic-

or

1; or

1

perfect

the most

only

Penfield

Agents

keep the law, any law, and his

pathway will be strewn with satisfaction.
There is more ditfernce in 111-* quality of our
pleasure than the amount. [Emerson.

ELASTIC HOSE, £c.,
ami

The Famous Albert Lea Route

1 i; 111.

ians

of November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if any they have, why I
the praver of said petitioner shoul 1 not be granted.
GE< >. E. J< >IIN>ON Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—B. P. Field, Register.

";y

in

Fall

CHAPTER I.

Ask any

Tuesday

Kjl'f-W

Bangor
Co.

1

J!1!'

I* the

■

ddden

its patrons that sense of personal scciiafVord.-d hy a solid, thoroughly ballasted roadsmooth racks of continuous steel rail, suhatan'Hi built culverts anil bridges, rolling stock a* near
t'- rl cn..;! as human skill
m make it, the
safety
”f t-ntent l*iittVr*. | 1 .t forms and
•■'Id’ll
airbrakes,
and liai
••ting d is* op line whi h governs the pract'
!" rati n nf all its trains,
other specialties ..f
1
are Transfers at all
connecting points in
“' l
••*" 1 »’"*
unsurpassed comforts aud
lux i’
of ii- 1 ss-enger Pquipnicnt.
Th. K.."
.11
T> »i»~
n.lcsro ami
il )>"dl« Kansas City. T-eavenworth and
v
■■
\> to* ii ri
i>n,.,.-, ,| ,a well ventilated, ttnolv up
1
Magnificent
Pullman
Palace
i?;
o'1 '•!" ’*
.he \ ,.le
d.-igri and sumptuous Pining
1
•»'>>• .*t- ;\
...iked meals are Icisureiv
••.r1 1*1
'•''••
n.
>'< and Kansas ’ity nnd Atchison
ate a.inn the Celebrated
Reclining (’hair Cars.

Maine.

Boston and

giving natural, childlike refreshing sleep always?
And they will tell yon unhesitatingly
ikSome form of Hops !

KACHEL

The Great Rock Island Route

tion of the State of

Trial proves that honesty Is the best policy in
medicine as well a> In other things. Ayer’s Sarsa
paril.a is a genuine preparation, an unequalled
blood purifier, decidedly superior to all others.

!

Providence has

Itv reas.m of its central position and close relation to
nil pnnciiml lines Hast and West, at initial and tcrmin il point*, constitutes tlio most
important mideont inent a I link in that svsf.ni of through
transportation which invites nnd facilitates travel and trattle
net ween cities of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts.
It
i« alsi. the favorite and best 1 ■ >ite to and from
points
a*'. N •rihe»*t and Southeast, and
corresponding
V.
P*t.
Northwest and Southwest.
points

y
J11
bed.

The action of Carter’s Little Liver Pills Is pleasant. mild and natural. They gently stimulate the
liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not purge.

not ll esc soils both IIi-!;
these with Him are one!
To phrase it so were best;
Gou’s sell is that tirst Guest.
The House of Life being done.

l’ay

lected assortment of

To be found In this sec-

!!!

“What is tin* only remedy that can be relied
to cure all diseases of the
kidneys and urinary organs: Bright’s disease, diabetes, retenor
tion,
j
inability to retain urine, and all the
diseases and ailments peculiar to women”
“And they will tell you explicitly and emphatically "Unci ’::
Ask the same physiciauAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
“Wliai is the most reliable and surest cure
October A. I). 1885.
for all liver diseases or
dyspepsia, constipation,
J. HASKELL, Guardian of l^A and indigestion, biliousness, malaria, fever,
ague,
IDA HASKELL, minor heirs of EDDO Ac.," and they will tell
you
HASKELL, late of Knox, in sal t County of Wal>
Mai
/
drab
do, deceased, having presented a petition for a
Hence, when these re audios arc c.unbilled with
license to sell the Interest of said minors In the 1
others equally valuable.
homestead of said deceased.
And
Ordered, That the said Rachel J. give notice t<> d- rful compounded luio Ib-p Ritters, such a won
and in;, sterh>us curative power is developed,
all persons interested bv causing a copy <>f this ;
which ]~ so varied in Its operation:* that no di>ea.-«
order to be published three weeks successively In
or ili he,utli can
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they
possible exist or resist it.- power,
and yet it is
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at BelHarmless for the most frail woman, weakest infast, within and for said County, on the second valid
or

se-

art:

"Ms! why is that darkey
drum:’’ "Pm sure I don’t
cause he’s a-nig ma.”

[Franklin.

PAINS’*

“KIDNEY

.-ati

carefully

tired taking the large old-fashioned
you
griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can’t stand everything.
One pill a dose.
11

>

Potter

most

(tuarantees

Scientific pure for Piles.—French surgeons
u«
;:i-trumeets, the English .— >t' lug remedies,
an
\merte in- medication. “AN AKF>I>” com.
o':a<
the three method-, and nothing known to
ion e is -o near an infallible remedy f >r Piles.
>old bj Druggists.

from the Nose and
Ringing N h-<-> Jj. the
N'ervaicl.
Headache
1 Kevei in-tantly reliev-

MARY

FURNITURE

Yet 1 argue not against leaven's hand or
will, nor bale a jot of heart or imp* but stiil
m-king nricu- dislodged, 1 bear
up and steer rigid onward.
[Milton.
n
’:iii.
and I
cit-an-ed
Den, breath
sweetened,
U
The block of granite, which was an
*■11. tast**, mri hearing re
in the path of tie* weak, becomes a steppinga: \ ravages checkire
stone in the pathway of the strong.
[Carlyle.

Is, Watery l>ls

■-"!

and

Experience.

The rewot French absurdity in the millinery
line i- a bonnet trimmed with asses’ ears. When a
girl put- on one <>f them and walks out with a
dudi .t wiil look like a well-matched team.

1

L. SLEEPER, Administratrix of the ostate of GEORGE R. SLEEPER, late of Bob
fast, In said Couuty of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition*for a license to sell so much of
the real estate of said deceased as will produce the
sum of six thousand dollars, at public or private
sale.
Ordered, That the said Mary L. give notice
to all persons interested by causing a eopv of this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republtcan.Jnurnal primed at Belfast,that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of November next, at ten of the clock before noon
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—B. P. Field, Register.

have the LARGEST

To

KNOW THYSELF, hy reading the “Science
of Life,” the best medical work ever published, for
young and middle-aged men.
ly*2!*

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of October, A. D. 1885.

CHICAGO,ROGIC ISLAND S PACIFIC RAILWAY

Hi« tongue dropped manna and could make
the worse appear the better reason, to perplex
I and dash maturest counsels. [MiMou.

lea
irg*

Why is It, do you think, that our young unmarried
ladies of the period use too much powder? Well,
the only reason Mrs. .J. can think of is—in order
that they may “go off.”

Questions Answered !

sl the most eminent physician
Of any school, what is the best thing in the
world for allaying all irritation of the nerves,
and curing all forms of nervous complaints,
-1

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THI3
COUNTRY WILL SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

The Mohammedans have ninety-nine names for
Hod but no Mohammedan ever uses all of them until he mashes his finger in tacking down the carpet.

Beginning. End, He G:

Gems of

Im41

edy.

So,

with Inhalor for
Asi for
every form of Catarrh,

remedy known

prostrated

Are

Complete Treatment,

Arnica ,fc Oil Liniment is the best
for stiff joints.

PROBATE NOTICES.

m

w

Costiveness is the cause of the intolerable “bad
breath” of multitudes. Dr. Henry Baxter’s ManIrake Bitters remove the cause and prevent the
svil, and cost only 25 cents.

Next to scarlet fever, there is no disease among
children more ‘trended by parents than whooping
cough. It is liable to come at all seasons of the
year, it exhausts the strength of the little ones, and
physicians are often unable to check it. Mr. F. W.
Harbaugh, of the Telegram, Baltimore, Maryland,
had six of his children, aged from six to thirteen
with this malady at one and the
years,
same time.
A complete cure was, however, effected by Red Star Cough Cure; and Mr. Harbaugh
writes that the cough, which generally lasts nine
weeks, left in four weeks, and he is confident it
would have disappeared sooner if he had been
aware of the existence of such an Invaluable rem-

*Tis truth, though we forget.
In Life's House enters none
Who shall that >ceker shun.
Who shall not so be met.
“Is lhi- mine hour!'" each saith.
“So be it. gentle Death!"
Each has his way to end,
Encountering this friend.
Griefs die to memories mild;
Hope turns a wearied child:
I. >ve shines a spirit white.
With eyes of deepened light.

CASE.

identified wit
last fifty years

W. Carruth.

He goes not to the gates
To welcome any other.
Nay: not Lord Life, his brother;
But still his hour awaits
Each several guest to tiud
Alone, yea, quite alone;
Pacing with pensive mind
The cloister's echoing stone,
(>r. singing, unaware,
At the turning of the stair.

ITt UIVL DISEASE! Cl RED.

A Cincinnati paper relates the following incident :
Lieut. Mullen was present In the magistrate’s
office and addressed Officer Newman as follows:
-You dirty, sneaking dog, give up your badge
nnd traps; vou are suspended.” Newman replied that he never did as dirty work as Mullen, and that he was working in the interest of
a good cause and would make more arrests.
Newman then turned over his badge to Mullen
to avoid trouble.
This Mullen is Inspector of Police, and as
such abusing and
suspending officers for doing
their duty in arresting ballot-box stuffers, is
the same Mullen whom the President pardoned
out of jail a few weeks ago when under sen- i
tence for the crime of denriviug men of their
votes. This is reform.
[Boston .Journal.
William J. Best, the financier who was
prominently connected with the affairs of the
collapsed Pacific Bank of Boston, has been
arrested in New York, charged with embezzling
$75,000 as trustee of the will of the late Francis

The day-beams, free of fear.
Creep drowsy toward bis feet:
His heart were heard to beat,
Were any there to hear;
Ah, not for ends malign.
Like wild things couched in lair,
Or watcher of a snake,
But with a friend’s design
lie iurks in shadow there!

SCALP, FAC E EARS A \ It HECK
1 w as afflicted with Eczema on the Scalp, Face,
Ears and Neck, which the druggist, where I
got
your remedies, pronounced one of the worst cases
that had conic under his notice. He advised tne tv*
try your Cn ima Remedies, and after live days’
use my scalp ami part 01 my face were
entirely
cured, and I hope in another week to have my ears,
neck, and the other part of mv face cured.
HERMAN SLADE.
1*20 E. 4th street, New York

Your

finislie i, Death enter.*.—East-

Is

The history of Downs’ Elixir is
the history of New England for the
It cures coughs and colds.

Mullen and Reform.

'uest.

Life's House being ready all.
Each chamber lair and dumb.
Ere Life, the Lord, is come
itb pomp into his hall—
Lre Love has lit ’he tires.
Dr young,
great-eyed Desires
Have, tim\d. tried the doors;
east
window leaned
-0“ irom
One Hope, to greet the sun.
One gray sparrow screened
Her sight against the west—
Then enters the tirst guest.
The House of Life being done.

COVERED WITH }. V
I have been
iro“ MIKES,
afflicted
disease the doet ua wfstdnee last March w ith a Skin
covered 'y[>i jbi -rs called Eczema. My face was
ub scabs and sores, and the itching and
» YV-U-*"
...ug were almost unbearable.
Seeing your
t tTici RA Remedies so highly recommended, concluded to give them a trial, using the O tktua
and Ci tu ka Soar externally, and Resolvent
Internally, for four months. I call myself cured, in
gratitude for which 1 make this public statement.
Mrs. CLARA A. FREDERICK.
Broad Brook, c< *nn.

( I RE in EVERY

First

of good business ab\F
letter and state age, and
3ra37*

men

by

references.
S. T. CANNON &

CO., AUGUSTA, MaINK.

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.
|

Our manufactures arc fully warranted, ami are
unsurpassed by any In the market.
lyr'il
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality.

SALEM LEAD
F. A. Brow n, Troas.

COMPANY,
BAi.Cn. Mill.

GOAT MAKERS WANTED.
TWO EXPERIENCED COAT MAKKltS WANTI
ed Immediately. None others need apply.
H. L

Belfast, Oct. 1, 1885.—40tf

LORD.

